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Abstract
This thesis examines the role that a community centre plays in the 'practice' of
community in a social housing project in west 51. John's, Newfoundland and Labrador.
My analysis focuses on the tensions and contradictions involved in the course of daily life
around the Centre as the staff attempt to realize the goals of the Centre, enhance the
social conditions of thc area, and help to develop the 'cultural capital' of the residents.
Particular attention is paid to the eore analytical themes which emerged during the course
of my fieldwork, such as 'community,' 'empowennent,' and 'owncrship.' I examine how
these themes are invoked as 'mobilizing metaphors' to serve the agendas of government,
the staff of the Centre, and tenant·aetivists from the project, contrastoo with how these
same themes are realized as practices in daily life. I also analyze some of the historical,
political and economic contexts in which the Centre is situated which relates to a key
contradictory tcnsion the Ccntre is placed within: the strengthening of 'community'
within a housing project that is mandated as 'transitional' housing.
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Chapter One
Introduction
This thesis examines the role that the Froude Avenue Community Centre plays in
the 'practice' of community in public housing project locatcd in the west end of
St. John's, the capital city of the Canadian province of Newfoundland and Labrador. I
have borrowed the tenn the 'practice' of community from Rhoda Halperin (1998). In her
work, she challenged the notion of 'community' as a bounded, geographic whole and
argues instead that community should be lUlderstood as, "a dynamic, contentious, and
changing process tnat plays out as a scries of everyday practices" (Halperin 1998: 2).
However, the focus of this thcsis is somewhat narrowcr than Halperin's work as my focus
is on a community centre and its staff rather than the Froude Avenue l project itself. But I
retain Halperin's broader analytical framework of 'practice,' which includes nOI only the
small details of daily life in an urban community, but also the impact of the larger forces
of the political economy. I approach my analysis of the Centre on three key levels.
I consider the intricacies, nuances and tensions of daily life around the Centre as
the staff go about performing their jobs and implementing the goals of the Centre, as $Cen
in their mission statement (Appendix A). I also examine the contradictions and tensions
between the metaphorical uses oftenns like 'community,' as seen in the discourses oflhe
Newfoundland and Labrador I-lousing Corporation (NLHC)2, the Centre's staff, as well as
that of the tenant-activists from the Froude project, and how these metaphors contrast
with the practice of daily life around the Centre. The third focus is perhaps the most
broad. The Froude project was built in 1951, shortly after Newfoundland's entry into the
Canadian Confedcration in 1949. The project was built at a time when collectivist
thinking in governmcnt was at its strongest and the cornerstones of thc Canadian social
welfare state, laid from the period after Ihe First World War and on through to the
Second, were being built upon and strengthened. For a variety of political and cconomic
factors in the 1970s, 19805, and I990s, the Canadian social welfare state has slowly been
dismantled and weakened. The prevailing nco-liberal Zeitgeist has affected government
fiscal and social policies, as budgets are trimmed, services arc reduced and benefits arc
cut. Not only has the investment in new social housing ground to a halt, in the province
and across the country, but in the process the relationship between the individual and the
slate is also being redefined. Collectivist ideologies have been replaced with an
individualizing discourse in which 'sclf-reliant' individuals are to be 'weaned' ofT of their
supposed dependency on the state. Ironically, the ideology of the 'sclf-reliant' individual
or the homo economicus (Wilk 1996: 14), is often couched in collectivist, grass-roots
tenns, such as 'community' or 'empowennenl.' As such, these tenns become 'mobilizing
metaphors' (Shore and Wright 1997: 20) or 'masterwords' (Spivak 1989: 127) which are
strategically used to promote a political agenda, from below as well as from above.
My analysis throughout this thesis moves from the broader influenccs of the
political economy, to the tensions between metaphor and practice, down to how these
tensions and contractions arc played out around the Centre in daily life. The rest of this
introductory chapter outlines the design and methodology of the research project itself.
Chapter Two is a discussion of the hislOry of social housing in St. John's and the Froude
project itself, also exploring some of the concerns and reservations whieh have been
raised in regard to large concentrations of the poor in housing estates. Chapter Three
outlines the process behind which the Froude Avenue Commllility Centre was built in
light of these concerns, as well as introducing the Centre, the staff and the programs.
Chapter Four is the first of a series of analytical chapters which will be the focus of the
~econd half of this thesis. Each of chapters Four, Five and Six examine specifically a core
theme which emerged during the course of my fieldwork. The chapters on 'community,'
'empowerment,' and 'ov.rnership' examine how these concepts are invoked (by
government, the Centre's staff and tenant-activists) as mobilizing metaphors and why, the
disparity between mctaphor and practice, and how these conecpts are enacted in practice
by the staff and the residents of the projeet. Before the summary and conclusions in
Chaptcr Eight, I will devote Chapler Seven to an analysis of 'cultural capital' and the
tensions and contradictions involved with the attempts by the staff to provide the
children, youth, and to an extent the adults of the project with the educational, social and
vocational skills so that they may succeed in terms of educational endeavours and future
employment prospects.
1.1 - Getting Started
When I first arrived in St. John's in late August of 2000, I already had an idea in
mind for an ethnographic research projeet on a social welfare office. After completing
two independcnt reading courses for my undergraduate degree that had dealt with the rise
of the social welfare state, [ had developed an interest in the subject. [ was also, in my
own way, responding to Laura Nader's call to 'study up' to countcr the "mind-set
whereby social seientislS tend to study-down, analyzing the poor, the ethnics, the
downtrodden" (Nader 1980: 37). In the same paper she also advocated a 'vertical slice'
approach which examines the impact of the political eoonomy and governmental policies
upon people's lives. Hov.'ever, my patient thesis advisor allowed me to discover for
myself that while these issues arc important, the practicality of gaining access to a
govemmenl bureaucracy, especially given the time constraints of a four-month fieldwork
project, had to be considered.
I pondered this situation for some time. I was somewhat uncomfortable with a
fieldwork project that focused on issues of urban poverty, given the criticisms and
sensitivity to Oscar Lewis' (1970) 'Culture of Poverty' theory within anthropology. Qne
such criticism held that these kinds of psychologically reductionist theories serve to
perpetuate the negative stereotypes of the poor by focusing, "almost exclusively on the
pathology of the intergenerational transmission of destructive values and behaviors
among individuals within families," (Bourgois 1995: 16) while ignoring issues of
exploitation, discrimination and structural poverty. After considering the sensitive and
thoughtful way that anthropologists such as Carol Stack (1997 [1974]), Philippe Bourgois
(1995) and Rhoda Halperin (1990; 1998) had dealt with the subject, my initial fears were
lessened. Further, I felt that if I truly wanted to understand the impact of the economy,
policy and bureaucracy, upon the daily lives of people struggling to cope with these
factors, then a ground-level fieldwork project would be the route to take.
As luck would have it, [ had interviewed a senior organizer with the Food
Security Network of Newfoundland and Labrador for a gmduate methods course. She
described to me the importance of thc community eentre program for the major social
housing estates within St. Jolm's. Shc specifically cited the Froude Avenuc Community
Centre, given that the current manager has been there almost from the time the Centre
was opened, and that the area is unique as the oldest social housing project in
Newfoundland and Labrador and one of the oldest in Canada. She also pointed out that
there are some longstanding families residing in the area, dating back to its initial
occupation in 1951. She felt that if r was looking for 'community' within the context of a
social housing project, then Froude would be the place to work. Being a fonner graduate
student in social anthropology herself, she cautioned me that I would not be able to reach
or interact with local residents who did not use the Centre if I limited my research to the
Centre itself. She advised mc that four months would be far too short a time to conduct a
community level study. She also cautioned me that despite the fact that she thought very
highly of the people she met at Froude, the area had a reputation for being "a little
rough."
During the course of our subsequent discussions, she offered to approach the
managers of these centres on my behalf. She reported back to me that the manager of
another centre was interested in the project. I had wanted to work at Froude, but decided
to approach this other centre instead. I took the proposal to the manager and he said that
he would take it to their Board of Directors for approvaL I was latcr crestfallen to hear
that the proposal was rejected on the basis that they were soon to begin the process of
constructing a new centre, and that the area was suffering from, in his words, "research
fatigue," which I could well respect. He gave me the names and phone numbers of the
other area managers and specifically cited rroude as a good possibility, as they have a
longer history in dealing with researchers.
There was still a significant amount of snow on the ground when I first visited the
Centre in March to have a meeting with John the manager. I found the Centre tucked
away in a cul-de-sac at the end of Froude Avenue taking up what was once a four-unit
block. I found John to be quite outgoing and accommodating. He said that he would pass
my proposal on to Bill, the educational coordinator, for review. Bill called me later to say
that he was impressed with my proposal and the "clear and concise" manner in which it
was written. As a fonncr principal with a Master's of Education, and an impressive writer
himself, I found this to be high praise indeed. John told me that he would take my
proposal to the Centre's Board of Directors, but assured me that given his length of time
as manager (1986 to present) and the respect and trust he has earned with the residents,
that his stamp of approval would almost certainly allow the research to proceed. His
assessment proved correct and by late April we met again to decide how to begin and
conduct my project.
1.2 - Qualitative vs. Quantitative Social Research
The choice of methods, the nature of a field site and the questions and issues that
are to be investigated are intimately interconnected. As an ethnographic project, I
intended participant-observation to be the approach that I would usc in my research,
which Stanley Barrett describes as the "defining feature of anthropological methods"
(Barrett 1996: 75). I was interested in the role that the Centre played in the daily life of
the area and therefore felt this to be the best-suited research method for this kind of
inquiry. In the early stages of the planning, I decided that I needed a 'site,' a place to be
and a reason to be there. I needed a participant role to fill during the four-month time
frame. The Centre otTers a number of programs, some of which are dependent on
volunteers. Participating in these programs not only would satisfy the methodological
concerns raised above, but I felt that I would be able to give something back and at least
partially assuage my concerns about solely 'extracting' data from the residents and staff.
From the early stages of the fieldwork right through to the thesis writing stage,
some of the staff and I wrestled wilh the practical and ethical dimensions of social
rcsearch. Oftentimes, this discussion seemed to gravitate towards the differences between
qualitative and quantitative research. John was initially concerned that I might be
planning to do a survey. The previous researcher to work in the area was an advanced
undergraduate student of social work and some issues had arisen from that project, one of
which was the manager's concern with what he felt to be the mther intrusive procedure of
an outsider knocking on doors and disturbing the residents. John was also intrigued with
the personal and involved methodological approach that I had outlined in my proposal.
He argued that the last thing he wanted was another needs assessment, but he valued my
focus on considering the bencfits the Centre provides to the area, as well as the
perspective of an outside rcsearcher who would develop an appreciation of the
complexity of running the Ccntre and the role that it plays.
The issue of qualitative versus quantitative research was also raised in that the
statT felt that it is difficult to document the good that the Centre does and the trials of day-
to-day operations with a surveyor statistical figures. When it comes to issues of poverty,
statistical demographics tend to highlight what Halperin refers to as the 'bad numbers':
rates of illiteracy, school dropouts, and rates of discase, crime and so forth. What are
often neglected are the 'good' numbers: "longevity in the community, frequency and
inlcnsity of intergenerational ties...caring patterns in and among households" (Halperin
1998: 104). I was initially tempted to collect this kind of data, but I had to remind myself
that my focus was on the activity in and around the centre, not the community as a
'whole.' During the time of my research, the population of the projcct consisted of some
300 individuals according to the NLHC statistics (Appendix B). This is a number that I
felt would not prove to be amenable in teons of a partieipant-observation method of
research, especially given my time constraints.
One morning in late June myself, John, Bill and Keith, the program coordinator,
were having a somewhat animated conversation on the front sleps of the Centre. We were
all a little on edge as some issues had arisen following the preschool graduation
ceremony held the night before in regards to one panicular parent. We were talking about
this, among other things, when I raised the issue as to how I could best document the
positive impact of the Centre. As he would often do. John responded to my question or
concern wilh an anecdote, of which he seemed 10 have an unlimited supply. John told me
Ihat some years ago he had given a child a birthday present and some extra allention,
which he had noticed this child would not have received otherwise. He said that it is not
surprising in these kinds of cases to have someone knock on your door years later saying,
"You may nol remember me, but that time you thai gave me a birthday present when no
one else did made all the difference in the world to me." My interpretation of this story
was that these aspects of the efforts of the Cenlre and the slaffofien 'fly under the radar'
and that the positive impacts are not only diffieult to document, but may even take years
10 manifest. I commented that qualitative research is perhaps the best-suited method of
research for the kinds of issues I am interested in. Bill jumped in and said, "Yes, thai is
exactly whal you are doing, qualitative work, but how do you quantify Ihal?" implying
Ihat one cannot. I agreed, but admitted that it seems Ihal the language of policy, of
bureaucracy and of power wants "stats and nOI slories."
1.3 - Participant-Observation
I felt that the least intrusive way in which to do research was through participant-
observation while actively taking part in the programs offered at the Centre. In this way I
fell I could get 10 know the staITand some of the residents through daily interaction, but it
was also a way for them to get to know me. The course of my participant-obscrvtltion
fieldwork was generally pleasant and problem-free. I tried to avoid getting underfoot of
the staff, but [ also did not want to make the local residents feel uncomfortable or feel
Ihat their private lives were under scrutiny. At the end of my final interview with Kate, a
key local volunteer, I thanked her for tolerating my presence and said that I hoped my
presence over the summer was not 100 much of an intrusion. She replied in her somewhat
abrupt manner (which I think many people misinterpret), "Don't be so foolish." I was
pleased given that when I first arrived and Kate found out I was a researcher, she
exclaimed, "I guess I had better be on my best behaviour then." 1cannot say if the staffor
residcnts regulated their behaviour in my presence. At times I suspected this was the case,
but not always. I was in the uncomfortable position once of being temporarily alone in
the front room of the Centre when a mother of one of the preschool children was being
verbally abused by her partncr. I do not believe this individual knew I was a researcher,
and I suspected he would not carc ifhe had.
Generally [ also noticed an overall increase in the use ofcrude or vulgar language
by some of the residents as time wore on, perhaps indicating an increasing level of
comfort with my presence or perhaps a signal that they began to forgct my role at times. I
felt that this was additionally significant given that the Centre actively discouraged the
use of offensive language on the premises. The issue of language is an important theme
that I will rcturn to in Chapter Seven, suffice it to say here that it appeared that somc of
the residents would censor their language around the Centre in the presence of the senior
staff, but tended not to do so if only I were present.
John had cautioned me right from the begilllling that I should focus more on
'hanging out,' observing, talking to people, and getting to see what the Centre was all
about, rather than on ·volunteering.' While I did participate in all of the major programs
at the Centre, [ also spent a lot of time sitting around the kitchen table talking, listening
and watching activity around me. During the summer program, when I was not actively
engaged with the children, I spent time chatting on the front steps of the Centre, having
breakfast or lunch with the staff, or just stopping to chat with a local resident I knew.
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During the time I was there from late April until early September, I participated to
varying degrees in the breakfast program, the after-school recreation and homework
programs, and the preschool. The summer program ran over July and August and from
Mondays to Fridays for full eight-hour days, which cnabled mc to grcatly increase my
time at the Centre. I also participate<! in sornc off-sitc cvcnts such as an ovcrnight party at
a lodge outside of the city, which was organized and hostcd by the Neighbourhood
Enhanccment Association (NEA). I also altended a summer camp for the older youth and
watched some of the league softball games the Froude team played in. I sat in on
numerous staff meetings, two Centre Board of Directors meetings and onc Resource
Group meeting. In late September I was invited by the NEA to participate in a tenants'
conference entitled Enhancing Community Capacity that they had organized in
conjunction with the tenants organizations of the other four major social housing estates]
in SI. John's, which was funded by the Capital Coast Dcvelopment Alliancc, the
Community Centre Alliance and the federal HRDC (Human Resources and Development
Canada).
1,4 -Interviews
From the beginning of the designing of the project I had planned to conduct a
series of taped interviews. I wanted to have a series of interviews on record to make sure
that I had collected eertllin biographical information from my key research participants. I
also wanted to have thc intervicw on tape so that I could accurately inject somc of their
words and voices into the text of my thesis. It has been argued that informal
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conversations are essentially 'unstructured interviews,' which everyone does in the
course of daily social interaction (Bernard 1994: 208). The interviews that I had in mind
were perhaps more semi-structured in nature. I prepared a list of questions before each
interview tailored for the specific individual, but during the course of the interview the
list was not rigidly adhered to. I found thal the interviews with the staff and residents
whom f knew well tended to be somewhat free flowing, but interviews with people that I
did not know well tended to follow the list more closely. Some of the interviews were
very engaging and fruitful, one lasting for over two hours, while others were less so.
I found that what I was told was also dependent upon my own personal
relationship with each research panicipant. Their answers to my queries were also of
course mediated by my position as a researcher, which James Clifford has aptly described
as, "circumstantial responses" (Clifford 1986: 107). The following are notes I had made
after an interview that I conducted with a resident, whom I met for the first time. A local I
knew quile well arranged the interview on my behalf, but my interview subject and I
were still strangers and I found many of his responses to be somewhat more guarded than
those of residents with whom I was familiar. However even an interview which does not
evoke candid responses may still be fruitful in other ways.
I did not tape, as Housing was replacing some clapboards at
the back of the building, and the concourse construction
was going on across the front.. . .1 also felt that the tape
recorder may make him uncomfortable... [He] was often
vague and evasive, as I am a total stranger. 'Ine 'problems'
of the area were never explicitly discussed, but I fecI that
he sees a lot from his chair on his porch. When I roughly
sketched a kinship chart as a visual aid for myself, he
became alanned that I was "doing a survey for Housing,"
which I quickly refuted.
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A great deal of what I was told will never see the light of day and did not even appear in
my unedited fieldnotes, partly for reasons of professional ethics, partly because I care
about the people I have worked with and am concerned about how certain things would
look in print. At the same time, researchers cannot cxpect research participants to be
candid with them until thcy know who you are, what you arc doing, and what kind of
person you are. The above excerpt was from one of my last interviews in August, at the
point when I thought I was long past the slage where people may have lhought I worked
for Housing, or from a younger person's perspective, that I might have been a 'narc.' I
was troubled in the early stages upon hearing connicting accounts of events, to the point
where I found myself doubting what I was being told at times. It was only later, in the
initial stages of analysis, that I worried less about the 'validity' of what I was lold, and
realized how valuable the interviews were in terms of helping me to understand people's
discourse strategies, the tensions between what I was told and what I had seen, and to
appreciate the variety of interpretations that may exist about an issue.
I had made the decision to focus more on participant-observation rather than
interviewing as the primary research method, as I felt that it \-vas prudent to base most of
my findings on my own observations. However, by late August I found myself
wondering if I should have conducted more interviews. I was only convinced that I had
made the right choice during the thesis writing stage when I discovered the extent to
which I would rely on my fieldnotcs rather than intcrview transcriptions. I had many long
conversations in offices, around the kitchen tables, at restaurants, or even on the steps of
the Centre that were sponlaneous interviews, but without the benefit of a tape recorder. I
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found these to often be more intimate and engaging than the planned and recorded
sessions. Perhaps what benefit the tape recorder has in providing accuracy is counter-
balanced by a reduction in the degrees of intimacy and spontaneity.
In all, I interviewed all of the key senior staff, and the manager twice. I
interviewed the President and two other key members of the Neighbourhood
Enhancement Association (NEA) in a group interview session, whieh was a new
experience for me. I also followed up with a later interview session with the President
alone. I interviewed my key local research participant twice, and she had arranged an
interview for me with a long-tenn resident who had moved into the area as a youth in
19S I. Helen, the presehool teacher, arranged for me to interview some of the parents of
her students, one of whom had lived in private housing on Froude Avenue, which enabled
me to be able to gain some insights into an outsider's perspective of the estate and the
Centre. I interviewed the current NLHC Tenant Relations Officer (fRO) for the area, and
a past TRO who had actually written the proposal for the Froude centre back in 1984. I
also interviewed the current secretary for of the Centre's Board of Directors who had also
served as the Chair for two years. r was pleased to discover during the course of the
interview that she is the Regional Planner for the North-East Avalon region (essentially
the greater St. John's area) for the implementation of the province's Strategic Social Plan
(SSP), an initiative that strives to link social and economic development.
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1.5 - LibraI)' and Archival Research
Archival research proved to be extremely valuable in documenting the history of
the area, and sorting out some of the confusion that seems to exist as to the dates and
labels of the two social housing projects that had existed in the same locale. I was able to
find some historical sources at the Queen Elizabeth II Library at the Memorial University
of Newfoundland. I also found the university's Centre for Newfoundland Studies to be a
valuable source for newspaper articles and NLHC news releases. Shortly after my
fieldwork began, I discovered that Bill and I both share a passion for history and we were
frustrated in our attcmpts to locate archival material on thc area either al the City of
SI. John's Archives or the archives of the CMHC.4 We were lold that the kinds of
archival data we were looking for either did not exist, were destroyed or lost, or that to
locate them would take much more of a time investment than we were perhaps willing to
undertake. I felt my energies would be better spent doing fieldwork around the Centre
than archival research.
My saviour in this regard turned out to be Dr. Christophcr Sharpe of the
Department of Geography at Memorial, who shares some of the interests I have in the
historical aspects of housing in Newfoundland, and is familiar with archival infonnation
on housing in SI. John's. He generously made copies of some documents he had obtained
that were rclevant to my research, some of which were the minutes of meetings of the
St. John's Housing COfJXlration (SlI-lC) from the 1940s and even some correspondence
by its Chair, Brian Dunfield. I was also generously supplied a map and some critical
statistics by the TRO for the area, such as population figures, the number of units in the
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project, as well as social assistance rates. She retrieved this infonnation for me from the
NLHC databanks, for which I am deeply grateful. I now tum to Chapter Two in which I
use these and other sources to present the historical context of housing in the City of
St. John's in which the Centre is situated.
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Endnotes to Chapter One
1 This project, buill in 1951, is fonnally known as 'Westmoun( and colloquially as 'The Blocks.' As none
of the residents or staff refe~ to lhe area as Westmount, and The Blocks is somewhat derogatory. in this
thesis I will refer to thc area as the Froude project or estate. Sonteofthe staff and rcsidents I spoke to
indicated that 'The Blocks' has a somewhat negative connotation, even though I have heard some residents,
bothyoungandold,use it on occasion
1 The NL.lIC is often referred to simply as 'Housing' by the residents, the staff and even a former and
present NLlIC Tenant Relations Officer
'Throughoutlhisthesis I usc tile terms 'projects' and 'estates' intcrchangeably to rcfer to social housing
developments. 'Estates' appear to be the preferred tenn in the UK whereas 'housing projects' appear to be
the more common term in North America. The NUIC Tenant Relations Officer I spoke with on several
occasions used the tenn 'social housing concentrations,' however for reasons of brevity I alternate between
project or estate
• Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation.
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Chapter Two
The Context: History & Housing
2.1 • Research Setting
St. John's essentially began its existence as a fishing village. Fishing continued to
be the dominant economic activity in the area until the eighteenth century (House 1984:
109). From the limited settlement in the sixteenth century, the growth ofS\. John's was
slow until the first quarter of the nineteenth century (Baker 1982a: iv). Due to its natural
harbour and proximity to Europe on the eastern coast of the Avalon Peninsula, St. John's
grcw to become a major regional pon and distribution centre for the island. Combined
with an increased migrant population, notably from Ireland, and the concomitant growth
of secondary economic activity in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, SI. John's
developed into the "commercial, governmental, administrative, financial, judicial,
religious, educational and communications centre of Newfoundland society" (House
1984: lOS).
According to recent figures from Statistics Canada the population of the province,
as of 2001, was approximately 512,930 of which 172,918 live in the St. John's
metropolitan area (StatsCan 2001). The 2001 figure represents a seven percent drop in
provincial population from the last census taken in 1996, which was a cause for concern
in the province and was widely discussed in the local media. Thc unemployment mte of
the province is one of the highest in the country at 16.1%, although St. John's fares
somewhat better at around 9.1% (StatsCan 2001).
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As previously mentioned, the site of my research was a community centre located
within, and serving, a social housing estate in the west end of5t. John's. A discussion of
the process behind the construction of the housing project itself, as well the decisions to
construct and fund the community centre, will serve not only as a historical background
for the reader, but it will tie into many of the themes and issues that I encountered in my
research. It must also be remembered that social welfare policies and bureaucratic
agencies playa role in this research, as they do in the lives of the people of the Froude
Avenue estate. These issues will be explored later on in this thesis; however, as a matter
of context, between 1984 and 200 I the percentage of single parenl households in the
Froude housing area has increased from 32.1 % to 47.9 %, while the number of
households dependant on some fonn of social assistance has risen from 71.6 % to 86.4 %
out of a total population of 128 households consisting of some 308 individuals with an
average family income of$9789.12 per year for 2001 (see Appendix B).
2.2 - Social Housing in St. John's
The issues of urban renewal and adequate housing are by no means limited to
Newfoundland and Labrador. Shortly after the tum of the century there was a general
North American concern as to the perceived state of the deterioration of large urban
centres. Christopher Sharpe, writing from a Canadian perspective, points out that, "By
1920 the widespread shonage of decent housing had become popularly regarded as
Canada's greatest social problem, and suburban plmming accepted as the most acceptable
solution" (Sharpe 2000: 3).
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The issue of the quality of housing was a significant social and political concern
in St. John's in the early years of the 20th century. Poor quality housing was hastily built
in parts of central St. John's to replace the losses of stock as a result of the 1892 fire. The
low quality of this housing was cause for concern as it posed both a fire and a health
hazard (Baker 1982b: 29). These areas were often inhabited by the more impoverished
sectors of St. John's society. I interviewed Mike, a long-time resident ofthc Froude area,
who had lived in one of these central slum areas as a child. He lived on Cuddy Street in
the Barter's Hill area in the downtown. Cuddy Street was then colloquially known as
'Tank Lane,' due to its proximity to a communal source of drinking watet. These outdoor
stand-pipes were known at the time as 'tanks' (Godfrey 1985: 202). During the interview,
Mike spoke fondly of the area as he reminisced about the daily chore of fetching water
from the tanks. But he had no qualms about calling the area a 'slum' and suggested that
his was a poverty that most young urban Newfoundlanders of today could not imagine.
Mike's father worked sporadically as a longshoreman and all eight members of
his family lived in a two-bedroom house. ·'be house, typical of others in the immediate
area, lacked the amenities that many contemporary urban dwellers take for granted, such
as running water, electricity, and centralized heating. He said that they had a coal stove,
but that all manner ofmateriaJ would be burnt in it for cooking and heating. He described
the buildings as dilapidated, damp and cold, with the upstairs usually being infested with
rats. He danced around the issue of hwnan waste disposal, briefly saying that it would be
disposcd of in a ditch outside by the street, to be collected and dumped into the harbour.
Another long-time Froude resident, who came from similar conditions in the East End of
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the city, told me that her father wus a "night soil collector," pausing to ask me if I knew
whut thut wus. With a mischievous grin she added something to the effect of"Yeah, I was
born with a ring around my arse," in reference to the usc of pails.
Before representational government was established in Newfoundlund in 1832,
poor relief was primarily the responsibility of various denominational and charitable
organiZl\tions, such as the Society for Improving the Conditions of the Poor (1804) and
the Benevolent Irish Society (1806) (Baker 1982a: 17). By the tum of the century, relief
was provided for widows, orphans and the infinn, building on what Boyehuk refers to as
"a strong tmdition of state assistance for the seasonally unemployed, especially for those
employed in the fisheries" (Boychuk 1998: 38). How 'strong' this 'tradition' was is a
mailer for debate. James Overton points out that seasonal relief for fishers in pre-
Confederation Newfoundland was by no means an easy existence. He writes, "The relief
system was harshly administered and policed" (Overton 2000: 8). As meagre as the
existing social welfare system may have been, nothing on the scale of significant social
housing was attempted in Newfoundland before World War One.
After the turn of the century, the issue of the conditions of the central slums grew
in significance in public and political arenas. The tenn that was used in common currency
of the day 10 describe them was "squalor" (Godfrey 1985: 201). While the slum areas
were undoubtedly a health and fire concern, they were probably also an eyesore for the
wealthier sectors of St. John's. Baker writes that the merchants and elites of the city
desired to "shift the labouring poor to tenements in the growing suburbs" (Baker 1982a'
31). However, it is misleading to suggest that all social policy decisions were shaped
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solely by the whims of the elite. Overton (1988) points out that a grcat deal of the
pressures to improve the social conditions within the city also came from the poor and
working classes. Protest marches, riots and mob violence were tools which were usc<! to
accomplish these goals, which increased in intensity in the early 1930s and forced the
government to rescind various austerity measures (Overton 1988: 152-158).
A citizens' committee, chaired by William Gilbert Gosling, studie<l the issue of
housing in St. John's and dccided that the city should have the authority to build public
housing for sale or rent. This authority came to be in 1917 with Gosling as mayor (Baker
1982b: 37). Twenty-two houses were constructed between 1919 and 1920, and another
thirty in 1920 (ibid: 29). The project proved to be more costly than anticipated, and the
homes were sold privately at prices beyond the means of the working poor (ibid: 39). In
any case, it also seemed that the small number of units that were constructed would still
have been insufficient to seriously address the housing problem. By 1925, the findings of
the City Clerk relayed the sobering news that there were I, I00 unscwered houses in the
city, eighty percent of which were "unfit for habitation" (Sharpe 2000: 3). Godfrey
argues that the issue of housing remained somewhat in limbo after this period, with
neither the city nor the central govenuncnt accepting responsibility (Godfrey 1985: 202).
However, the issue of the central slum clearance did not die within some political
circles. I
The city-funded Commission of Enquiry into Housing and Town Planning in
SI. John's came to be in May of 1942, chaired by Brian Dunfield (Sharpe 2000: 6). One
mandate of thc Commission was to coneeivc a plan by which the central slums could be
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cleared, while also rehousing the displaced inhabitants (ibid: 8). The Commission
released a series of interim reports. One of the major recommendations was the creation
of a housing corporation with the power to expropriate land, so that major development
projects could procccd without being burdened by the extra costs inherent in the process
of land speculation. This housing corporation was realized in July of 1944, with the
creation of the St. John's Housing Corporation (ibid: 10).
The argument as to whether social housing should be interspersed throughout the
city, often constructing on vacant lots (infill housing), or in large centralized
developments (housing projects or estates), was voiced in the early days of the SJHC.
During the course of my research, I engaged in debates with some of the Centre's staff,
residents and housing officials over the advantages and disadvantages of large housing
estates when I asked them for their views. Many of the contemJX'rary issues and
arguments that were raised differed little from those voiced in the early I940s. In a letter
written by the chair of the SJHC in 1945, Brian Dunfield argued for centralized housing
estates on what he saw were practical grounds. He fclt that it would be more cost
effective to purchase large tracts of land rather than dealing with individual private
property owners throughout the city (Dunfield 1945: I). The obvious choice was to
purchase land outside of the downtown. Dunfield JX'inted out that, in his view, locations
outside of the downtown would not be problematic for the JX'pulation he had in mind. He
wrote, "Nearness to the business area is not an advantage in the case of these people, and
I feel that if there is any available ground in town it would be better reserved for those
who have to go to their daily work" (ibid). 1 had asked Mike about the initial isolation of
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the Froude Avenue estate in the early I950s, and he fclt that it was not much of a factor.
He said that even though the roads at the time were not paved, a bus route did pass by the
area. As the city grew around the area, isolation as a factor recede<!. All of the residents I
spoke to said that the location of the Froude Avenue estate was ideal, especially for those
without cars, given its close proximity to many shops and services that have developed
around the area. Two large strip malls with two large grocery stores, a recreation centre
and many other services are within an immediate walking distance of the area. The
Centre of course is within the project itself.
Dunfield also pointe<! out that the centralized nature of a large social housing
project is also ideal for "control and management" as well as for the delivery of services.
Dunfield wrote,
I think that a project for the indigent of this kind, if it is to
be a success and to be kept clean and decently run, must be
looked after as a unit, and have a sort of central office from
which the supervisor or social worker will operate (ibid).
Clearly, Dunfield envisioned a social housing project that would be managed in some
way. Mike told me that he remembered that there used to be a SJHC office, which was
located where the basketball court (or the 'cage' as it is known locally) now stands. As
far as he could remember, its function seemed to be mostly geared towards building
maintenance and the coltection of rent. As it will be shown, the SJHC did little in terms
of addressing the social concerns of the area.
As World War Two was drawing to a close, the SJHC's intent was that the
primary recipients for these envisioned social housing projects would primarily be
widows and orphans, as wcll as some of the residents of the central slum arcas. However,
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within the ranks of the Corporation some reservations were voiced at a SJI-IC meeting in
1945 as to the possible negative social ramifications of a centralized housing project.
The question of segregation or dispersal was argued. It was
pointed out by us that it was vcry undesirable for all these
widows and their families to be segregated in what would
come to be known as pauper buildings. This would be bad
for the children's morale. We were very desirous of having
them dispersed among the other working class tenants.
Everybody agreed that this was desirable in principle
(SJHC 1945: 2).
However, this view did not seem to be shared by the chair of the SJHC. Sharpe argues
that Dunfield was not one to tolerate dissent and that his advice "was apparently
considered to be infallible" (Sharpe 2000: 10). DlUlfield's vision of centralized social
housing projects prevailed, and thc negotiation for the ;'Ebsary property," described as
being located near Blackmarsh and Campbell Avenues, was discussed in a SI. John's
municipal council meeting shortly after (SJMC 1945: April 14). At this point it is
important to point out that there were originally two social housing projects in the Froude
Avenue area. The first was the Ebsary Estates, colloquially known as the Widows'
Mansions and 'the Blocks,' a group of tenement blocks that stood where the centre field
now exists (see Appendix C). The second was called Wesunounl, which was constructed
lIround the Widows' Mansions, and whal is the site of this research project?
City council purchased the Ebsary property in question and paid for the water and
sewage services (Urban Renewal and Low Income Housing 1972: 6). One source
(Evening Telegram, 29 November 1947: 6) cited the costs as $70,000 while another cites
the costs at $1,200,000 (Mahoney: 1947). Whatever the accurate figures were, the Ebsary
Estates were relldy for occupation in December of 1947. The project consisted of,
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"seventeen concrete block buildings containing four apanmcnts each of which consists of
a kitchen, living room, complete bathroom and three bedrooms" (ibid). For the fonner
residents of the central shuns, the Estate was described as being like "Eden" for them
(ibid). This article also reported that they wcre to be rent-frec. Mike told me that he
remembered the Widows' Mansions. I showed him a picture of the buildings that I had
and he could even identify the vantage point from where the picture was taken. He told
me that a Mr. Ebsary had originally owned the land and had lived on Froude Avenue. I
have heard this from several sources but have not been able to confinn it. Mike added
that the Widows' Mansions were also the origin for the tenn 'the Blocks,' which is still
used today by some to refer to the Froude Avcnue/WestmOlllll area.
The Ebsary Estates were intended for widows and their families; however, a
substantiaJ reduction of the central slums would require further social housing to be built.
The Evening Telegram urged that, "more such projects are urgently needed before all the
slum areas can be vacated and eradicated" (EI'ening Telegram, 29 November 1947: 6).
However, the costs of these projects were somewhat prohibitive. Baker argues that
council avoided the issue of social housing and that funher slwn clearance schemes, "had
to await Newfoundland's entry in 1949 into the Canadian Confederation and the
subsequent infusion in the 1950s and 1960s of Federal funds" (Baker 1982b: 41).
This infusion of federal monies was not shon in coming. In 1949, the National
Housing Act was amended to allow housing projects 10 be devcloped as a joint venture
between any provincial government and Canada. The first such venture in the country
was Westmount, known as St. John's F.P. 1/50 (Urban Renewal and Low Income
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Housing 1972: 6). Westmount consisted of 140 housing units, 100 of which were three
bedroom duplexes and 40 were four bedroom units. They were constructed around the
Widows' Mansions, arranged into twenty-two blocks along parts of Froude Avenue and
the Cashin Avenue Extension and all of Vimy and Vickers Avenues (see Appendix C).
Westmount was completed and ready for occupation in 1951, costing approximately
$1,132,000 (ibid). Mike, who had moved into the area in 1951 as a result of the central
slum c1eamnce scheme, told me that in contrast to his previous living conditions it was
"like moving into a mansion." He and his siblings initially ran around the house Ilipping
light switches otT and on. He admitted that he could not tell me much about the rental
costs and arrangements, as those matters were taken care of by his parents and were no!
discussed with the children.
In the early 196Os, the SJHC investigated the deterioration of the Widows'
Mansions. A consulting finn recommended that the buildings had deteriorated to the
point where their demolition was the most practical course of action. 'Ibe last of the
Widows' Mansions were tom down by 1970 (Urban Renewal and Low Income Housing
1972: 6). A grass-covered field remained in the centre of the Froude Avenue estate. The
field was utilized for recreational purposes by some of the residents, including the
addition of a children's playground at the houde Avenue end of the field. When I began
my fieldwork in May of 200 I, I soon learned that a major renovation project of the field
by the Orand Concourse Authority was planned for the summer. l The plans I saw
included a paved circular path and a centre boat sculpture that could serve as a stage.
Somehow it was to be linked with further projects in Mundy Pond, but no one at the
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Centre was sure how this would come to be. The field has always played a central role in
the Centre's summer program, so the issue as to how it would affect the summer program
was raised throughout the spring and summer at the Centre. The construction did not get
undenvay until July, though by August we still use<! the field when we could. At one
point, the summer staff, children and I were playing a game of soccer baseball in the field
while the construction was ongoing. I had to continually look over my shoulder for
bulldozers and survey markers. Eventually the senior staff decided to suspend most of the
activities on the field. At the end of the field by Cashin Avenue, there were some small
artificial hills topped with small evergreen trees. On my way home one day towards the
end of August, [ had noticed that these hills were being levelled. I was intrigued to see
that these hills seem to have been compose<! primarily of large grey cinder blocks as
filler, presumably left over after the demolition of the Widows' Mansions. I debated
whether or not to take one as a souvenir, but thought the better of it and took a
photograph instead.
During the demolition of the Widows' Mansions, a new provincial housing
agency was created as the result of a series of provincial housing conferences. The
Newfoundland and Labrador l'lousing Corporation came to be on May 9, 1967, and
receives a significant portion of their funding from the federal CMHC. At the time, the
mandate of the NLHC was. "to provide an agency which would have the necessary
legislative authority and the capacity to embark upon a major housing and land
development program" (NLHC 2002; 1). The NLJ-IC amalgamated with the SJHC in
1981 and assumed control of the major housing projects under ils care.
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2.3 - Rethinking Housing Estates
Several more housing estates were constructed in SI. John's since those in the
Froude Avenue area wcre built, but opinions being developed among housing researchers
and officials began to question the wisdom of these ventures. These critiqucs were often
similar to those raised by the city council and SJHC back in the I940s. The NLHC
Tenant Relations Officer (rRO) for the Froude area told me that today it is unlikely that
you will ever see any new large scale housing projects in the province again. She cited
the issues of isolation, stigmatization and concentration.
You're not going to see obviously the larger housing arcas,
such as Froude and Buckmaster's, because J think
fortunately we have learned in the scnsc that you cannot put
two hundred families in such a small geography ....and not
have social problems. We find that with iufills and smaller
housing areas.....[lhat we] are looking to 'integrate' and
what we've done is 'isolate' we've isolated the
community, wc haven't intcgrated so that it is targctcd, so
that it is labelled, and they don't step outside of that
community ... its very unusual that you would think that, but
that's what has actually happened.
Stuart Godfrey, a fonner senior official with the provincial Department of Public
Welfare, argued in retrospect (1985) that it was an ill-conceived plan to concentrate poor
and special needs tenants into centralized areas without an adequate social support
infrastructurc in placc. IIe implies that, without thc proper planning and support, the
SJHC was simply mecting the needs of physical shelter and ignoring thc social
investments that might prevent simply replicating a slwn in a new locale. Speaking
specifically of the Ebsary Estates, Godfrey writes,
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Little or nothing was done to develop Ihe physical features
of the area. Nor did the initial planning include a
preparation programme preceding the Iransfer of families
from slum areas, or the organization of tenants illlo
conunittees and self-hclp groups, which might have led in
time to a community centre (Godfrey 1985: 204).
Godfrey also argued that the planning underlying the Ebsary Estates was also
predicated on other uncertain grounds. It was believed that the project would only
provide temporary housing. Once a family was able to maintain and improve their
income they would surely move out and make way for needier families in a 'fillering-
down process.' A source in Ihe NLHC lold me that their mandate today is still thai of
transitional housing, even though the average length of residency in the Froude project is
12 years (see Appendix B). Godfrey only supplies a partial and unsatisfactory answer as
to why the filtering-down process may not have occurred. He argues that it did not occur
"largely because the overall housing situation in 51. John's had not improved" (Godfrey
1985: 205) in the years immediately after the construction of the project. While this may
be so, what is missing here arc the strategies employed by people living on the economic
margins in capitalisl states with a social welfare infrastructure. In this context social
housing can become affordable housing for the working poor, not just social housing for
those dependant on the state. It is understandable that the basic standard of living and
security, which may be achieved in social housing, would act as a disincentive to seeking
more expensive private housing, especially given the uncertainties of the labour market.
Even more critical, Godfrey ignores another important factor: that of the nature of urban
community. As I staled in the introduction to this thesis, a favourable locale, localized kin
and social networks, local and accessible services geared towards residents' needs,
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involvement in local tenants organizations, and a sense of 'ownership,' combined with
the economic factors noted abovc, seem to act as strong counters to any incentive to
leave. These will fonn central thentes in the subsequent arguments in this thesis.
However strong counter argumenL", which highlight many negative elements, can and
have been made against ccntralized social housing projects.
In 1969, the Report of the Federal Task Force on Housing and Urban
Developmem was releast--d. The ta:;k force investigated urban housing conditions across
the country, motivated in part by the concerns over unregulated urban growth, and partly
by the fact that policy makers have not had a comprehensive report from which to draw
upon sincc the Curtis Report of 1944 (Canada 1969: I). The 1969 report highlighted the
importance of the federal government's role in housing during such times as the Greal
Depression of the 1930s and World War Two and post-wartime housing needs, noting
such significant legislation as the National Housing Act (1944), revised in 1954, as well
as the creation of the federal housing agency, the Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation (1945). Howcver, the 1969 report's relevance here is its focus on the social
aspects of housing rather than the standard 'bricks and mortar' approach, which Kemeny
argues is a rather ·'myopic" approach to housing issues (Kemeny 1992: xv). The 'bricks
and mortar' view of housing is one of a narrow focus on the logistical or tcchnical
concerns related to buildings and urban planning, rather than that of buildings and space
as sites of human social interaction and as cultural entities imbued with meaning.
Margaret Rodman writes,
We should not see buildings as "frames" standing apart
from social life. They are contested, created processes, not
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the simple products of plans... we can best apprehend
relationships between buildings and the communities they
foster or inhibit, create and house by approaching them
through the experience of place and its social production
(Rodman 1993: 137).
The authors of the 1969 report wcre conccrncd with thc social dimensions of housing and
they took a rather dim view of the statc of social housing projects as they existed across
the country during the time of their investigations.
One important criticism the report made of social housing projects was in
rcference to the lack of tenants organizations, especially in regards to how they could aid
in giving tenants a voice and the ability to confront governmental agencies. Writing
specifically of tenants affected by gentrification projects, the report comments,
Lacking an effective vehicle through which to assemble
their collective problems and express their collective will,
these people secmed totally unable to penetrate the
bureaucratic mass (Canada 1969: 14).
The authors of the report visited twenty social housing projects across the country and
found a series of common themes and issues faced by the residents such as: a high level
of stigmati7.11.tion, vandalism and a lack of facilities geared towards their needs (ibid: 19).
They also commented on the physical appearance and design flaws of the projects,
describing them in general as, "incredibly drab and institutionalized ....without any of
those places of encounter that help make life more than existence" (ibid: 45). The authors
of the report felt that the high levels of vandalism that they encountered was the result of
a lack of residents' pridc in their surroundings, due to the perception (and perhaps
rightly) that they were tenants of government-owned property rather than living in their
own homes (ibid: 54).
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The 1969 Task Force Report also drew upon the Goldfarb Report, the work ofa
Toronto-based consulting finn. This firm painted an even bleaker picture, arguing not
only that public housing had not alleviated any social problems but quite the opposite. In
the authors' view, large housing projects have, "produced a new, unique, complex
eonglomemte of social and psychological concerns" (ibid: 54). One such concern that the
Goldfarb authors highlighted was what they felt was the creation of a social climate
which promoted the value of 'cheating the system' among the residents. In the words of
this report, the entire system of rent-geared-to-income elevates, "successful cheating to a
symbol of success" (ibid: 54). The Goldfarb Report also used the rather unfortunate
analogy of comparing Ihe tenants of social housing projects 10, "Indians who are on
reserves" (ibid). The issue of 'cheating' or 'manipulation' will be addressed further in
this thesis. Suffice it to say at this point that this statement not only reflects the c1ass-
based biases of the authors, but a lack of understnnding of the necessary strategies
employed by those living on the margins of the capitalist market system, as well a crude
generaJi7..ation about those who live in social housing. Another key problem that the
authors of the Goldfarb Report saw with public housing estates was a lack of"eommunity
spirit" (ibid). The problem that I see with their assessment is that the tenn 'community
spirit' to my mind is neither adequately explained nor defined. Furthennore, the 'lack' of
such that they posit for housing projects conversely implies the existence of 'community
spirit' in private housing areas, which is a generalization that must be questioned.
'Community' ill an urban context is often used in an ambiguous way, referring to
anything from a geographical area, a social ideal, to a simple term of convenience.
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'Community' is often invoked in place of a theoretical concept derived from grounded
research. I will further explore the critically important concept of community in Chapter
Four.
However, the findings of these Iwo reports agreed that something was amiss with
social housing projects. They added their views to an increasing chorus of voices that
posited that concentrating the poor in centralized transitional housing areas was creating
more problems than they were solving, and that steps had to be taken to address the
situation. The Task Force was also critical of the bureaucracies that managed and
operated social housing projects, perhaps sensitive to the unproductive rhetoric of
'blaming the victim.' The 1969 report argued that it was necessary,
to erase the kind of lord-and-master relationship which now
tends to exist between tenants and their public supervisors
[which] could well produce a greater sense of community
involvement and participation among public housing
residents (Canada 1969: 55).
The implications of the report appear to suggest not only a halt to large social housing
projects, but also a radical re-thinking of public housing in general. The report
recommended that no new social housing projects should be constructed until these social
issues could be addressed (ibid: 55). But it also recommended the improvement of the
ones already in existence. The authors noted the dangers of simply demolishing existing
projects, that by doing so, "communities are dispersed and long-standing and vital social
links [arc] shattered" (ibid: 65). A re-thinking of more than the 'bricks-and-mortar'
approach to housing was required. It appears Ihal the construction and funding of tenant
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organizations, community centres and other 'community building' projl.,'cts in social
housing estates in 81. John's were realized as the result of these kinds of critiques.
As I will subsequently demonstrate, the creation of the Froude Avenue
Community Centre, and the funding of the local tenants association, was a response to the
call 10 ameliorate the social conditions of public housing projects. However, [ will also
argue that there are contradictory tensions at work in these plans. Organizations and
institutions such as community centres and tenants associations were implemented to
help to foster a sense of 'community' and 'empowennent,' here referring to communal
involvement and participation, and that of 'ownership' referring to the sense of the
residents as living in their own. homes (rather than government property) and having a
stake in addressing the issues faced by the area. As laudable as these efforts are, it must
also be remembered that a sense of community here is trying to be developed, reinforced
and reproduced in a 'community' of transitional housing. Constant pressures are being
applied to the residents, through Housing's policies and those of other social assistance
agencies and in some ways the Ccntre as well, to make the transition to full employment
and ultimately private housing. Throughout the course afmy research [wrestled with the
tensions between community and transitional housing. To dismiss the area as 'lacking' in
community does a disservice to the families who have resided in the area for at least three
generations. The existence of intimate, localized networks of reciprocal social and
material support would also challenge a denial of community. Yet, I could not ignore the
lact that the area is transitional housing. Continued residency is dependent on meeting the
constraints set by 1·lousing. I could also not ignore residents who spoke of high turnover
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rates and a limited knowledge of other residents. I also had to consider the staff, some of
whom pointed to limited panicipation by local residents at the Centre and with the local
tenants organization. Perhaps what is needed is a refined concept of community which
takes into account sometimes mobile urban populations, which is not limited to housing
projects but is characteristic of contemporary urban populations in general.
Before introducing the houde Avenue Community Centre and the decision
process behind why it was built and funded in light of the issues discusscd above, a brief
divergence here is necessary. I have outlined the history behind the decisions to build the
housing projeclS on the Froude site, but what needs to be discussed are the reasons why
the construction of new large social housing projects in St. John's, and the nation in
general, have ground to a halt. This is partly related to the concerns about social housing
concentrations discussed above, but this may have only played a limited and partial role
in the fe-thinking of housing projects and of social housing in general.
2.4 - Housing and Social Welfare Policy
It would be misleading to suggest that the decision 10 cease the development of
large social housing projects was solely a rational response to the possible negative social
ramifications cited above. Raymond Apthorpc poinlS oul that the rationalistic view of
government policy greatly exaggerates the primacy of governments as problem-solving
entities (Apthorpe 1997: 52). While Ihe critiques of the large social housing projects may
have been significant factors, it would not explain why the construction of even the much
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vaunted smaller-scale infill public housing has ceasl-d. A source at the NLHC told me
that,
It's been many years since I can remember that we'd
actually get a budget from government, federal
government, announcing new dollars for social housing.
What we are struggling with now is maintaining a budget to
refurbish and maintain our present housing stock and that's
been a challenge for us.
The reduction of dollars for social housing has to be seen in the overall context of
the general reduction and re-thinking of the social welfare system as a whole across many
contemporary North American and European states, notably argued in the Canadian
context by Allabar and Cote (1998), Burman (1996), Hurtig (1999), and McQuaig (1995).
The cries that the costs of the social welfare infrastructure have spiralled out of control
are simply not satisfactory. To use an extreme example, the fact that in the U.S. social
assistance in the fonn of AFDC benefits and food stamp programs accounted for only
about I percent of the federal budget in the mid 1990s (Piven 1998: 22) suggests that the
heightened atlenlion to welfare and drastic cutbacks under the fonner Clinton
administration had little to do with solving a problem in terms of an immediate budgetary
crisis. Social policy is not simply the result of elected officials and civil servants
fonnulating solutions to problems as they appear. It is more illuminating to view social
policy as reproducing (or recasting) a particular model of society and the role of the
individual in the system of production that is historically and materially rooted.
Housing policy and the general issues of social welfare are intimately
interconnected both practically and idl'Ologically. Gerard Boychuck (1998) has developed
a typology of 'welfare regimes' to characterize and chart the historical development of
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provincial and federal social welfare programs in Canada. Drawing from some works on
the development of the English welfare state, such as Polanyi (1957), Boychuk has
adapted and applied these insights to the Canadian experience. These categories, though
somewhat simplified here, arc useful in understanding the ideological forces behind the
debates about social housing policy.
The 'ResiduallMarket' model argues for the avoidance of direct govemment
building and managing of public housing. The availability of low-income housing is to be
achieved through providing low·inlerestloans or subsidies that encourage private owner-
occupation. Donnison and Ungerson (1982) point out that most industrialized nations are
reluctant 10 become involved in a comprehensive national housing program due the large
amount of resource investment it entails. Aside from the costs involved in funding the
actual building and land development, there are additional costs for services, research and
projections, unit management, maintenance, tenants programs and various other logistical
concems (DOIlllison and Ungerson 1982: 81). The forces of the market are held to be the
most efficient method of resource distribution in a Residual modcl. As such, Residual
programs are viewed as temporary and as a general impediment to the free operation of
the markct, only needed to correct economic fluctuations.
The 'Conservative' model holds that social welfare programs are a necessary
adjlUlct of the market economy, but that Ihe provision of aid should be based on merit,
not a lUliversalistic vision of need. Merit here is referring to a notion of Ihe 'deserving
poor,' such as widows, the elderly and the disabled. Perhaps in a contemporary context
this could be extended to temporarily unemployed workers. Similar to the Residual
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model, its ideological aim is to encourage market participation, but it is inherently more
stigmatizing. The notion of 'less eligibility' is the basis on which the Conservative model
is predicated. Less eligibility holds that dependency can be lessened and the abrogation of
self-reliance can be avoided through providing government aid that is always less than
the lowest wage that can be earned in the labour market. In contrast, the 'Redistributive'
model is that of the universalistic welfare state in which aid is given based solely on
need. This model ideally provides aid without the stigmatization of the Conscrvative
model, and unlike the Residual model sees inequality as an inherent feature of the market
system, not a temporary fluctuation. The intention is to address and lessen these
inequalities. A more radical Redistributive model would seek the elimination of these
inequalities as the ultimate goal.4
The Grcat Depression of the 1930s had drawn attention to the structural causes of
unemployment and the uncenainty of the market economy. The vast numbers of people
who had suddenly found themselves out of work forced a re-thinking of the earlier views
of the 'moral failings' of the unemployed and of the poor in general. The Canadian
government began to scrutinize the existing workfare or workhouse relief programs and
discovered that it cost $2 to provide $1 in workfare wages (Guest 1997: 54). In the period
immediately after the end of the Second World War, the federal government, concerned
about the impact of the sudden demobilization of thousands of troops, realized that a
'hands-olr approach to governance in the social arena was no longer acceptable
(McQuaig 1995: 221). James Laxer presents an alternate interpretation, suggesting that
this was not a case of governmental foresight but rather the Canadian government having
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succwnbed to the pressures ofrctuming servicemen. He writes. "Workers, who fought in
the armies that defeated the Nazis and the Fascists, developed the conviction that they
had a right to a better deal" (Laxer 1999: 128). As a result of these pressures, the postwar
years saw a Siring of social legislation which was universalistic in scope, starting with the
Family Allowance Act of 1944 and perhaps culminating with the Canada Assistance Plan
(CAP) of 1966. CAP was an effort on the part of the federal government to consolidate
and upgrade social services and to address regional inequalities (Guest 1997: 149).
II is within this context of universalistic thinking and lederal intervention that the
creation of the CMHC and the infusion of federal monies to construct large-scale public
housing in Newfoundland must be scen. CAP was probably the 'high-waler mark' of
universalistic social welfare thinking in Canada.5 The tide began to tum with the shock of
the oil crisis in 1973 and the resulting period of high inflation, especially in the early
1980s (McQuaig 1995: 236). However, economics alone does not explain this paradigm
shift in thinking about the values of the social v.dfare state. McQuaig argues that it
reflects a deeper shift in thinking about such issues as the relationship ofthc individual to
thc statc. Those who favour the reduction (or even elimination) of social programs often
desire to, "wean us away from Ihc notion of government as provider and equalizer, to
establish the discipline of the marketplace" (McQuaig 1995: 7).
The economic historian Karl Polanyi, writing during the Second World War, was
extremely critical of the early laissez-faire philosophy, and he would probably be as
critical of its contemporary neo-liberal guise today. Polanyi eloquently writes,
To allow the market mechanism to be the sole director of
the fate of human beings and their natural environment
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· .would result in the demolition ofsociety ... Robbed of the
protective covering of cultural institutions, human beings
would perish from the effects of social exposure (Polanyi
1957: 73).
Liberalism and neo-liberalism are somewhat confusing terms. William Epstein points oul
that social liberalism can be seen in the position that economic inequality is morally
unjust and it is a problem that must be addressed, often with governmental intervention.
Social conservatism holds that tbis economic disparity is essenlially just or 'natural,' as
the result of inheritance or the awarding or personal talent (Epstein 1997: 37). By
contrast, economic liberalism has its origins in the economic thought ,!f Adam Smith and
David Ricardo (see Buchholz 1999), who argued for Ihe eSlablishment of free markets
and argued against protectionist tariffs and isolationist policies. I use the lerm 'neo-
liberal' in the same sense as Shields and Evans (1998) and many other critical scholars of
social justice, to refer to the contemporary dominance of economic liberalism, married
with clements of social conservatism. II is 'new' in the sense that it has regained its
former stature after decades of KcynesiaJl economics. A typical neo-liberal view can be
seen in the position that social assistance is an impediment to the free market, a drain on
governmental resources, and only servcs to foster dependency on Ihe statc. Poverty is
therefore not structural, but morally bascd on personal shortcomings and deficiencies. A
neo-liberal view of the provision of housing would oppose all forms of social housing on
these grounds, and combines the moralizing and sligmati7.ation of the Conservative
model with thc discipline of the market as seen in the Residual model.
It is within the context of the oil crisis of the early 1970s, high inflation in the
1980s, and the emergent monetarist neo-liberal focus in the 1990s on debt and deficit
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reduction, which was oncn achicved through ~hrinking monies for social spending and
even shrinking governments (sec Shields and Evans 1998), that the re-thinking of social
housing must be placed. The sociological criticisms of housing projects, as noted
previously in the 1969 Task Force Repon, may have played a rolc, but it may have been a
rather minor one. An avoidance of large public housing estates would not explain why
governments are still resistant even to spending on smaller-scale, mixed housing
initiatives, which may avoid some of the problems and concerns over concentration
mentioned earlier. The NLHC was conceived in 1967 as primarily an agency devoted to
constructing major housing initiatives and land development (NLHC 2002: I). By
September of 1998, the NLHC announced that it was going to withdraw itself from all
residential land development The reasons given by the minister responsible for the
NLHC at the time, Art Reid, clearly indicate a substantial move towards a neo-liberal or
residual frcc-market modcl of housing, as well as a concern for economic land
development rather than housing the needy. He slated in a NLHC release,
·Ibis decision is a re~ult of extensive consultations with a wide
range of industry stakcholders...NLHC's continued involvement in
land development could pose competition for the private sector,
and government feels strongly that it should avoid entering into
any such activities (NLHC 1998: I).
Perhaps due to my own naivete, r was somewhat perplexed by this statement at
first. I could not understand why the slate should at all be concerned with competing with
the private market, until r considered the conecrns of economic liberalism ovcr state
interference in the market. Of course Poranyi has pointed out that a true laissez-faire
economy has never existed and probably will never exist. The infrastructure of all
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capitalist nation-states consist of large bureaucracies creating and enforcing antitrust and
antimonopoly legislation, combined with an array of protective tariffs (Polanyi 1957:
139). However, publicly funded housing and land development would clash with housing
and land as freely traded commodities. I raised this issue of competing with the private
market with the NLHC Tenant Relations Officer for the Froude area. Her penetrating
reply reminded me that I had been paying far too much attention to abstract economic
moocls and theories, when I should have been paying 3t1ention to more 3nthroJXlIogieal
concerns such as the politics of patronage. She replied to my query,
We cannot be seen as competing with the private
market ... then we are also running the risk of stepping
outside our mandate of social housing... We arc a
government agency. We are governed by politicians.
Politicians are then governed by the people that vote for
them ....if not, big business. So you are looking at the
contractors, big money. You're also looking at the people
who have all the real estate, big money... Who's doing the
baeking for these panies?...Jf you could sever that
relationship, that would be a different story. But we are
accountable to our govemment and the governments are
then accountable to the people that it services... and
unfortunatcly ....who arc the voice of the people are the
people that are making the money.
This view has also been put forth by some housing policy analysts who have argued that
housing policy is often designed more with the concerns of promoting the construction
and real estate industries in mind, rather than housing the poor (Donnison and Ungerson
1982: 64).
I think, however, that it would be irresponsible and inaccurate to portray the
NLHC or any other housing agency as either negligent or uncaring towards the well
being of its tenants. While Godfrey had pointed out earlier that the SJHC did little to
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promote the social well being or the tenants of the Ebsary Estates (see p.30), in the years
that followed the release of the Report ojlhe Federal Task Force on f10usingand Urban
Developmem the amelioration of the conditions of the existing housing projects was
made a priority, even if the construction of funhcr units was grinding to a halt. '·Iousing
turned its attention in the early 1980s to ways in which the existing housing estates could
be improved. One of the ways it was decided to do this was through the community
centre program, as well as the encouragement and funding of local tenants organizations.
I now turn to the history of the Centre itself, describing the decisions and processes
behind its creation and funding, as well as its intended purpose and the evolution of its
scope and programs. This next chapter will provide the rest of the needed background
context before moving on to my analysis of the role that the Centre plays in the area in
theprcsent.
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Endnotes to Chapter Two
I Fora morcdetailed look at lhe political wrangling around this issue within lhe eitypoliliesoflhetime,
see Sharpe (2000).
, The WestmountlFroude project inherited the epilhet of 'The Blocks' since lhe original Illocks "'ere lorn
down in the late 196Os.
J The Grand Concourse Authority is an organization which began in 1989 in St. John's. Funded by lhe
Johnson Family Foundalion, the GeA's goal is to establish a series of interconnected parks and walkways
throug/lout the city. http://www.neia.orglmemberprofileslgca.hlm
• This synthetic overview of social welfare lypologies derives from readings from Boyehuk (1998), with
additional insights from Polanyi (1957); McQuaig (1995); and Guest (1997).
J CAP has since been replaced with thc CHST (Canada Health and Social Transfer) in 1995, an eviscerated
version of CAl' in which the provinces have more freedom to decide what to do, and nOilO do, with the
federal monics they receive. for a more detailed look at the nature of the CHST see Blake apd Bt)'den
(1997)and$eottetal.(l998).
6 Maynard Keynes was a prominent British economist whose views held sway with the governmenls in
Western Europe and North America from around the lime of the Second World War up until perhaps the
mid 1970s. Vet)' simplistically, Keynes argued for governments to spend during times of recession and
save during limes of plenlY. MOSI significantly, Keynes dismissed concerns over the need for a balanced
budget during a recession and argued that raising laxes or cutting spending during a recession would only
aggravate the situation. Fora Further look as Keyncsian economics see Buchho1:1;(1999).
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Chapter Three
The Centre
This chapter, focusing on the Centre, starr and core programs, provides the
necessary background from which J can move on to the analysis of the Centre's role in
the Froude project in the final four chapters of this thesis. I also examine some of the
issues faced by the area, in the past as well as today, which prompted the NLHC to
initiate the community centre program in the Froude project. I will also introduce the key
senior staff in more detail as well as the programs which are under their charge. Unlike
for the rest of the staff J have included a section that focuses specifically on John, the
manager of the Froude Centre. This is not meant as a slight 10 the other staff members
who also play their own critically important roles at the Centre. However, given lohn's
length of time at the Centre, his role as manager, and his stature in the area I felt that this
decision was warranted. This chapter will conclude with an introductory discussion of the
Centre's Board of Directors, which will playa key role in the discussion in Chapter Five.
3.1 The NLHC Tenant Relations Program and the Centre
The Froude Avenue Community Centre opened its doors on August 26, 1985,
with a ribbon cutting ceremony attended by the provincial MHA I for the riding, the
Minister responsible for the NLHC, the Minister of Social Services. the mayor of
St. John's, as well as some representatives from the NLHC and the local tenants
association which had recently formed (NLl-IC 1985b: I). The opening of the Centre was
the result of a series of consultations with the area residents, as part of the NLHC's
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Tenant Relations Program that was initiated in July of 1983. John has been the manager
of the Centre for almost the entirety of its existence, and was hircd in December of 1986
by Isabel, a social worker and thc first manager of the Tenant Relations Program. John
offered to arrange an interview with Isabel for me and I eagerly accepted.
babel has since moved on from her position at the NLHC, so I met her at her
office ncar City Hall to discuss, among other things, the Centre and the Tenant Relations
Program. She told me that the first goal of the program was to go door-to-door to listen to
the tenants' conccrns about thcir social housing areas. As Froude was the oldest project in
the province it was the natural starting point for their efforts. She told me that the tenants
were generally receptive and responsive when they were asked to voice their concerns,
but that maintenance issucs were usually at the forefront.
However maintenance was something that had been ongoing in the area for some
time, even before the NLHC was in charge of the project. A major physical renovation
and modernization project was undertaken in the late 1960s, which included re-roofing,
exterior repairs, and ncw watcr heating systems (Urban Renewal and Low Income
Housing 1972: 8). I noticed various maintenance activities and renovations going on
almost continually during the time of my research in the summcr of 200 I. But I also
heard numerous complaints from residents pertaining to maintenance, so I suspected that
maintenance has long been an issue for area residents and would probably continue to be
so for somc timc. Nov.'ever, from an NLHC news release, it is clear that that altcr their
tcnant consultations, I-lousing becamc concerned with issues beyond that of unit
maintenancc.
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One of the purposes of our visits is to get the tenants more
INVOLVED in what is happening within their own housing
communities and to accept responsibility for working
towards and maintaining a positive image in the
community. Newscasts and the newspapers often only
report on the negative aspects of our housing areas and we
feel it is time to project a POSITIVE IMAGE to the
community at large (NLHC 1985a: I emphasis in original).
The message above contrasts with the more 'hands-otT approach to housing management
characteristic of the early days of social housing in the province. Housing clearly
advocates the participation of the tenants in at least the amelioration of the image of
social housing by giving them a role to play and a stake in the bettennent of the projects.
I was told that in the early years of the Tenant Relations Program that the purse
strings for spending on both the physical and social improvement of the city's housing
projects were fairly wide open. As Tenant Relations manager in the early 19805, Isabel
described to me the situation at Housing during this period.
They never really had social workers at the Housing
Corporation prior to 1983, so we had like a carte blanche .
It was a really nice time there from '83 until about '89 it
was just like a 'boom' ...whatever you wanted you could
have. If we made a suggestion in Tenant Relations, well,
[it] was like, 'Ok...we'li do thai.'
With the physical improvements to the area underway, the NLHC began to tum their
aUention towards addressing the social concems of the area, such as increasing tenant
participation in the improvement of the projects, developing local leadership, and
fostering a sense of belonging and ownership. One method the NLHC felt would achieve
this was through the commwlity centre program as well as the creation and funding of
local tenants organizations.
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Beforc discussing the Centre and the programs, I feel that a divergence here is
necessary. I have previously discussed some negative characteristics that have been
ascribed to social housing projects in general, such as vandalism and crime, but I have
not said anything so far in this regards to the Froude project in specific. I was curious as
to what the state of the project was that had concerned the NLHC and prompted them to
invest resources in the Tenant Relations Program, and later the Centre. I wondered
whether there was anything more substantive at Froude behind the typical stereotypes
that one hears about all social housing projects. This is the focus of the following section.
3.2- "It's not that bad anymore."
Before my fieldwork began someone familiar with the Froude project cautioned
me that the area had a reputation for being, "a little rough." I disregarded this claim as
being rooted in the general stereotypes of public housing areas and thought no more of it.
Some of the junior stafT members told me that they were initially apprehensive about
accepting a job at the Centre because of the reputation of the area. One summer
counsellor told me thai her family and friends thought she was "nuts" for taking the
position there. Another junior staff member told me essentially the same thing. However
they both qualified this by saying that, based on their experiences, there was a disparity
between this reputation and what they experienced, with one of them saying, "its not that
bad anymore." Some of the residents themselves admillcd that they were initially
uncomfortable about moving into the area. Nancy, who originally lived on a
neighbouring street as a child, said that she was a bit "hesitant" in regards to I-lousing's
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suggestion that she take a vacancy in the Froude Avenue project. A residcnt of the private
housing on Froude Avenue, from 1981 until recently, told me that he \-vas "nervous"
about moving into the area in general given that the project had a "bad name." However,
I found it to be quite common for the residents and senior stafT to admit that the area had
been really problematic in the past bUI, as one staff member put it, the Froude project
today is, "an entirely different community."
[ was uncertain exactly as to when 'past' was in this regards and what it was that
gave the project a 'bad name.' The stigma attached to the area seems to have extended
back to at least the early 1960s. In one study of the surrounding area (House 1964), which
covered parts of Campbell, Blackmarsh, and all of Connors and Pierce Avenues/
reference was made to the "recent public rental housing development" (House 1964: 8)
which seemed to have been a cause for concern for the surrounding area residents. It
comes out clearly in House's work that the surrounding private housing residents felt
strongly about living in close proximity to the Froude area projects, as the Widows'
Mansions were also still in existence at this time. He writes, "The older,residenls of the
area complain of the destruction and theft of property by these newcomers. [They] also
fear the influence whieh 'these juvenile delinquents' might have on their children"
(House 1964: 23). House also documents levels of "resentment" felt by the private
housing residents and details th.-It they cited the influx of social housing tenants into the
area as the cause of their, ··current feelings of dissatisfaction with the neighbourhood"
(ibid: 8). According to Hilda Murray (2002), much of the land above LeMarchant Road,
including the Mundy Pond Road area (the area in question) until the 1950s was fannland
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(Murray 2002: 250). Combined with the fact that there have been social housing tenants
in the area since December of 1947, I find the characterization of these residents as
'newcomers' in 1964 something ofa misnomer. J
I find myself also somewhat dubious as to the actual claimed extent of the
vandalism that was associated with the projcct residents, though there is no doubt in my
mind that these area residents felt this way. To be certain, some youths from the Froude
project were indeed involved in acts of vandalism during the time of my fieldwork both
inside, and as I learned oflater, outside of the project. However, I suspect what House's
research participants were articulating was perhaps part reality, but also a discourse that
is partly coloured by stereotypes as well as identity politics. Anthony Cohen points out
that boundaries are often relational and oppositional (Cohen 1985: 12), so that one
community, neighbourhood, or group of some kind may play up the perceived negative
characteristics of the 'other: in order to reinforce their own sense of identity or belonging
through this contrast. The boundary between the private housing area and that of the
project was, and perhaps still as, as much symbolic as it is visual and economic, which is
a point I will return to in the next chapter.
I have noticed a discourse from some of the residents, as well some of the stafT
and other outsiders connected to the projcct, which also uses a process of 'othering' in
order to ameliorate the projected image of the area, except in this case it is temporal in
nature. The 'past' is often used as a foil from which to suggest that thc project has since
in some ways qualitatively improved and bears little resemblance to the Froude project of
years past. One of the issues that were often utilized in this discourse was that of tales of
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extreme vandalism, most notably slOries of cars having been burned on Ihe centre field of
the project. [ had never witnessed anything of the sort during the time of my rcsearch and
had never seen any evidence of it. I heard this story through interviews, during a
Resource Group meeting and in gcneml conversations, particularly when outsiders such
as myself or others were present and the past was being discussed. The basic rudiments of
the anecdote were that in the past, rowdier elements of the project would commonly set
cars ablaze on the centre field to the extent that emergency vehicles were a common
sight. The story always concluded with it having happened in thc past, but not anymore.
No specific reasons wcre given for the haJt of Ihis practicc, except I heard onc prominent
local person mention at a Resource Group meeting that it was a result of the gradual
"maturing" of the community. At this meeting as well, one Royal Newfoundland
Constabulary (RNC)~ officer, who was a member of Ihe Resource Group, pointed out that
in the past a secondary unit would always back up the primary when responding to calls
in the Froude project, but that this was no longer the practice given the changes in the
However, I noticed Ihal the particulars of thcse stories seemed to shift depending
upon the tellcr and the context. To begin with, the degree of frequency of these fires
seemed 10 be disputed. Mike, a resident of the project since its construction in 1951, told
me that these kinds of fires were a rare occurrence. According to him, Ihey did happen
but their occurrence was related more to the general nuisance fires that plague 8t. John's
around Halloween. This seemed plausible to me, as I remember having l"."en perplexed at
the sight of some teenagers burning a couch in a ravine across from where I lived Ihe first
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Halloween I spent in 51. John's. However, 1 raised the issue with another local who
insisted that cars, furniture and all manner of things were burned on the field on quite a
regular basis, though it happened in the 'past.'
What exactly the 'past' was with regards to these fires is also problematic. As
noted earlier, the Widows' Mansions were tom down by 1970 so the centre field where
these fires were said to have occurred was only in existence sinee that time. I found a
newspaper article about the Froude project from 1991, which touched on this and several
other important themes.
'Whcn the wild bunch was over there, sirens on fire trucks
and poliee ears would be going every night up here,' he
said. 'They put all the bad apples in one barrel and that's
what eauscd the trouble' ... But these days, things have
taken a tum for the better and Mr. Neider said he doesn't
see the kind of 'trouble' he did in past years (Gullage 1991:
17).
The fact that it is suggested that Ihis "trouble" and activity was argued to have subsided
by 1991 narrows the window for these car fires on the field even further to the period
between 1970 and 1990. What is even more intriguing is that reference is made to a
turning point "for the better," which in this case appears to be the early I990s, though no
particular referencc is made to what the specific circumstances were.
When I talked to Mike, however, a very different picture of the past emerges. He
argued that in the 1950s the area was different from today but in a positive, not a
negative, way. Mike spoke londly of the "camaraderie" shared among the residents oflhe
project in its early days, many of whom were the former residents of the central slums.
Mike also spoke of the great care that Ihe residents used to lake of their lawns and flower
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gardens. From his tone I suspected that he was implying that this camaraderie and sense
of ownership or civic pride has since dissipated. From my observations of the area I could
sec that many people did in fact seem to take great care of their exteriors. During the
summcr I would ollen sec Nancy on her hands and knees working on her flower gardens,
lind I 1I1ways marvelled at one home on Cashin that I passed by to and from the area, with
its extensive exterior decor. However, I could also see that some residents appeared to
care less about their exteriors.
At this point in my research a rather contradictory image emerges in which a
positive view of the project in the 1950s contrasts with the negative perceptions
articulated by surrounding area residents in the 1960s, as seen in House's work. The
newspaper account above suggests that the 'past' before the 1990s was a time of trouble,
but that the early 1990s was a positive turning point. Yet with my discussions with the
residents and the Centre's staff in the summer of2001, it was the summer of 2000 which
was the critical turning point for the project as the result of a series of high profile drug
busts. I think that these arrests have made a substantial positive physical and symbolic
impact on the area and this turning point of 2000 may be of a different order than that of
the more ambiguous comparisons people drew between the present and the more distant
pas!. However, even this more recent series of events seems to carry with it a measure of
ambiguity as well.
On the first day of my research in late April 0[2001, I was sitting in the kitchen
of the Centre having a coffee with Bill the educational coordinator. I had just been
introduced to him and he was pleased that I was interested in documenting the impact
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that the Centre was having on the area, especially given the negative reputation of Froude
Avenue that the Centre and tenants organization, the Neighbourhood Enhancement
Association (NEA), were trying to combat. While we sat in the kitchen and talked about
the area, Bill gestured out of the kitchen window to say that up until very recently there
was a very openly practiced and thriving drug trade around the Centr~ itself. All of the
residents I spoke to were adamant that the area had improved dramatically since the
arrests. They described an aura of intimidation that had existed: the dealers would fight
with customers and amongst themselves; windows would be broken; the dealers would
often urinate around the exterior of area homes; and the increased vehicle traffic was both
a nuisance and a hazard to the children. Not the least of which, the drug trade would
certainly not provide a positive example for the area youth, given the enticement of the
trade as the dealers apparently had the propensity for displaying large wads of cash.
The staff at the Centre also concurred that the elimination of the visible trade
around the cul-de-sac area of the Centre made for a far more positive environment. The
manager John, despite admitting to having been assaulted on occasion. described a
generaltnlee he had worked out between the Centre and the dealers. A fonner summer
program coordinator told me that she wished that I could have been here last summer to
be able to see the difference the arrests had made. She pointed to some kids who were
playing in the cul-de-sac in front of the Centre and said that "this time last year" that
would not have happened, and that these activities would have had to be moved to the
centre field, away from the dealers and the traffic.
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The arrests that took place in July of 2000 were the result of the coordination by
the Centre's management of various agencies such as the Royal Newfoundland
Constabulary (RNC), the provincial Department of Health and Community Services
(HCS), the NLHC, and the NEA. In a news conference, the RNC were careful to state
that of the 21 dealers arrested, "none of the accused actually live in the area" (Westcott
2000: 40). There is no question that a great deal of the customers were from outside of
the area, as an area as small as Froude could not possibly support a trade of that scale
internally. However, the RNC statement made above clashes not only with what the staff
and residents have told me, but with previous statements by RNC sources as well. A 1991
newspaper article clearly implicates the involvement in the trade at the time by some
locals.
One source who is close to the neighbourhood said drugs
help put food on the table of some homes in the Blocks ..
'For some of them, it's a living for their kids and their
families and if they go most of the years and don't get
caught, then they'fC up. If they do get caught, then it just
means a couple of months off the road and they're at it
again' (Gullage 1991: 17).
An RNC sergeant pointed out that for some households, involvement in the trade had
taken on an intergenemtional dynamic. In a few instances, "younger members of a family
have followed in the foolsteps of their older dealing relatives" (ibid). What I was told by
some of the residents I spoke to was that it was simply not true that all of the dealers who
were arrested were outsiders, though many were. If there were intergenerational aspc<:ts
to the drug tmde in 1991, as per the above mentioned article, then it would seem to me to
be highly unlikely that by 2000 the trade would be entirely dominated by outsiders.
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I personally did not sec any visible signs of a drug trade during the course of my
fieldwork. During the occasional community clean-ups organized by the Centre, I would
take the opportunity, with latex gloves and garbage bag in hand, to scour the ground for
any signs of the trade. While I found plenty of broken glass and cigarette butts, I did not
find any drug-related paraphernalia. While the high profile busts, especially in mass
media reports, suggested that there had been an elimination of the drug trade in the area,
during my research I found out that this was not entirely accurate. I have been careful to
use the teon 'visible trade,' as what appeared to have happened after these arrests was the
development of a smaller scale and localized underground trade. By the end of my
research I had heard talk of who was dealing what to whom, though I had no way to
verify this. I tagged along one day with Keith and the summer program coordinator while
they supervised some local teens, who agreed to paint over the graffiti they had caused
during a spray painting binge they went on several months previously. A local adult male
came outside to taunt the teens, joking they should come by and paint his place next. He
then said, in a mocking tone, "How docs it feel fixing things instead of going around
destroying things?" I grew angry at his mocking and condescending tone, as I felt the
teens were doing something laudable and I did not see the point of this. I felt like
retorting, "Its II a.m. on a weekday, at least they are working," but I thought the better of
it and held my tongue. I complained about this to Keith and he agreed, shaking his head.
He then told me that this man was no pillar of the community either, but was said to be a
main supplier of illicit pharmaceuticals to the area teens, mainly in the fonn of Percodans
pills which are often crushed and snorted.
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Aside from incidents such as that above, or a statT member expressing concern
about the substance abuse by a specific individual, drugs were rarely discussed during my
fieldwork. In 'public' discourse, such as the Board or Resource Group meetings or the
housing conference I attended, when the officials from governmental or aid agencies
were present, drugs were raised as a problem by the staff, NEA or local residents who
were present, along with other issues such as teen drinking and the sale of cigarettes to
minors by some locals. But this was often qualified with statement~ as to how the area
had improved since the high profile busts. John would often point out that drugs were just
as much an issue for teens in wealthier areas of the city, which I agree with. However, in
these kinds of contexts the continued existence of the local trade, as well as the struggles
of some residents both young and old with substance abuse, appeared to be glossed over.
[t almost seemed to act like Michael Taussig's nOlion of the 'public secret'; that which is
known, that everyone knows is known, but is not publicly articulated (Taussig 1999: 5-6).
Early on in my fieldwork I heard a lot about these high profile busts and assumed that Ihe
drug problem, in tcnns of dealing, had almost vanished. It was not until later that I started
to hear otherwise. One staff member admitted that substance abuse by local teens and
young people, especially of harder and more powerful narcotics, if anything is becoming
more extreme. John and Bill told me that the Resource Group was originally fonned prior
to these busts to help to coordinate the efforts of various governmental agencies with the
Centre and the local tenant~ association to deal with the problem. However, Bill told me
that he fccls Ihat the Resource Group has lost some of its impetus and direction since
achieving the goal of the elimination of the visible drug trade. This victory appears to be
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an important factor in the amelioration of the negative image of the project, yet its
continued articulation may eclipse some ongoing important local issues when it seems
Ihal Ihe continued efforts of external governmcntal and aid agencies still appears to be
needed. Kate, a local resident and volunteer at the Centre, told me that she fears that the
large-scale drug trade would return if the Centre were ever to close, so they appear to
have a continued role to play with this issue.
[t would be inaccurate to :;ay that the area did not have its share of problems.
House's research (1964) indicated that there was a measure ofpctty crime and vandalism
occurring in the area in the past though, as I noted on page 51, I take exception to the
heightened attention in the past (and today) on the Froude area project as the exclusive
source of these problems. During my research in 2001 there werc acts of vandalism
ranging from spray painting and graffiti to area homes, as well as some incidents of
vandalism to the Centre and the park. The Centre itself was broken into and robbed just
as my fieldwork was starting which resulted in the theft, among other lhings, of the
Centre's VCR. The Centre was broken into again in late August as my fieldwork was
coming to a close. This was a little more serious, as some computers were stolen and the
frames of some office doorways were smashed to breach the locked doors. When I
returned for a visit in March of 2002 I found out that thc Centre had yet again suffered
another break+in. All the indications, from staff as well as residents, suggested that these
three break-ins were committed by local perpetrators.
However, overall I think that there is no question that the elimination of the
visible trade has resulted in a dramatic improvement in the area and it is an important
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achievement. These arrests appeared to have conveyed to some of the residents that
getting involved in local concerns may make a tangible difference. During a wann and
sunny day in late August, I stopped to talk to Nancy while she was doing some
gardcning. As a prominent local citizen and President of the NEA, she had pushed for the
removal of the dealers and had to deal with a measure of harassment until the task was
completed. She told me that she had her windows broken, but shrugged it off saying that
it was really a minor nuisance and that l'lousing would replace them anyways. She
concluded our conversation on the arrests by adding somewhat triumphantly, "I was here
before them, and ['m still here today." It was this kind a participation in the Centre and
the local tenants organization that the NLHC hoped for, and it was certainly beyond their
original expectations in the early days of the Tenants Relations Programs. I will now
return from this divergence to the present.day Centre, the staff and their programs.
3.3 - The Early Days of the Centre
The proposal for the Froude Avenue Community Centre (Handrigan 1984),
written after the tenant consultation phase, aimed at getting tenants involved through the
programs at the Centre, hut it also envisioned the Centre as acting as a liaison between
the residents and Housing. The original conception of the Centre was as a multi-purpose
facility, with a heavy emphasis on recreational programs and the needs of children and
single mothers. The importance of providing a local meeting place was also emphasized.
The purpose of thcsc facilities would be to get the tenants
in our housing projects involved in certain programs,
thereby giving them an opportunity to meet their
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neighbours and creating a positive atmosphere in the
community (Handrigan 1984: 2).
The site of the Froude Avenue Centre at number 89 was chosen for the fact that it was
one of the few four-unit buildings that is separate from an adjoining building (see
Appendix C). The existing occupants at the time were also either in the process of
moving or willing to relocate. "[be CMHC gave pennission for the conversion of the units
in question in 1984 (Handrigan 1984: 4). Isabel, the Tenant Relations manager at the
time, told me that the final location for the Centre was based more on convenience than
design, as she said, "it just sort of fell into place."
'(be funding of the Centre was originally problematic and it was uneven and
sporadic during the first five or six years of its existence. John told me that there was a
point during this time when he and Helen, the presehool teacher, had to take tums being
laid ofT and volunteering their time in order to keep the Centre and preschool open. Isabel
said that in the early stages, "we didn't know if we were going to have enough money to
keep a person on statT." Funding came primarily in the way of grants from the NLHC and
Social Services. Originally it was hoped that the St. John's Boys and Girls' Club would
be able to playa prominent role in terms of programming. By the time of my research,
the Centre had long been a quasi-independent entity. John still looks beyond the NLHC
to secure funding from a variety of sources. I have prepared a table of the Centre's
finances from data that John provided to me (Appendix D). As per his request I have kept
the specific dollar values confidential, but I have included the table to illustrate the
diversity of the Centre's funding. In March of 2002 [had breakfast with the senior staff
and they had been closely following news on the just-released provincial budget, as any
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cuts in funding to the NLHC would directly impinge on the Centre. John has turned to
other sources of funding partly for a measure of autonomy, but also to ensure the Centre's
future should there be a decline in funding from the NLHC.
From the beginning it was decided that the Centre m:edcd a manager (originally
termed in the proposal as a 'coordinator') to oversee the daily operations of the Centre
and, when funding was more secure, hire some more staff. The Tenant Relations Officer
for the area told me thal it was desired that the manager was to be someone "at ann's
length" rather than someone who was seen as a direct employt.>e of the NLHC. Originally
the plan was to hire some local residents as the staff, as well as management, in order to
provide some employment for low-income earners (Handrigan 1984: 6). For a variety of
reasons, that the original Tenant Relations manager Isabel did not seem to want to
discuss, the choice of having a local manager did not prove to be successful at the time,
so the search began for a capable outsider to fill the role; this turned out to be John.
3.4 - The Centre's Manager: John
John was hired as the Cemrc's manager in December of 1986. He had been
volunteering since the age of fifteen and has worked for a number of social organizations,
holding such positions as the program coordinator of the East End Boys and Girls' Club.
Isabel had approached him about the position, though he told me that at first he was a
lillIe hesitant. When I had first asked him about his qualifications as manager he appeared
a little uncasy, assuming that I was referring to strict paper credentials. This was not the
intent of my question, as I had come to realize that the skills needed to be an effective
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manager of a centre in this context are better leamed in frontline social agencies rather
than the halls of academia. John once said to mc that, "there's a lot of othcr things to
running a community centre than what people sec ... running a community centre is really
tough." The position requires a certain immersion into the lives of the people of the area,
and it is a social context that can beeome quite emotionally charged at times. John told
me that some other managers prefer a more distanced approach, hut he feels that sueh an
approach leaves the manager out of touch with the local issues. The desire to have a
manager 'at ann's length' from the NLHC may be beneficial, hut it is not something John
would suggest in tenns of the residents themselves.
The role of the manager includes basic duties, such as overseeing daily
operations, finances, reports, stafT management as well as making sure that the Centre
meets the requirements of its mandate (see Appendix A). The more complex aspects of
the position are not immediately apparent. Given that John has had the position since
1986, my four months of observation were only able to note the proverbial tip of the
iceberg in tenns of his position. John described his role to me as essentially a "fence
sitter," inhabiting the precarious position of managing the operation of the Centre, but
also balancing the relationships amongst the staff, between the Centre and various
govemmental agencies and the Centre's Board of Directors, between the Centre and the
residents, and sometimes amongst the residents themselves.
Early in my fieldwork John admitted to me that his relationships with the local
residents has not been, and still is not always, problem free. Even after all these years he
says that some residents still do not trust him while some dislike him.
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Somebody likes me, somebody dislikes me. Some thinks
I'm doing the right thing, some thinks I'm not. It takes me
hours to sit down and talk with people one at a time, to
show them I'm nOI their enemy... but I've been doing it for
15 years...and there's still people out there saying, 'Don't
trust him.' But the thing is I have to win them over one at a
timc.
Onec I was having a conversation with John in his office and we were interruptcd by a
local young man who came to fix John's chair for him. I was never able to have a
conversation or interview with John in his office without the inevitable knock on the door
from a staff member, resident or official of somc kind. Whcn John Icft the room for a
moment, this young man turned to me and said, "You can't get any beuer than that man
there. He's therc for everybody."
However, not all of the residents would agree with this assessment and some told
me that that there are those in the project who actively dislike John. I asked John what it
was in his opinion that caused some residents to dislike him. John replied that he feels
thai his honesty is threatening to some of the residents. This theme of 'honesty' has
figured prominently in many of our conversations. He described what he felt 10 be the
strategies needed for survival in this context which also clash with his view of honest
behaviour. He told me,
The thing is about survival in this type of community is that
you have to survive for yourself first ...and because
everybody is thrifty in what they do to try and get ahead,
they don't realize that this is a community thing.
John's views of honesty in this context seem to have also been informed by his
experienccs in other social agencies. He told me of his disgust as a youth at seeing how
some of the oldcr voluntccrs at the East End Boys and Girl's Club utilized the resources
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such as the pool or ping-pong table for their own purposes. When it comcs to the
programs at the Centre, John has little paticnce for this kind of "dishonesty." Nonnally an
easy going and laid baek individual, I witnessed first hand his anger at practices in the
programs at the Centre that he regarded to be dishonest.
Early in my research I had notcd that there was a measure of concern as to the
upcoming summer program, which is offered every year and is geared towards children
and youths. The planncd construction on the centre field was going to remove a vital area
for gamcs and activities, and a very capable summer coordinator was not available this
year. Over the summer some of the local parents, as well as the children, were unhappy
with the perfonnanee of some of the summer staff and othcr issues that had ariscn during
the course of the program, which seemed (0 deteriorate further when John went on
vacation. At one point Bill, the educational coordinator, and myself mused that there
seemed to be more counsellors around now than children.
Whcn John returned in early August he did not seem to me to be his usual self. He
seemcd somewhat distant and cold and I was not sure what to make of it. During this time
there was a boil water advisory on for some parts of St. John's, so one morning hc asked
me to come along with him when he went to pick up some bottled water for the Centre. I
was worried that I had done something wrong but it seemed thai he needed to talk to
someone eotlllccted to thc Centre, and someone who was still objective and as a
researcher I seemed to fill that role. With his return he had been bombarded with
complaints by the parents, staff and even the children themselves. The primary
grievances which John relayed to me did not come as much of a surprise: counsellors
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smoking in the presence of the children, a general lack of initiative and creativity, and
preferential treatment of the children. Some of the counsellors did an outstanding job, but
the negative instances seem to colour the entire program, at least in the perceptions of the
parents. John pointcd out that the greatest critics are the children themselves,
demonstrated by the dwindling attendance numbers. He told me that he had enough, and
he was going to hold a meeting about it the next day.
The meeting was held in the large upstairs room of the Centre. I sal at the back
with Keith the fuIltime coordinator and Helen the preschool teacher, who had taken it
upon hersclfto try to help resuscitate the program. The summer coordinator was trying to
call the meeting to order with little success. As soon as John entered the room with a grim
expression on his face, the room fell silent. He did not yell or even raise his voice. He
simply sat there for a second, with his gaze making eye contact with everyone in the
room. He then articulated the reasons for his displeasure at the state of the program and
how he felt the staff had let him down. He did not name any names, but with regards to
some incidents I felt that everyone knew who was being discussed. I was not even a staff
member, but I found myself gazing at my shoes rather than make eye contact. Keith told
me afterwards that he felt the same way, and thai he had forgotten what a powerful and
commanding presence John can be when he needs to.
John would almost always use an anecdote either to illustrate a point, or he would
use a story to convey the poillt itself. I felt that an anecdote would be an appropriate way
to illustrate his style of management and discourse. Schwartzman (1993) has pointed out
the importancc of the 'organizationfll storytelling.' She argues that these stories do more
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than illustrate an example. They arc utilized for the socialization of new members into the
organization, they document success as well as failures, they highlight the individual's
specific role within the organization, and they also convey infomlation aoout sensitive
issues (Schwanzman 1993: 44). A few days after the meeting, John asked me what I had
thought of it. I said that I felt like I was twelve years old again sitting in the principal's
otlice. He laughed, and said that his intention was not to berate the staff, but to make
them take "ownership" of the situation and to learn to be self.-critical of their own
failings.
Being such a strong presence, and after fifteen years in the job, I wondered aoout
the extent to which John had come to personify the Centre. I had found little mention of
such a situation in the litcrature I had encountered in regards to the ethnography of
organizations. Mycrhoff (1978), in her cthnography of a lewlsh senior's centre in
California, describes the centre's director as playing a pivotal role and as being vcry
protective and well infonned aoout the area and the residents. When I asked some
residents aoout John's role at the Centre, they generally cited the length of time he spends
there on a daily basis, his dedication to the children, and simply being there to help. One
stated that he is the "baekoone of the Centre." Another simply said that, "John is the
Centre."J replied, knowing lohn's emphasis on 'ownership' and his overall humility, that
he would not concur with that statement. This resident agreed, "He would not ...no he
would not."
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3.5 - Programs and Staff
I have discussed the role of the manager and have touched on the summer
program at the Centre. In this section I will discuss the core staff and the roles that they
play. as well as examine the key programs offered at the Centre. Schwartzman (1993),
following Gregory (1984), points out that within organizations such as companies the
'project' is an important 'cultural unit,' and one that is a crucial concept for
understanding the experience of working in a particular profession (Schwartzman 1993:
36). For example, meetings would be held about the 'project' and discussions of it would
figure prominently in daily discourses at work. to the point that the project comes to play
a central organizing role in the daily experience of working within an organization. By
extension, the 'program' at the CeDlre is similarly a crucial 'cultural unit' to be examine<!
in order to understand the daily workings of the Centre. The programs were a significant
lOCal point of the staIT's attention, whether fonnally at staff meetings or infonnally
during the course of the working day. 'Ibe discussions commonly revolved around how to
change or improve a program. what was working and what was not, what to drop, what to
add, what the Centre can afford to orrer, what the residents want, what the attendance
figures were in the programs, and so forth.
The Centre was originally conceived of as essentially a meeting hall for the local
tenants association, office space for an NLHC liaison officer, and the location for some
recreational programs. Since that time, the role and scope of the Centre have broadened
significantly. The local tenants association, the Neighbourhood Enhancement Association
(NEA), do use the Centre for meetings and share some office space with the program
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coordinator, but they now run Wednesday evening and Sunday bingo for fundraising.
Health and Community Services maintains a nursing station al the Centre which serves
Ihe general area, and is separately funded and managed. During the lime of my research
an organi72tion known as SPAN (Single Parcnts' Association of Newfoundland) operated
out of the basement and ran a clothing and food bank. On Sunday evenings a narcotics
anonymous group, NA (Never Alone) also operates OUI of the Centre. The focus of my
research, ho~ever, was the core programs offered by Ihe Centre and their objectives.
3.5.1·The I'reschool
The licensed preschool, now in its twelfth year, is one of the longest running core
programs at the Centre. The school is taught by Helen, one of the first graduates of the
early childhood education program in Ihe province. In many ways Helen appears to have
a similar stature in the area as John. Many of her early students are now teenagcrs and she
has been involved with some of them and their parents, to varying degrees, in their
transition from childhood to young adults. She has acquired what I would tcnn the
honorific of 'Miss Helen,' a title often used for teachers that' have even heard some local
adults usc. From what I have seen, most of the local children and youth generally refer to
the local adults by their first name. The only other time I could recall an honorific being
lIsed was for Nancy, the President of the NEA, and this was 'Miss' followed by her last
name. Occasionally I did hear Mr. John, but nothing as pervasive as "Miss Helen.' It is an
infectious discourse and by the cnd of my research I found that I had adoptcd the practice
as well. Sometimes it was in jest, as once at camp I jokingly mimicked the children and
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raised my voice an octave and whined to her, "Miss Helen, I'm hungry." However, most
of the time I did it unconsciously despite my best efforts.
The preschool generally services the local area, but some outsiders also enrol their
children there. The parents whom I talked to all cited the preschool and the Centre's good
reputation, and specifically Miss Helen, as the reasons why they chose to do so. One
parent [ spoke to enrolled his youngest daughter even though they have since moved out
of the area. The fees are geared towards low-income families, six dollars per session or
eighteen for the standard three half-day scssions a week. The rest of the costs are funded
by the Centre's general operating budget. Helen, who has worked in other preschools,
told me that this fee was about half that of the average preschool fees throughout the city.
The preschool is licensed to a maximum capacity of 8, but the numbers must be reduced
should any two year olds attend. The session that I was involved with consisted nonnally
of four or five students ranging from three to five years of age, which included Helen's
own daughter.
As part of my ficldwork and my volunteer contributions, I attended the Friday
sessions throughout May and JW1e, plus the presehool graduation ceremony which was
held in the gymnasium at an area school. These preschool sessions were perhaps the most
memorable aspect of my fieldwork. Not having had any previous experience with
children, I was continually in awe at both Helen's skills in dealing with young children
and the astute observations and insights of which three and four year olds are capable. I
was particularly impressed with her 'tricks of the trade,' such as mixing liquid soap in
with the water of the finger paints to make the inevitable cleanup process much easier.
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As Helen slowly began to trust me, and as my apparent skills with young children that I
had not previously known I possessed became evident, my role gradually shifted from
that of observer to participant. By June I was reading stories to them, helping to wash
little hands and holding the end of the 'magic rope' as we took the children to the park at
nearby Mundy Pond one day. This seemed to carry over to the summer program. One day
I was sitting at a table in the Centre with a six year-old whose nose was running. Without
thinking I grabbed a tissue and wiped it. When I thought about the incident aftelWards I
realized that I probably would not have done that before my time in the preschool. The
experience demonstrated to me that lieldwork can be personally transformative,
something that I had not given much thought beforehand.
The activities that Helen had the children engaged in, whether il was the story
circle, snack time or free play, all had an educational component, whether academic,
social, or a mixture of both. Many of the games and toys had an educational slant. She
even added a clever twist to the 'Old Macdonald Had A Farm' song. When Helen got to
the part of the song where the animal's noise is mimicked she would often substitute thai
of another animal, perhaps to test the children's alertness or to make the song more
interactive. One little boy was constantly on guard for this, and when Helen would make
the wrong sound for an animal he would jump up, with a mischievous grin, and grab her
ann and laugh, "No, No!", following which she would quiz the group as to the proper
sound.
A major componcnl of the preschool also seemed to be corrective behaviour
modification. The children's behaviour was constantly monitored for everything from
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aggression to the use ofcourtesies. However, I never saw Helen lose her patience or raise
her voice. She would usually correct her charges' behaviour with a discussion of their
actions, and mildly admonish them to usc thcir 'listening ears' or their 'talking voices,'
and not to use their 'pinching fingers.' One major component of Helen's efforts totally
eluded my notice for these months, for reasons that will be discussed in the latter half of
this thesis: the censoring of the use of offensive language by the children was enforced in
the preschool and the Centre in general. 1 will explore this issue further in a subsequent
chapter.
There was also an incident towards the end of summer which reinforced for me
the very special regard the children of the area seem to hold Miss Helen in. One day in
late August there was not much going on at the Centre. I was sitting in the Centre talking
to nine year-old Ann, to whom I had grown close to over the last few weeks, and five
year-old Mary. We were bored so we decided to go to the park at the end of the centre
field. I was pushing Mary on the swing, and somehow Ann and 1 got on to the topic of
smoking. She insisted that everyone smokes and proceeded to rhyme otT the names of the
summer counsellors who smoked. She asked me if 1 smoked, which I denied. She
frowned and looked up at me doubtfully, with a sly grin spreading across her face and
said, "You swear?" "I swear," 1 responded. "Swear on your mother's life" she challenged
me. "I swear," I answered, "I quit when I was eighteen." She laughed triumphantly but
then said very seriously, "Then your mother is gonna die, because [a counsellor) told me
you smoked," naming one of the summer counsellors. J protested that smoking cigars in
the woods to keep bugs away did not count, but she was unconvinced. Mary had been
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listening closely to the conversation and dismissively added that, "Everybody smokes." I
argued that this was not true, and as evidence proceeded to rhyme off the names of all the
senior staff at the Centre who do not smoke. She frowned in thought as I said that John
docs not smoke, Bill and Keith do not smoke. When I got to Miss Helen, Ann looked up
at me with an almost outraged expression on her face, and put her hands on her hips and
said very slowly with emphasis, "Miss Helen would never smoke!"
3.5.2 - The Breakfast l'rogram
Another core program is the breakfast program, which runs from 7:30 in the
morning until 8:30, generally coinciding with the hour before school. Bill, the
educational coordinator, was also involved in it during the time of my research, but the
program was run primarily by two local volunteers, Kate, the secretary for the NEA, and
her sister Doreen, NEA vice-president. John may have the run of the Centre, but I very
much got the sense that the breakfast program belonged to Kate, to the point that John
admitted that he has some difficulties in implementing changes to it.
The children and some young teens would arrive around 7:30 in the morning.
Generally they would come in, state what they wanted hy the windowed ledge thaI
looked OUi into the dining room, and take a seat at one of the tables. Usually breakfast
consisted of cereal, toast and juice, served in yellow Mel-Mac plates, bowls and mugs.
The children would then eat, talk and leave the dishes on the ledge which the volunteers
and staff would put in the dishwasher. In the late spring of2ool, Bill was concerned with
falling attendance, so he asked Kate to keep track of attendance, which she would
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dutifully note on a sheet on the bullctin board in the kitchen. When I was there,
attendance hovered between six to ten; however Bill infonned me in late June that the
average was in fact four. I have heard various reasons for this. There had been a change
in the local school system, which John said had altered the children's route to school,
laking them away from the Centre. I have also heard that some of the kids, particularly
the older ones, express a desire to sleep in.
Admittedly, I had stereotypically assumed the breakfast program was about
hunger, as it was operated within the context of a low-income area. 1 asked Kate if the
program was oriented towards addressing hunger one morning while she was loading the
dishes into the dishwasher. She paused for a second and inwardly I winced, realizing the
error 1 may have made. She did not respond negatively, but replied, "I don't think of it
that way, it's more like that the kids like to talk together before school." 1raised the issue
with John later, and he responded to my question with a story. He said that he had
attended a conference on social issues at the Confederation Building6 and presented a talk
on the breakfast program at the Centre. He opened his presentation to the mainly middle-
class, professional audience with a question, by asking, "How many people have had
their breakfast this morning?" When he asked the majority who did not raise their hands
as to why they had not had breakfast that morning, the answers usually revolved around
time factors. Even for those who had stopped for a coffee and a donut for a chat or to read
the paper, John pointed out that it was more of a social activity than one related to
'hunger.' John argued that the breakfast program is partly related to nutrition in that he
wants to ensure that the children have had something to cal before school, but it is
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primarily social. This relates to some ongoing research in Ihe U.S. on the imJXlrtance of a
leisurely and social lunch hour, and which seeks 10 link poor academic perfonnance with
an environment in the lunchroom that is not conducive to social interaction either among
students or between students and teachers (Goldman 2002: 15).
Bill agreed with John's assessment, arguing that the breakfast program is a means
to bolster participation and 10 make the Centre part ora daily routine. He lold me that he
finds Ihal il is a way to be able to become more involved in the children's lives and to
hear their concerns while sharing breakfast. He discussed one particular youth whom he
was able to reach out to and, as a result of gelting to know him, got him involved in the
homework program as well.
When he used 10 come to breakfast last year. ...he was a
royal pain in the hole. But over a period of time, silting
with him two mornings a week and having breakfast, and
chatting with him, or arguing with him over hockey, or
saying.. .'How much homework do you have? Can I give
you a hand?'
There were a few teens and children who were regular fixtures at the breakfast program,
one of whom I was also helping with a novel study. During the homework session, [took
the opJXlnunity to ask him if in fact he would not be able to get a breakfast were it not for
the program. He said that it was not the case at all, as he could easily get breakfast at
home, but that he liked 10 talk to his friends at Ihe Cenlre before school. John sighed Ihat
poverty and hunger are the common stereotypes associated with breakfast programs in all
low income areas, but he cautioned me that it may be counterproductive in tcnns of
funding and support to push the argument too far and deny their existence altogelher. But
it is a stereotype that he loathes, "Oh, the poor people of Froudc Avenue. J hate it"
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3.5.3 - The Homework Program
Another key program offered by the Centre is the homework program, which runs
in the large upstairs room of the Centre, as well as some smaller offices for one--on-one
tutoring. It operates during the school year from 3:00 p.m. until 4:45 p.m. from Monday
through to Thursday. However it is not unusual for Bill, the educational coordinator, to
stay late or to cOlTUnit on weekends to help students, which include children, youth and
adults. The times I was there, attendance seemed to hover around seven or eight, ranging
in ages from six or seven 10 twelve or thirteen. Bill said that it is not unusual for
attendance to fluctuate depending on the weather or time of year. The program is
dependent on volunteers, which seemed to consist of a mixture of local and outsider high
school and university students, either as part of a for-credit program or of their own
volition.
Bill is a key figure not only in the homework program but also in the Centre in
general. He started teaching when he was eighteen, and has since received his Master's
degree in Education and Administration. He was principal at a number of regional and
area schools until retiring in 1999. Bill has been affiliated with the Centre for a number of
years prior to his position as a staff member, either as a member or Chair of the Centre's
Board of Directors. When the position of educational coordinator became vacant, John
offered him the position, as he was aware of his educational credentials from his time on
the Board.
Bill's approach to teaching and education is best described as holistic. The basic
academic fundamentals are stressed, but the particular circumstances of the individual's
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disposition, family situation and school experiences are all taken into account when
deciding how best to deal with a student or approach a situation. Bill's role goes beyond
the hours of the program or the Centre itself. He gives his time freely to any child, youth
or adult who is in need of academic support. Sometimes parents will seek his advice or
help when one of his students has social or emotional issues or problems at school, and
he will sometimes intervene on the parent's behalf. The Centre also provides a level of
intimacy thai the institutional education system cannot match. Bill has the luxury of
dealing with students in the more familiar context of their own neighbourhood, as well a
greater level of involvement with the parents and the students themselves. He has been
able to pick up on visual or learning disability issues with some of the students and was
able to alert the school on these occasions, though in his experience it seems that the
system's ability to act upon the information has been uneven at best.
The program is important in terms of the tUloring, but it is also serves to provide a
physical space and supportive environment in which to do homework. Perhaps most
importantly, the regular homework program provides a routine. One criticism Bill has of
the education system is its seeming failure to provide steady homework on a regular
basis, in order to inculcatc in students the pattern of doing homework to develop the self-
discipline necessary to succeed. Hc points out that generalizations are also made about
the students that often do not reflect the reality of the situation. Bill told me that, "there's
an assumption on teachers' parts that all children havc parents at home who will sit with
them, every night, and do homework." Bill and I both share an academic interest in the
nature of education. This has extended beyond the time of my research as we still meet
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once in a while for breakfast at a downtown restaurant and talk about the Centre and
other issues. Given the conlext of the Centre, many of our discussions have rcvolved
around the perceived links between low socio-economic status and poor academic
performancc. As I grew more imerested in the issue, he cautioned me that there is a vast
literature on thc subject and that I may want to consider whether or not I wanted to wade
into it.
One of the key issues, which emerged during our conversations in regards to the
homework program, was parcntal involvement. As he puts it, one of his "dilemmas" is
that he desires more parental involvement in the homework program, yet not all of the
local parents have the educational backgrounds themselves to do so. He said that one
parent, for example, whose daughter was going into grade five approached him and said,
"You know, I can't help her anymore." Some of the children also desire time away from
the parents and look to the Centre as a sort of refuge. In April of 200 I, the staff
conducted a series of interviews with twenty-six registered users of thc Centre between
the ages of twelve and eighteen. John allowed me access to these interviews on the
condition of the maintained confidentiality of the respondents. In response to a question
as to whether parents should playa greater role in the programs, the clear majority of
respondents said that they wanted to only havc increased parental involvem~nt for special
occasions, whilc onc quarter did not want parental involvement under any circumstances.
Some cited "embarrassment" while others indicated a needed time away from parents.
Bill reminded me that a lack of attention from parents may not always be the problem,
sometimes the attention is there but it can be overwhelmingly negative.
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Bill has sought ways to broaden the Centre's role, partly to address a problem he
sees with the Centre being essentially vacant in between the breakfast program and the
homework program. During the time of my research he initiated a lunch program at an
area junior high school. Bill and Keith helped to organize a recreation program in the
gymnasium while another stafT member supervised the library. This particular staff
member was placed at the Centre through a program called Linkages, which helps those
out of high school, but not in a post-secondary institution, to gain some work expericnce.
On our way to the lunch program she would point out who was "from the Centre." Once
she noticed one teen on the sidewalk smoking and commented, "What are you doing with
that cigarctte dangling out of your mouthT' in a friendly manner. It seemed that the
program servcd to extend the role of the Centre and its stafT into the lives of the local
youths after-hoUTS and outside of the project itself. During the library hour, I also noticed
this stafT member console a teen from the Centre who had just broken up with her
boyfriend. On our way back to the Centre, Keith noticed some older teens he knew
walking across the centre field and called over to them, "School is that way you know!"
John's main issue with this program was that he hoped that local volunteers would
become more involved and perhaps take over this program altogether, something which
has not materiali7..cd up until this point in time.
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3.5.4 - The 'Ree' Program
The recreation program, or the 'rec' or after-school program as I have heard it
referred to, operates from three until five in the afternoon, and then again from six until
eight in the evening. The evening program is geared towards those aged twelve to
eighteen. However, I found the age groupings to be somewhat fluid, and I cannot recall
seeing any teen much older than thineen or fourteen participating in the program. One
evening's activity was a trip 10 a local bowling alley. A group of children and youths
were milling about the footsteps of the Centre, complaining that the age restriction was
unfair. Others did not have the two dollar fee. Keith quietly allowed some of the under-
twelves to come and a few to bowl for free.
The program coordinator, Keith, is the youngest of the corc staff. His sense of
humour and outgoing nature seems to have made him popular around the Centre, with
children, youth and adults alike. Like the rest of the staff, his position at the Centre
extends beyond the rec program, which is his main responsibility. I have seen him
participate in almost all aspt:ets of the Centre. The rec program itself generally consists of
pickup sports or games, with some afternoons or evenings set aside for special activities
such a movie night, time at a local recreation centre, or cook-offs in the kitchen in the
Centre.
However, the rec program seemed 10 be a cause of tension at the Centre in tenns
of programming. During one staff meeting, Bill brought up his displeasure with the fact
that the three to five rec program coincides with the homework program, creating not
only a distraction for those trying to study but also an alternative to study within the
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Centre itself. John, who was a notcd provincial ball hockcy player, expressed to me from
time to time his displeasure at the lack of more organized sports in the programming,
which was also voiced by some of the local youth. 8iJ1 simply wanted the children
outside if the weather was favoumble, rather than hanging about in the Centre. Simply a
mention of the Nintendo, or the dreaded colouring sheets, would be enough to cause Bill
and John to roll their eyes or to mutter a curse.
I participated less in the ree program than the others, as during the day I
sometimes had difficulty finding out what was on the go for the evening. However, a lack
of specific activities at times did not mean that there was no activity at the Centre. The
Centre would normally close on Friday afternoons, once the preschool was closed and the
cleaning was done. Afterwards, some of the staff would go to a local pub after work
before going home. Every Friday it seemed, even though the Centre was closed, children
would still come by when we were trying to get ready to leave. Sometimes it was to ask
for sports equipment, to use the computers, or some other Centre resource. One Friday,
just as I locked the front door, a little girl started banging on the door relentlessly. I
opened the door and she pecrcd up at me through her thick glasses and asked, "Is Keith
there?" I went to get him, and he gnunbled to himself as he got up to see what she
wanted. Shc wanted some more road chalk for the game going on in the street in front of
the centre. After he locked the door again, he said good naturedly, "It's 24-7 around here.
It's almost like they are our kids. They are our kids."
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3.6 - SlaffMectings
Studies of organizations or institutions often make distinctions between 'formal'
and 'informal' practices.
The formal system is the map of the organizational
structurc, job descriptions, the hierarchy of decision
making, the goals, rules and policies. The infonnal system
is the way individuals and groups in the organization relate
to each other, which might influence the fonnal system and
achievement of the organization's aims (Wright 1994: 17).
Essentially there are the fonnal "explicit tasks" or goals of the organization, and the
"ways members continually negotiate with one another in the interpretation and carrying
out of such tasks" (Van Maunen et al 1993: vii). In this sense the statT meetings, staff
hierarchy and the Centre's mission statement (Appendix A) are part of the 'fonnal'
aspects of the Centre. However, while the staff mcctings were structurally a weekly
adjunct to the day-to-day operations at the Centre and had a fonnal agenda, I did not find
the staff meetings to be a fonnal tool for decision-making or for the creation of policy.
Simply noting the formal aspects of an organization, such as the hierarchy and official
practice, reveals very little about the informal negotiations and dynamics of practice.
The staff meetings were held on a regular basis on Tuesday mornings during the
time of my research. They did not always happen, and I found that they gradually
disappeared during the few \veeks leading up to the end of the school year, and stopped
altogether during the summer program. I attended the staff mcctings religiously, yet [
would find that many decisions seemed to be made during the regular course of the day.
Sometimes I heard of decisions after they were made, even though I knew the subject was
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not raised at that week's meeting. What struck me about thc mcctings was how they
differed qualitatively depending upon who was present. The meetings were designed to
be infonnation sharing sessions, and representatives from Health and Community
Services attended, as their nursing station shared a part of the building. Either the head
nurse would attend or a local HCS manager. The nurse in particular would complain to
John if thc weekly meetings were not held.
During one meeting I was initiaHy perplexed with something that I overheard. At
this particular meeting both a nurse and the HCS manager were present. Jo1m was
discussing manipulation and dishonesty in tenns of abuse of the Centre and its staff and
resources. The first day we mel John had cautioned me about how the children will
cleverly "manipulate things" in an attempt 10 see what they can get out of the staff or the
Centre, whether it is food, access to sports equipment, the computers or other resources.
He wanted me to be aware of this, as [ was to become a quasi staff member during my
research. At the meeting John was relaying something similar to this HCS manager and
used a story about a recent incident. Keith had been closing up the Centre at the end of
the day. After locking up the building he was on his way home and was eating a banana.
Some children who were present asked him to share, as they claimed thllt no one was
home and they had nothing to eal for supper. What surprised me was not the story itself,
but that John appeared 10 be asking the HCS manger for advice in regards to whether he
should follow this incident up with the proper authorities as a case ofneglcct. [ was quite
surprised as I never thought John would solicit the advice of an outsider for a matter like
this. To me the story seemed no different than the flurry of requests to share I would get
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from the children if they ever saw me with food or gum. I did not think it was particularly
worthy of investigation, and I was perplexed as to why John seemed to. During an
interview sometime later, I mised this incident with John as to whether it was a case of
manipulation. !-Ie laughed and asked whether I meant manipulation on the part of the
children or manipulation on his part. I was further confused, until he explained that as a
manager he has to feed negative stories on occasion to outside resource people to keep
their interests "piqued." lle pointed out that if resource people no longer see a role or
need for their organi7..ation at the Centre or in the area, thcn when you really do need
them they would not be there for you.
Schwartzman argues that meetings should not be seen as external to the patterns
and perceptions of everyday life, "when, in fact ... they are partly resJXlnsible for creating
it" (Schwartzman 1993: 39). At the Centre, as elscwhere, their importance went beyond
the agenda which was photocopied and passed out at the beginning of each meeting. For
outsiders, a particular vision of the Centre and the area and their respective needs was
presented. This does not mean that this vision is 'false,' perhaps 'selective' would be a
more appropriate term. J also do not want to convey the impression that John was
decciving officials. Quitc the contrary, as in some cases the need is very real. For a
managt::r of an organization such as the Ccntre the selective presentation of information to
outside agencies appears to be a needed stratcgy to help to ensure that the residents have
thesc resources at their disposaL A discourse of overwhelming negativity would most
likely cOllvey a message of hopelessness, whereas a discourse that is constantly positive
would suggest that the help of social aid organizations was not needed.
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I have also noticed that the meetings' dynamics, and perhaps purpose, seemed to
differ when only the core staff were present. One meeting in particular differed from the
rest in Ihal it was only the core staff members who attended, and lohn decided to hold it
at a downtown restaurant. It was a more relaxed and intimate environment, and wilhout
the presence of any outsiders more personal issues and specific individuals were
discussed. I did not find that this would happen when the HCS representatives were
present. Even though I may have been a quasi-insider at the time, there is a good
possibility that even more intimate issues would have been discussed had I nol been
there. Sometimes these kinds of mcctings becamc what I tcrmcd in my fieldnotes
'venting sessions,' the first of which I experienced in late May at this restaurant. At this
point I was used to a general positive discourse around the Centre and at the meetings,
and I was unprepared for the vcritable torrent of negativity al this particular meeting. To
list a few of the issues which were discussed: John was concerned with some gossiping
that was going on, the behaviour of some local teens at an inter-community centre ball
hockey gamc, vandalism, and what some of the slaff perceivcd to be the abuse of the
clothing and food bank in the basement. Helen described her concerns with young
children playing unattended early in the morning and lale at night and some of her
experiences of local parents taking advantage of the preschool, the Centre, or the staff in
particular.
These 'venting sessions' also occurred outside of planned meetings. Sometimes it
was at the Centre during a lull, sometimes it was at a local pub. Towards the end of the
summer I noticed that these sessions would be even more intimate, especially if lohn was
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not present. John did not secm to intcntionally conceal anything from me, and he would
honestly answer any direct question that I posed to him, but I found he was guarded at
times about what he may have taken to be sensitive infonnation. A lot of what the staff
told me is not included in this thesis out of respect for them and John, and out of respect
for the confidentiality of the area residents. However, a lot of these issues directly
impacted on the staff and an outlet of stress was needed. Once, the nurses joined us at the
pub and I got a sense that they engaged in a similar ongoing 'venting process.' Thcy were
very guarded about this, but the senior nurse alluded to the stress of dealing with cases of
child abuse on a repetitive basis. One common theme that came up for the staff during
these sessions was a particular mother of two young children. I was aware of some of the
issues, however, J was unprepared for the larger picture and I gradually slumped in my
seat as two staff members filled me in.
However, even the negative aspects of these sessions had the potcntial for being
positive in the view of the staff. I asked John specifically about these meetings.
Its very important for staff to sit down for the staff meeting,
not just for me to give direction ....but [for] them to vent
what their issues are ... to tell their frustrations, for them
also to tell their successes... to tell thcir stories of who
achieved something, and how they had a relationship
building with somebody ... they need to tell that so we can
all build on that. ..even when something is negativc and we
have to deal with it, we still try to put a positive spin on it.
Many of the venting sessions only make sense and are useful among people who are
close to the contcxt and thc issues. Helen pointed out to me that, "the only ones that you
can talk to are the ones that you work with. Anybody clse ... they don't know the
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situation ... or exactly what's going on." Helen also agreed that the intentions of these
impromptu sessions arc not negative.
I don't think its 'all' negative ... 1 think that there is some
positive in there too ... we need 10 throw oul all the negative
[to see] what's the part in there that is going to open up my
eyes, that's going to make me feel better so that I can
continue on.
3.7 - The Board of Directors and Resource Group
As per the NLHC conditions, each community centre that they provide core
finding for has to have a Board of Directors, which usually meets once a month but
adjoums for the summer. These Boards are ideally comprised of two-thirds local
residents and one-third 'resource people,' as I have heard them referred to. The resource
people include the Tenant Relations Officer from Housing, and also representatives from
Health and Community Services, the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary, the
Neighbourhood Enhancement Association and other social organizations:"The Resource
Group comprises mainly of outside resouree people, the staff from the Centre and
representatives from the NEA. It was originally fonned just prior to the major busts in
2000 to combat the drug issue and was used to co-ordinate the efforts of various
governmental and local agencies. Now John maintains the group for their help with other
issues as they may arise. My sense in the summer of 200 I was that the Group was a
scaled down version of what had existed just prior the series of drug-related arrests.
Nancy, the President of the NEA told me that without the resource people Ihe Board
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would not be effective, and the Resource Group of course would be nonexistent. She
argued that they are the basis for networking, as "Illey latch on to other resource people."
As the manager of the Centre, John does not have a vote on the Board, but he
represents the Centre and supplies the Board with reports and other information as to the
its state of affairs. The NLHC also has a representative, usually the area TRQ, who also
sits on the Board without a vote. When 1 inquired as to the purpose of the Board, the
usual answer I received was that it makes the Centre accountable to both the residents as
well as the NLHC. The TRQ explained Housing's involvement to me further.
We sit on the Board as ex officios in that we did not want to
impose, to be seen as imposing, our decision making into
the community. We wanted the community itself to make
its own decisions as to the direction of things. We are there
to ensure, 1 guess, that they don't digress from the original
mandates.
The original mandates are generally the Centre's mission statement. By way of example,
she also suggested that if the Centre decided to charge admission, that this would be
contrary to NLHC policy and they would have "a problem with it"
I sat in on two Board mectings to obscrve thc proceedings, and I also interviewed
two former chairpersons, a current and former TRO, and some NEA members who also
sit on the Board. From what I could sec, the Board seemed to consist of an even split
between resource people and local residents. A fonner Chair of the Board told me that he
was concerned by what he perceived as the lack of input by most of the residents. He said
thai he tried 10 make a point of soliciting input from all who were in atlendanee. The
most vocal participants seemed to be the Chair and Secretary (resource people), John, and
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Nancy (resident and President of the NEA). Most ufthe other residents appeared to sit in
silence during the duration of most of the mceting.
[ was not entirely clear as to how representative the local Board members were of
the area residents, as the NEA members were perhaps the most vocal and active residents
in the area. My impression is that while seats on the Board are open to all residents, this
fact is not well known. The NEA Vice-President told me thatlohn had contacted her and
invited her to join, adding, "a lot of people here don't have the infonnation. They don't
know that they can join." To be fair to the Centre and the Board, when I read through a
stack of newsletters that the Centre puts out on a regular basis, there is often a greeting
message from 10hn, sometimes from the MHA for the area, and often one from the Chair
of the Board. I know that thesc lctters are distributed throughout the Froude area, as well
as other adjacent NLHC housing areas, so the existence of the Board itself is publicized,
but perhaps the possibility of having a seat on it is not. For some residcnts who may not
have extensive education, the Board, with its assortment of outside professionals, may be
a foreign and intimidating entity. I will revisit this issue in a subsequent chapter.
During the time of my research I rarely saw any of the outside resource people
except for fomlal meetings, or sometimes for meetings with 10hn. Similar to the situation
I described in regards to the statT meetings, the majority of the oUlside resource people
appeared to receive a filtered and attenuated vision oflhe issues around the Centre, given
their limited participation in the area in daily life. The Secretary of the Board admitted
that "We sort of trust that things are fine unless we hear otherwise." I interviewed the
current Secretary not only because she had been the Chair for two years, but also because
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she had come to this position after having participated as a volunteer in the homework
program and was familiar with the area. She agreed with my assessment that outsiders
only receive a partial picture, and that even with her knowledge of the area she is still an
outsider. She told me, "I don't live here, and haven't livct:l here, and I never want to lose
sight of thaI."
In her research on the low-income area of East End Cincinnati, Halperin (1998)
noted a similar process of insider and outsider knowledge at the numerous meetings,
conferences and symposiums she attended. Her concern was more focused on how the
opinions of outside 'experts' st.-cmed to be more valued and weighed in policy making
than the knowledge of area residents, many of whom had several generations of
knowledge of the area from which to draw. Self-critically conscious of her own status as
an outside researcher, as I have attempted to be. she commented that as her research and
her direct involvement with the people of the area progressed, she noted "how little
concrete understanding they loutsider experts} have of people and communities like the
East End" (Halperin 1998: 109).
I doubt very much that any of the resource people see themselves as experts on
the area, and their trust in John for knowledge of the Centre's operation is reasonable.
Aside from undertaking a participant-observation style research projcct as I have,
working at the Centre or living in the area, it is very difficult to see the minutiae of daily
life or 10 be able to have a good grasp of the local issues. My own knowledge aticr four
months of research is paltry compared to thai of the residents or the statTs knowledge,
but it has provided me with somc insights that more distanced observers would not see.
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A critical dimension to local knowledge is that of gossip, While gossip was an
almost constant source of irritation and friction for John and the rest of the stafT, he
would be quick to point out that if a manager was not connected to Ihe local gossip
networks in some way, he or she would know very little ofwh.'1t was going on in the area
and would not be able to adequately perfonn the requirements of the position. These
infonnation networks are critical for the staff to be able 10 do their jobs, as they were for
my rescarch. During one Resource Group meeting it became appment that outside
professionals might not always be privy to these infonnation networks, if at all. I had
assumed the TRO to be very knowledgeable about the issues of the area, which I have no
doubt she is, given her professional connection to the residents' personal issues, and her
connection to the Centre, statT, Board, NEA and Resource Group. She is only hampered
by her short time as TRO for the area, but talking with some residents who know her, she
appears to be well liked and trusted. However as well connected as she is, she appears not
to always be 'part of the loop_' During this Resource Group meeting she pointed out that
she finds these meetings useful in that they enable her to be in touch with the "front-line"
and "what's real" in tcnns of local issues, and admitted that many I-lousing officials are
quite disconnected from thc daily realities of the residents' lives_ As the meeting
progressed, John dismissed the suggestion from another Group member that Ihe minutes
of the meetings should be printed and made available to the local residents, citing that the
gossip networks would carry the infonnation at a speed which would render the
documents, "not worth the paper they are printed on." J fclt that this was a very pointed
comment, as the only ones prcscnt who would be a source of this gossip would be the
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NEA members. I felt he also made this comment as a subtle criticism that the onus was
on prominent residents to correct false gossip. I had heard a rumour going around that
there was going to be mass evictions for non-compliance ofNLHC regulations. It seemed
to me that someonc was always in the process of being evicted. One resident was in the
state of being evicted for poor housekeeping the entire time of my research. [ had no idea
as to the validity of these panicular claims and it seemed thai John wanted the fUmour
clarified at this meeting. The TRO was visibly stanled at hearing this and exclaimed,
"Who's doing the evicting?" John lightly slapped her on the shoulder and joked, "You
are."
During the course of my research, several key analytical themes have emerged
from my interview and fieldnote material. Some of these issues relate to the stated goals
of the NLHC through their Tenant Relations and community centre programs, such as
encouraging tenant participation, and the amelioration of the negative image of social
housing. Through media reports, meetings, interviews with Housing officials, the starr
and residents, and general daily discourse around the Centre I have heard discussions of
'cmpowering community,' 'community ownership.' and 'enhancing community
capacity.' Before examining how a community may be empowered, its capacity enhanced
or ils sense of ownership developed through the Centre and the NEA, I will first tum to
an examination of community within the context of a large urban centre and its
implications for the centre's mandates and goals. The central focus of the next chapter
will be an analysis of the underlying tension of the NLI·IC's attempts at strengthening
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'community' which can be secn as panly running counter to the original mandalc of
transitional housing.
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Endnotes to Chapter Three
I MHA, Mcmber of the House of Assembly, is the riding's repr(:sentat;ve in the provincial1cgislatur(:.
2 While the Ebsary Estales were excluded from lhis researth. all of Froude Avenue was included. At least
halfof Froude AvenueeonsislS ofthc Westmoullt project and hlUsince ilSconslfllctionin 1951,afacllhat
wascuriouslyomiltedinthispapcr
llsawaphotocopyofanaerialphotographoftheMundyPondareatakcllshortlyaftcrthc construction of
the Ebsary ESlates, but before the constnlction ofWesUllount, which dates Ihe pholograph to betweell 1948
and 1950. There were sollie homes, industry and roads already in existence in the area and around Mundy
Pond. Though there WllS a sigllifieant amount of fields between the Estates and the private housing, and the
area was not as developed as it appears today. lhercdoes appear 10 have been someprivate housing in place
before the construction of the Ebsary Estates. However, 1 still hold thatthecharaCleri:t.ation of the social
housing tcna.Il1S lIS 'ncwcomcn' by the privale housing residents by 1964 seems a little thin.
• The Royal Newfoundland COllstabula.ry is a municipal police force in the proyilKe responsible for the
urban areas ofSt. John's, Moull1 Pearl lII1d the surrounding area oflhe North-East Avalon, Comer Brook on
the West Coast of Newfoundland. and Labrador City, Wabush. Churchill Falls, and lheir surrounding areas
on the mainland of Labrador. The Royal Canadian Mounled Police (RCMP) have jurisdictioll for the rest of
the province. http://www.goy.nf.caImc/defaulLhtm
l "Pcroodan is a combination of oxycodone and aspirin. Oxyoodone is a semisyntbetic narcolic with strong
analgesic properties. Like any narcotic, it is potentiaHy addicting and is ehemical1ydiffcrent from heroin
and opium only in structure and duration" hltp:/fwww.druginfonet.com/faq/faqperco.htm
~ The Confederation Building in SI. John's houses the provincial legislature, department offices, and other
goycmrncntalboarrls.
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Chapter FOUT
Community: Metaphor, Theory & Practice
My focus in this chapter on the role of the Froude Avenue Community Centre in
the Froude housing project will consist of an examination of the concept of 'community'
itself. In the previous chapters of this thesis, I have intentionally avoided using the term
'commllility'; I have instead alternated between 'project,' 'estate,' or simply 'area.' In
contrast, the staff would often use the expression in their daily discourse in terms of
talking about a resident having 'left the community,' or talking about the 'problems of
the community.' When I spokc to both a currcnt and a formcr NLHC Tenant Relations
Officer for the area, they would often speak of 'empowering the community,' or helping
the residents to take 'ownership of the community.' A social housing conference that I
attended in the fall of 200 I was entitled, Enhancing Commllnity Capacity. Bcfore talking
about empowerment or ownership, all practices that the Centre tries to encourage, I think
that my analysis should not proceed without some consideration of the common link
which unites allthesc themes -community.
In this chaptcr I will argue that the tcrm 'community' is problematic because its
mcaning shifts dClXnding upon thc contcxt in which the term is invoked, by whom and
for what purpose. At one level it is simply a tcrm of convenicnce or brevity often used
illlerchangeably, in common practice or by the mass media, with 'neighbourhood,' or
'area'; sometimes the term wilt be used to denote a specific locale, or other times it will
pertain to a general notion of community. Rhoda Halperin notes,
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Community is a common, ordinary word. We think wc
know what it is. We take it for grantcd. We assumc its
presence or we lament its absence. We know why we need
it; yet we question it at the same time - where is it, what is
it? (Halperin 1998: xii).
As Raymond Apthorpc cautions, it is the very commonality of its usage that should cause
one to be suspicious of a concept, "which is agreed among so many people, which
everybody likes, and which everybody is in favour of" (Apthorpe 1997: 53). Upon closer
inspection, the problems with the term begin to emerge. The term 'community' suggests
a social group, living within a specific locale and acting in unison in terms of mutual
support or working towards mutual goals or aims. Within the context of a large urban
centre, where boundaries may be difficult to define, residency can be quite transitory, and
dependency upon immediate neighbours may be minimal or non-existent, 'community'
as a tcrm of convenience may often fail to correspond with community as a sociological
entity. When one considers terms like 'global village,' or 'international community,'
which are commonly invoked in the mass media, then the concept has been stretched
almost beyond practical meaning.
J am proposing that when we hear the term 'community,' attention should be paid
to the context in which it is invoked. The use of the term in the discourse of 'enhancing
community capacity,' for example, is best seen as a "mobilizing metaphor" (Shore and
Wright 1997: 20), where the expression is used to promote a political agenda. When the
Froude Avenue project is referred to as a 'community' in terms of a sociological entity
pertaining to a specific locale, then 'community' here is best tackled with the theoretical
tools of the social sciences in terms of urban research. However, instead of viewing
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'community' as a demarcated entity, it may be more useful to view community as a
'practice.' Rhoda Halperin contends thaI, "Community is not just a place, although place
is very important, but a series of day-to-day, ongoing, often invisible practices" (Halperin
1998: 5). It is as a practice, observable in the daily interactions among the residents and
between the members of the staff, that I am framing my analysis of the role of the Centre.
It is with a view of the practice of community 'on the ground,' so to speak, that I am also
engaging with the concept of community as a mobilizing metaphor and as a theoretical
concept.
4.1 Community as Metaphor
I beeame particularly interested in the metaphorical use of the term 'community'
when I was doing some background reading for my thesis research. In 1998, the
provincial government of Newfoundland and Labrador released their Strategic Social
Plan (SSP) (Newfoundland 1998). The Regional Planner for the SSP, for the North-East
Avalon Region (essentially the greater St. Jolm's area), told me that the SSP seeks to link
economic and social development in the province.
What intrigued me aoout the document was the language as it pertains to
community. There are four goals stated in the SSP, the first of which is to promote,
"Vibrant communities and regions in which people actively participate in their collective
well-being" (Newfoundland 1998: iii). The third goal is, "Self-reliant, healthy, educated
individuals and families living in safe, nurturing communities" (ibid). At a glance this
would appear to be unproblematic, as few people would not want these things. I-Iowever,
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there appears to me to be an underlying contradiction with the goal of achieving
'collective well-being' with 'self·reliant individuals.' The discourse of 'self-reliance' in
Newfoundland, however, has a history which far predates the SSP. Linda Cullum (1995)
points out that voluntary organizations in pre-Confederation Newfoundland, such as the
Jubilee Guilds,' were antagonistic towards charity and promoted subsistence-based self-
reliance as the way in which the social conditions of rural Newfoundland could be
'rehabilitated' (Cullum 1995: 97). As such, Cullum argues that by promoting the message
of self-reliance these voluntary organizations helped to serve the state's aim of
minimizing the costs inherent with relief programs for rural areas (ibid: 107). The
discourse of self-reliance, in its contemporary guise, appears to promote the statc's desire
for individuals to be dependent on the wage-labour market for their subsistence, rather
than on the government, but this message is often couched in collectivist tenus. In
contrast to 'community,' the tenn 'self-reliant' is a very individualizing discourse,
suggestive of the homo economicus of nco-liberal folklore, which Wi1k defines as "the
rational human being of economic theory" (Wilk 1996: 14). Yel, as I will argue below,
the discourse of community may not be incompatible with that of individualism and self-
reliance when one considers that the discourse of 'community' can itself be used as a
mobilizing metaphor to encourage the lessening of dependency upon the statc and to
justify weakening the infrastructure of the social welfare system.
Shore and Wright (1997) argue that the tenns 'nation,' or 'democracy' (and
'community' may be added to this list) are "mobilizing metaphors." They write,
Their mobilizing effect lies in their capacity to connect
with, and appropriate, the positive meanings and legitimacy
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derived from other key symbols of government (Shore and
Wright 1997:20)
Eva Mackey (1997) points out that ·community.' like the 'nation,' "is always deemcd to
be something naturaJ, good and authentic" (Mackey 1997: 144). 'Community,' and
particularly 'community capacity,' appear to be terms that have taken on similar
connotations as those metaphors noted above, and they are increasingly invoked in the
discourses of social aid agencies, governmental bureaucracies and even some of the
residents of social housing areas,
I first encountered the term 'community capacity' during my initial research for
my thesis proposal. The Community Services Council of Newfoundland and Labrador
(cscl defines the term as, ''the combined influence of people's commitment and skills
which can be used to build on strengths and to address common problems and
opportunities" (CSC 1998: n.p.). In their report, the result of a roundtable conference on
the issue (CSC 1998), the esc advocates the strengthening of the volunteer sector, or
'third sector' as it is sometimes referred to, to help bridge the gap in the provision of
services which was left after government cuts and down-loading (ibid: ii). Volunteers are
held 10 playa key role in helping to enhance community capacity. In many ways this is
quite laudable, however there are some disturbing implications which arise from this
discourse. The most critical is the view that it is a lack of 'capacity' that is the cause of
negative social conditions. The CSC cites at lenglh an excerpt from a document cntitled
Measuring Community Capacify Building (Aspen Institute 1997). I will reproduce a
passage below 10 illustrate this kind oflogie.
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Without capacity, communities are merely collections of
individuals acting without concern for the common good;
they are without the necessary ingredients required to
develop a healthier community. Communities without
capacity really are not communities in any meaningful
sense, but have given way to negative conditions like
apathy, poverty or ineptitude (eSC 1998: 25).
I find this argument disturbing on one front and, as a generalization, merely weak
on the other. It is disturbing in the sense that it is unfortunately far too common to hear
words like 'apathy' or 'ineptitude' mentioned in conjunction with 'poverty.' A residential
community brimming with capacity and mutual goodwill is often quite powerless in the
face of structural conditions such as the collapse of the fisheries, the elosing of a plant or
the reduction of government services, events that many people in Newfoundland and
Labrador, particularly those connected to the fisheries, have experienced in the last
dec.'\de. Furthennore, to ignore structural factors wh.ile implying that a lack of civic
involvement is the result of being poor (and of course being apathetic and inept), to my
mind is little more than what Jean Swanson (2001) refers to as "poor bashing.'"
The argument is also thin because it draws upon a rather narrow view of
community and denotes a lack of understanding of the issues underlying the concept as il
exists in practice, especially in the context of a large urban centre. It suggests that
individuals acting without concern for the 'common good' erode capacity and therefore
'give way' to these 'negative conditions.' The argument is weak because it draws upon
community as a metaphor and attempts to impose it upon community as a practice. In his
analysis of neighbourhoods in nineteenth century New York City, Sche17.cr draws
attention to the fact that the "communal functions that many believed neighbourhoods
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were supposed to perform often proved illusory given high rates of turnover and change"
(Scherzer 1992: xvi). I have personally lived in high-density apartment buildings that
were extremely isolating and lacked any kind of the 'capacity' mentioned above, but in
my impression there were no social problems or 'negative conditions' that J was aware of
as the result ofa lack of 'community.' I think it is erroneous to posit Ihat these negative
conditions are therefore directly the result of a lack of 'community' or 'community
capacity,' as thc argument assumes that the normative state of an urban area is as a
cohesive, integrated unit. One has to wonder if such concerns about a lack of 'capacity'
are equaJly applied to very wealthy 'communities.'
It is a little disappointing that the esc used these kinds of sourees to build their
arguments as they appear to be quite good at pointing out the structural limitations of
volunteerism and capacity, and thcy place a large burden for the causes of poverty on the
shoulders of governments as the result of service cutbacks and downloading. They point
out that there are very real limits to volunteerism in Atlantic Canada as the result of out-
migration and an aging population, which often leads to volunteer "bum out" (CSC 1998:
15). However, by dmwing upon these kinds of arguments, policy critics arc placed in an
uncomfortable position of challenging the use of such 'commonsense' notions as
'community' while attempting simultaneously to challenge positions or policies that are
couched in this discourse. No one would want to be seen as 'anti-community' or as
exhorting apathy, but the metaphorical use of community needs to be critiqued.
I can vividly recall, shortly after the election of the Ontario Conservative
provincial government in 1995, the mobilizing metaphor of community being put to
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work. I was quite stunned watching the news one evening upon hearing the government's
position that an increase in daycare spending was not needed, as the 'community' should
be able take charge of the childcare needs of working parents. Reflecting upon the high-
density, ethnically diverse and mobile area of Toronto in which I lived, I could not
imagine where this community entity was located. Fiona Williams points out that there
are also gcndcred implications to these kinds of arguments, as it is assumed that "women
are available and ready to care" (Williams 1993: 29). Janet Finch, in a quite vehement
argument, denounces the gcndered power relations underlying some conceptions of
community.
The "community" is an ideological portmanteau word for a
reactionary conservative ideology that oppresses women by
silently confirming them to the private sphere without so
much as ever mentioning them (Finch, in Williams 1993:
176).
I also frequently encountered the mobilizing metaphor of community in my field
research. This discourse appears to have coloured the language of the NLHC as well as
some of the residents involved with the NEA. One afternoon I was talking to the
President of the NEA, Nancy, and she expressed to me that she was quite looking
forward to the upcoming housing conference, for which her group had been preparing
over the summer. She said that even a short while ago some of the residents would not
have heard the term 'community capacity,' much less have used it. J think that it is quite
laudable and important that social housing residents take part in advocacy training and
participate in organizations such as the local tenants association. I also think that it is
wrong to view mobilizing metaphors as always negative or as invoked solely by the
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powerful, as the discourse of community may be invoked stmtegically to empower the
relatively powerless and as a tool for advocacy. I have included in Appendix E an
example of a letter the NEA sent to the MHA for the area, in which the pride for their
housing units and "community" is invoked in order to press for their demands.
However, I find the metaphorical usc of community troublesome when it serves
as the basis for policy, rather than 'community' as an appraisal of what exists in pmctiee
with a recognition of what its limitations are. Thc Regional Planner for the SSP, whom I
spoke to as part of my research, pointed out that organizations such as the Centre are of
value in tenus of implementing aspects of the Strategic Social Plan. When I asked what
was specifically involved and what the Centre could do, that they were not already doing,
she replied that they are in the process of working that out and admitted that the SSP was
constructed more with small rural outports in mind rather than an urban centre like
St. John's. Several months previously I interviewed a senior organizer with the
Newfoundland and Labrador Food Security Association. I have found that workers in
front-line social agencies are quite good at separating rhetoric from reality. We spoke of
the metaphorical use of community and we appeared to share many similar views in this
regard. When the interview was over, I askcd her how might my research be of the most
use for her. She paused for a moment as she was getting into her car and replied,
"Establishing the limits of community capacity." While I admit to having been intrigued
by her challenge, J hope that a critique of community as a metaphor may help in some
way, so that the metaphorical use of community and that of community as a practice are
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secn as distinct and not so easily conflatcd. I will now tum to an overview of some ways
in which community has been used in the social sciences as a theoretical concept.
4.2 Community as Theory
In Ihis section, I will present a brief overview of some of the earlier sociological
and anthropological work on urban community. I will highlight some of the importance,
as well as some of Ihe weaknesses, of thcse theoretical contributions and then move on to
other approaches, such as network analysis. Following this I will suggest other important
aspects to consider when theorizing urban community, drawing more explicitly from my
field rescareh, such as the importance of design and 'space' as well as key communal
nodes, like the Centre. Other key aspects of urban community I will cxplore are the
significance of boundaries and the commonality of experience, which arc often related to
thc stigmatization of social housing projects and the impact of housing policy.
4.2.1 Early Work on Urban Community
Early theories of community developed in the late nineteenth century often
focused on idealized models of polarized typologies for different types of social
relationships. Most notable among these early works were the theoretical contributions of
Emile Durkheim's 'Mechanical and Organic Solidarities,'J Ferdinand Tonnies'
Gemeinschajl and Gesellschajl (1957 lI887]), and Max Weber's 'Community' and
'Society.'4 The first half of each polarity or continuum can generally be said to denote
small-seale, rural, close-knit social relations based on sentiment, kinship, economic
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cooperation, shared values, nonns and history, with a strong moral consensus reinforced
by custom and rima!. The second half of each dichotomy was described as having a high
degree of individualism or individuation, self-interest, bureaucratic or rational
relationships (especially in the relationship between the individual and the forces of the
political economy), economic rational maximization, and an almost anomie sense of
isolation and social atomization of the individuaLs Many of these earlier thinkers were
living in a time of great social upheaval and werc essentially grappling with
conceptualizations of capitalism, industrialization and especially rapid urbanization
(Gusficld 1975: 3; Wolf 1982: 11). As such, they were not explicitly attempting to deal
with the notion of community in an urban context. Being largely theorists, it was not until
the work of ethnographers such as those of the Chicago School, from the tum of the
century until the 1930s, that these notions were applied to urban fieldwork situations. A
notable contribution in this area was the work of Robert Redfield, who further produced
another influential dichotomous model, the Folk-Urban Continuum, which was in many
ways similar to the earlier models described above (Hannerz 1980: 64).
Most of the early theorists mentioned above were sociologists who were
motivated by concerns over the effects of rapid urbanization which was occurring in their
own nations, but, with the exception of the Chicago School, by and large they were not
theories derived from field research. By contrast, early twentieth century anthropologists
had traditionally dealt with small-scale, rural and pre-industrial populations, so theories
ofurb.1nization and urban communities wefC largely not explored in the discipline at the
time. I-Iannerz argues that it was not until the beginning of the 1960s that anthropologists
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began doing extensive research in large urban areas (Hanner..: 1980: 1), though there had
been some research done in urban areas of Africa in the 1950s, of which Epstein's (1964
[1957]) work is an example. The earlier Chicago School often sought out 'urban tribes' in
terms of marked or marginalized populations characterized by ethnic minority status,
poverty or 'deviance,' which is still somewhat characteristic of urban anthropologists
today. Hannerz points out that this is not that surprising as this practice is akin 10 seeking
out, borrowing a term from Gans (1962), an "urban village," which after all is liule
different from the "traditional anthropological research site" (Hannerz 1980: 5).
Another reason for searching out marked urban communities as a focus of
research was that it appeared to have been tacitly assumed that middle and privileged
class neighbourhoods did not sufficienlly exhibit the characteristics of a community to be
amenable to a 'community study,' or to be of much theoretical interest. Robert Park, a
key figure of the Chicago School, had in fact drawn a distinction between 'descript' and
'non-descript' communities.6 The former, he argued, possessed some kind of unique
characteristics or unity that qualified an area as a community (Hanner.l 1980: 44).
According to Hannerz the actual processes that created 'descript' or 'non-descript'
communities were not explored in any great depth.
Improvements to theories and field methods for dealing with urban populations
were needed. Barrett argues that older structural-functional models were inadequate in
dealing not only with issues of the political economy, contlict and change, but also with
micro-processes of actual behaviour and interpersonal relations. What was needed were
developments in theoretical models that could attempt to deal with the ambiguous
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complexity of lived life, rather than idealized models of how people should behave
(Barrett 1996: 101). The weaknesses in structural-functional theories that Barrett
describes are by no means limited to urban rL"Scarch, but became noted in the social
sciences in general beginning in the 1960s. Part of the problem is also methodologically
and theoretically dealing with large urban centres that are, "by definition, full of
strangers" (Jacobs 1992 [1961J: 30). One important attempt to do so was with network
analysis.
4.2.2 - Network Analysis
One early notable attempt to grapple with urban populations was the network
analysis of Elizabeth Bott (1971 [1957]).7 Dealing with the social networks of families
and not explicitly looking at 'community,' Bott's work is important for critiquing the
notion of households, neighbourhoods or cities as sociological 'wholes.' These should
not be seen as reified or essentialized entities, but rather as fluid and dynamic networks
that do or do not interact, and to varying degrees, with other individuals and networks.
The limitations of network analysis, however, became apparent in anthropological
research in the I970s, as network analysis gradually became more fixated on quantitative
statistical analyses and consequently rather sparse in providing new insights into socio-
cultural processes. l3arretl notes that this kind of network analysis, "conveys the
unfortunate implication that methodological rigour equals thl"Orctical insight" (Barrett
1996: 102). In a critique of Batt's work, Hannerz (1980) contends that Batt's concepts of
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'loose-knit' and 'close-knit' social networks failed to adequately analyze the conditions
and processes that gave rise to these qualitative distinctions (HannerL 1980: 167).
Network analysis has illustrated some of the errors of viewing neighbourhoods,
towns or cities as sociological 'wholes,' given the qualitative variability of the social
networks themselves. Moreover, networks still provide a useful framework for thinking
about the practice of community, as well an imJXlrtant reminder not to conceptualize the
community as a cohesive unit. The work of Carol Stack (1997 [1974]) and Rhoda
Halperin (1990; 1998) points to the imJXlTtance of localized networks of material and
social sUpJXlrt among kin and friends. Many of these networks arc indeed local, and in
some cases highly visible. Halperin notes one interesting example of a local sUpJXlrt
network, or 'provisioning,' among immediate neighbours in the East End of Cincinnati.
She writes, "When an extension cord is run from one household to another when the
latter's electricity has been cut ofT, the link between households is very tangible"
(Halperin 1998: 128). However some of these networks may not be so readily apparent,
as in both Stack and Halperin's work these linkages sometimes extend across the city, or
to other counties or even other states. In an age of rapid transnational migration,
transJXlrtation and communication, these networks may even extend across continents.
The work of Pnina Werhner (1995) on Pakistani migrants in the UK has shown that
social networks do not need to be localized and may in fact extend and endure aeross the
globe. It is imJXlrtant to remember that networks, which may appear to be 'communal' in
nature, cannot always be assumed 10 be necessarily long lasting. In Stack's work,
continued participation in networks of material sUpJXlTt was dependent uJXln the
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maintenance of reciprocal obligations; failure to reciprocatc in turn meant exclusion from
the 'swapping' of these goods. Vincent Walsh, in his analysis of boarding house life in
St. John's, points out that relationships among the residents were often quite transitory,
and were "usually organized around the meeting of immediate needs" (Walsh 1985; 61).
However an inordinate focus on the geographical extent of networks, or their
sometimes utilitarian and transitory nature, taken to the extreme could render the general
concept of community as quite tenuous at best or entirely meaningless. But networks are
key in forcing a theory of urban community to look at the practices of community rather
than the assumptions or ideals of community. It may be more productive, as Hannen
suggested above, to focus on the factors that do develop and maintain localized close-knit
networks and thus urban community, in specific cases and under particular conditions.
One key factor for fostering local social ties, which I noticed during my research, was
that of the importance of design and communal 'space.'
4.2.3 The 'Space' of Community
The importance of space to commlUlity rclatcs primarily to the design and
arrangement of buildings. the existence of local services or 'nodes' of social interaction,
and how this space is utilized in daily practice. Margaret Rodman asks the question,
"How well do buildings actually work to foster or discourage residential community?"
(Rodman 1993: 123). [n large urban areas it seems that the latter may be more often the
casco Jane Jacobs (1992 [1961]), in her analysis of the architectural failings of large U.S.
cities, is scathingly critical of planners who seem to forget about people. Her concerns arc
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not primarily about the visual aesthetics of the buildings themselvcs, but the secming lack
of 'space' designed to encourage social interaction. This social interaction, or "sidewalk
Iifc" as she puts it, "arises out of no mysterious qualities or talents for it in this or that
type of population. It arises only when the concrete, tangible facilities it requires are
present" (Jacobs 1992: 70). Nigel Rapport concurs that a shared space is, "necessary for
socia-cultural process" (Rapport 2000: 88). Anyone who has lived in a large apartment
complex may relate to the feeling of anonymity which results when the only contact with
neighbours may be flceting, chance encounters in elevators or hallways. By contrast, the
space of rural towns (or some cities) may be more productive in tenus of fostering social
ties. Gerald Pocius' work in a rural Newfoundland town pays particular attention to how
space is utilized in tenus of function. gender and kinship, resulting in the continuation of
community 'linkages' through daily interaction (Pocius 1991: 272).
A central feature of the design of the Froude project is the arrangement of the row
houses essentially into a large square looking onto a central field, which on the western
end is bisected by the Cashin Avenue Extension (see Appendix C). When I first saw this I
was rcminded of the military barracks I had encountered in my own past. Due to this
design, whether I was traversing the field on my way to the Centre or playing with the
children in the park, I always had the sensation of being observed. Occasionally I could
see people watching out of windows or from doorways and porches. These experiences
reminded me of some of Miehel Foucault's work. Foucault (1995 [1977]) writes that
surveillance, particularly an internalized fonn of surveillance, is one of the key modem
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techniques of power. One ofthe most effcctive in terms of architectural design is that of a
rcvised form of the military camp. He writes,
The camp is the diagram of a power that acts by means of
general visibility. For a long time this model of the camp or
at least its underlying principle was found in urban
development, in the construction of working-class housing
estates, hospitals, asylums, prisons, schools: the spatial
'nesting' of hierarchized surveillance (Foucault 1995: 172).
Patrick Smith offers an interesting example from Japan whereby urban (as well as rural
village) plarming and neighbourly surveillance were made explicit. In Japan, under the
Tokugawa Shogunate rule (1603.1867), villages were arrangcd into a spying network of
five households, whereby each household was responsible for monitoring the behaviour
of the four neighbouring households (Smith 1997: 53). Smith reports that in
contemporary Japan there exists an "ersatz nostalgia," for this historical period, as the
oppressive nature of this surveillance network appears to have been forgotten. In its place
a discourse of 'community' has emerged in which the saying, "Three houses in front, one
on either side" is invoked "as a measure of community spirit" (ibid: 55), but which
glosses over its insidious history.
I have no information about whether the original planners' intent at Froude was
the reduction of crime or to enforce control through the mutual surveillance by residents.
After all, when the WestmountIFroude project was first built, the original Widows'
Mansions in the centre of the now existing central field area would have blocked a great
deal ofthc view. Perhaps the decision to build around the Widows Mansions was simply
the most economical way to fit in as many units as possible on that parcel of land.
Furthermore, thc kind of surveillance of daily activities that the space of the area affords
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actually seems to be surprisingly incffectivc in prcventing vandalism or crime. Thc drug
dealing persisted for years in plain view of the residents, and this surveillance did not
seem to prevent a spray painting binge that some of the local teens went on just prior to
my research beginning, or an incident of vandalism to the park towards the end of the
summer. I spent one Monday morning with Bill picking up rocks this same group had
strewn all over the road in front of the Centre. We also had to pick up pieces of shattered
black vinyl records that thcsc young teens had broken against the Centre. A resident
passed by while we were doing this and commented that she had witnessed the entire
incident, but again this observation and common knowledge as to who was responsible
failed to act as a deterrent.
However, the design of the projccl also appears to eontributc a great deal to a
sense of intimacy and a network of localized social ties. The centre field and the park
wcre key public spaces of the estate. Despite the fact that the park was sometimes
vandalized, the sand littered with debris, and thaI the young teens had an annoying
predilection for wrapping the swings around the upper bars and out of the reach of
younger children, the park appeared to be heavily used by parents and their children and
the statT of the summer progrdIll. There was also small asphalt basketball court with a
nct-less hoop that was used quite extensively, though it was tom up during the last week
of my fieldwork as part of the ongoing concourse project. One mother told me that she
valued her location in thaI it afforded her a great view of the park from which she could
keep an eye on her young son, which was a sentiment that I heard echoed on numerous
occasions.
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The arrangement of the project into a squarc of inward facing rows of houses,
rather than in a vertical line along a street, also appears to be conducive to neighbourly
interaction. During an interview in May, Nancy commented on this to me, also touching
on a key point I will follow up later with regard to isolation.
Starting prctty soon now, with the warm weather, you will
sec people sitting on their doorsteps, people going around,
neighbours to neighbours sitting around, talking. You
won't see that if you got infill housing....you'rc living by
yourself.
During the summer months I did find her description to be generally accurate.
Neighbours chatting in doorways or groups of men working on cars were a common
sight. On occasion, the area would also appear oddly vacant and I was never certain why.
One very nice day in late August, Keith and myself were standing on the porch of the
Centre and talking. At almost the same time we exclaimed, "Where is everybody?", as
there was not a soul to be seen. However this was an anomaly as some residents were
almost always constant fixtures on their porches. One older resident was almost without
fail sitting on a chair on his porch in the summer afternoons. Whenever I would pass by
on my way home he would greet me with a nod of his head, but with the unique sideways
twitch for a nod that I have only setn in Newfoundland.
All of my interviews were conducted with residents who lived on Froude, Vimy
or Vickers Avenues but no one from Cashin. It was as common to hear assertions that
they really did nOI know anyone on Cashin, as it was common to hear assertions that they
knew everyone in the community. This row of houses was separated from the rest of the
project by a busy road. I was not sure if this sepamted these residents from active
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participation in neighbourhood life, as I kncw of a few children and adults who
participated at the Centre who lived there. However, whal was generally true in these
interviews was the stressed importance of immediate neighbours, especially in terms of
safcty and support. Some analysts of networks refer 10 these as 'multiplex relationships'
in that intcraction goes beyond mere courtesies but, over time and with protracted
socialization, develop into relationships that olTer reciprocal emotional or material
support (Sokolovsky and Cohen 1978: 326; Rogers and Vertovec 1995: 17). Laura, a
local resident, illustrated this to me in an interview though an anecdote.
We do look out for one another. I'll tell ya, I had an
incident, you can use this now, I had an incident where Ihe
window had broken and I had sliced up my hand. In a
matter of me getting a scream out, and my back door was
open, I had five neighbours in my house, in my kitchen,
checking my hand, you know for glass still in the cut,
running it under cold water, wrapping it, phoning Housing
and letting them know the window had broken, getting
them in, gelting the glass repaired. I didn't have to do a
thing. I didn't have to tum my hand. And I had neighbours
taking me down to the hospitaJ 10 get my hand stitched. So
like I said they were there [slaps her hands IOgether] like
Ihal. They look out for you.
The design of the project contributes to the fostering of a local sense of intimacy
through neighbourly interaction, as it appears to be oonducive to social interaction among
the residents. However the 'surveillance: which the structural design of the estate seems
to allow, also appears to contribute to an inordinate level of gossiping and knowledge
about one's neighbours. During one interview I asked Kate what she disliked the most
about the area and she quickly replied, "nosy neighbours." She explained that she found
thc gossip almost sulToeating at times and admitted, ''I'm honestly thinking about
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moving...moving out of the area altogether." Earlier in the summer, another resident,
Jane, had alluded to this sense of stifling observation, so I made a note 10 follow up on
this theme in further interviews. She also made reference to something else which piqued
my interest. Jane described a scenario in order to articulate the extent to which gossiping
and observation can become inordinately intrusive. She said if one were to come home
with an excessive number of grocery bags that this in itself would become a subject of
speculation and gossip. Given the high percentage of households with fixed incomes in
the area, any excessive purchases may arouse notice. She also added that if she were 10
buy a large ticket item, such as a TV, she would only return with it at night to try to avoid
attracting attention.
Wilhout identifying the original teller, I saved the 'grocery bag' and 'TV'
anecdotes so I could repeat them to other residents in interviews in order to see whether
or not they shared Jane's views about the monitoring of purchases. When I described the
scenario of the grocery bags to Nancy I noled a slight glimmer of recognition in her eyes.
Without pausing I then moved on to the story about the TV, to which she frowned and
waved a dismissive hand saying that she never heard tell of such thing. I later tried the
grocery bag slory with Kale. Her eyes also lit up with recognition and amusemenl and
before I eould finish she cut me off saying, ''They'd know... what you got and how much
you spent. They know who goes in and who goes out and what time they left." Her usc of
the tenn 'They' could have been the community at large, but in the same interview she
had also mentioned a specifie block of homes in the project around one parking lot which
was perceived 10 be an endemic source for gossip. She also agreed with the TV story,
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responding with a TV anecdote of her own. When she bought a TV, she had il delivered
to her home. Before the delivery person had a chance to knock on her door, her sister
telephoned to tell her that her TV had arrived. John agreed thaI gossip can be a problem,
as it can be a hazard for his position as the Centre's manager, but he also cautioned me
that some of the residents who were the biggest critics of the local gossiping are
sometimes also the most involved in the practice.
I was intrigued with the earlier passing reference that one resident had made to a
specific block that was associated with excessive gossip. This suggested to me that the
project was spatially subdivided, at least by some residents, and that there were
communal spaces that were particularly conducive to social interaction. Tessa Cubiu
contends that in order CO understand the development of intimate or close-knit social
networks, one should examine how nodes or "knots" (Cubilt 1973: 68) of social networks
tend to cluster around specific community spaces. These nuclei of social interaction can
be well-designed streets, community centres, markets, religious institutions, and other
local organizations and spaccs. One prominent site of social interaction at the Froude
project was IheCcntre.
However a community 'centre' does not have to be a building specifically
constructcd or designed for that purpose, and the lack of such a building docs not seem to
preclude the development of a community centre in the less strict sense of the term.
Jillian Gould, in her analysis of the role of candy stores in Jewish communities in New
York City, argues that they did play the roleofcommunily centre in the past.
If today most people consider candy storcs to be nowhere
other than places to buy candy, sixty years ago they were
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an important element in the social fabric of many
neighborhoods. These establishments were gathering
places, meeting spaces, centers of the community. The
store was the local communication center, offering
telephone service, the newsstand, and a meeting place
(Gould 2002: 204).
Rhoda Halperin points out that a local gas station fulfilled the role of community centre
in an East Cincinnati community. This gas station, through its locally prominent owner,
"provided everything from [car} parts to gossip to psychotherapy" (Halperin 1998: 30).
Karen Szala notes that a local restaurMit was an important "rendezvous" point, especially
for purposes of courtship, in the outport village in Newfoundland in which she worked
(Szala 1978: 74). A space that fosters the development and continuation of social ties
does not even have to be a building. Barbara Myerhoff points out that the benches near a
boardwalk served as a sort of a, "village plaza, a focus of protracted intense sociability"
(Mycrhoff 1978: 5) for the urban Jewish seniors with whom she worked.
Evcn if the Centre had no staff or programs organized by them, in a sense was
nothing but a hall, it would still pcrfonn an important local function. The NEA had
seventecn mcmbers at the time of my research, and it would have been exceedingly
difficult for them to function without a mecting placc, not to speak of the thirty or forty
plus they can attract to their fundraising bingo night. The bingo, held on Wednesday
evenings and Sundays, ilselfappears to be an important local institution, as most people I
spoke to told me that if thcy were not otherwise involved in the NEA or even with the
Centre, that the bingo was the only thing they participated in. This also aUraets some
seniors from a nearby retirement home. As well, in a baek room at the Centre some of the
local women will play eards during the bingo sessions and, as one told me, it was an
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important time to "let their hair down." The local women have a self-admitted reputation
for being loud and boisterous when they get together and I sorely wanted to particip.1tc al
least in one card game. I was almost certain that the core NEA members would have
granted my request, but I had a sense that my presence would have impinged on an
imponam personal time for them, so I decided not 10. When' asked Kate at the beginning
of the research if I could attend a bingo game she seemed to be ambivalent about my
request, so I did nOi raise the subject again. However I was able to play bingo with them
at an off-site lodge ncar Bay Roberts, as pan of an NEA organized weekend retreat.
Combining the freedom away from home and children, and the addition ofalcohol8 to the
mix, it was a memorable event and hair was certainly let down. The Centre is also
available for rent at a reasonable cost for functions after hours. One morning when I
arrived at the Centre, I noticed Kate taking down the decorations from a baby shower
which was held the night before.
The Centre also acts as a nuclcus of social interaction through its programming.
Many of the programs, as discussed earlier, are geared towards promoting social
interaction. Indirectly many of the programs also promoted socializing among the local
parents even if the core programs themselves are aimed at children and youth. For
example, after the preschool sessions I attended, the parents waited in the front room to
collect their children and they would taJk amongst themsclves about various issues. Some
parents became actively involwd in special events such as the preschool graduation and
the summer junior softball league. Two local men were involved in coaching the team
and the large tum out of parents and supporters for the local games played at Mundy
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Pond was impressive. Without these kinds of evenlS this additional socializing and
cooperation may not occur. This was perhaps most prominent in the events hosted by the
NEA and the Centre, such as community clean-ups, the annual block party, and various
barbeques held outside of the Centre.
The cul-de-sac outside of the Centre seemed to be an important communal space
for local social interaction. Traffic is minimal enabling the children and youth to use the
road area outside of the Centre as an impromptu playground, especiaJly for ball hockey
and for drawing with road chalk. It is also an ideal space for communal barbeques, such
as the one organized by the NEA after a community cleanup. There was a significant
turnout for this event and across the road one of the residents put stereo speakers up to a
window to provide music. I commented on the turnout to one of the NEA members, as I
saw some faces I had never seen before and there were far more at the barbeque than at
the cleanup. She scoffed that a lot of them did avoid the cleanup, but when they see fOO<!
being offered, "they come a runnin."
From my vantage point on the porch of the Centre I could see a great majority
make their way from their homes to the barbeque. They all seemed to be from the project
itself. Despite the presence of food and a crowd, as well as loud music, there almost
seemed to be an invisible barrier between the private and public housing area, as I did not
notice any of the residents of the nearby private housing join in, even though some were
watching. However this barrier was crossed at one point during the barbeque. Froude
Avenue stops at a dead cnd in front of the Centre, so other than one private home's
driveway, there is no reason for traffic aside from Centre business. During the barbeque a
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carload of teens pulled up. I did not recognize any of them and they sat in the car for a
few moments without moving. I thought that maybe they were lost. The driver of the car
reversed with a wry grin and drove away. Suddenly I realized that they might have been
looking for drugs and, unaware of the busts, perhaps were not expecting to see a
community barbeque. Keith and a few other residents noticed and I heard some mutter to
one another, but I could not hear what was said. I quietly asked Keith when [ had the
chance, "Is that what I think it was?" Without asking for clarification he nodded.
The Centre, especially when co-hosting special events such as the barbeque with
the NEA, is effective in acting as a node of social intemction. However, I do not want to
give the impression that it was a 'community' cvcnt in tcrms of full or ncar full
participation. Given that thcre are over thn,'C hundred residents, approximately no more
than one quarter appeared to tum out for these kinds of events, at [cast when [ was
present. During the barbeques I atlended I noticed some residents across the slreet,
flmging from children to seniors, peering OUI of their windows on occasion, but they
never took part. I also do not want 10 give the impression that the Centre was a conSlant
hub of social activity. After the breakfast program, and before the end of the school day,
the Centre was often very quiet. This was a concern thaI Bill voiced 10 me on several
occasions, including during one interview.
Let's look at the rcality...we're open for an hour for
breakfast from 7:30 unlil 8:30, so basically then we're
closed. The communily ccntrc, this block that we call the
community centre, is closed, except for the portion right
here, which is the preschool. ..and upstairs I'm in my
office, and [John] is in his office, and rKeith] is in the
office downstairs... but it in terms of programming activity,
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from 8:30 in the morning unlil3:00 in the afternoon there is
nothing. When Friday comes, there is nothing.
Bill is quite right that in terms of programming nol much really goes on during the day,
but I feci that it is inaccurate in tenus of assessing the Centre as a node of social
interaction. This assessment also ignores other peripheral activities. Rarely could I talk to
John without being interrupted by a phone call or a knoek on his door. During one
interview, John's mediation was sought in helping to resolve a local dispute, another time
it was to help an elderly resident track down a phone number. These are not examples of
programming, but they are examples of the minutiae of daily minor activities at the
Centre which are easy to miss. The material resources at the Centre are also important.
Ollen I would find people stopping by to use the computer, ask to use the fax machine or
to check the job board. When the Centre's computers were stolen, Nancy told me that the
loss was compounded by the fact that there were many resumes on the hard drives made
by the local residents.
Space is a critical aspect of 'community' in terms of whether the design or layout
of the buildings contribute to or detract from protracted social interaction, and hence the
development and maintenance of local ties. Of particular importance arc community
centres, in the broader sense of the tenn, as local nodes of social life. However, as I
mentioned above in regards to the barbcque outside of the Centre, this site of social
interaction did not appear to extend to the nearby residents of the private housing area. I
wondered if this was the result if the stigmati7.ation of public housing and whether this
acted to exclude the Froude project from the surrounding area. During one Board
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meeting, Nancy referred to the project as a "community within a community," so I
became curious as to what this demarcation was based upon.
4.2.4 Community. Boundaries and Stigma
Anthony Cohen (1985) argues that community is a relational concept, that
boundaries playa crucial role. The very notion of a 'group' is dependent upon the ability
to distinguish itself from the 'Other,' which requires a boundary of sons. Cohen writes
that these boundaries are largely symbolic, "existing in the minds of their beholders"
(Cohen 1985; 12) and that this, "consciousness of community is, then, encapsulated in
perception of its boundaries" (ibid; 13). Fredrik Banh (1969), whose work Cohen had
drawn from. makes the imponant point (referring explicitly to ethnic groups) that not
only are social boundaries pcnneable. but that "boundaries persist despite a flow of
personnel across them" (Barth 1969: 9). These boundaries, in teons of urban community,
are not always easy for outsiders to distinguish, especially in large urban centres.
Theodore Bestor, in his analysis of neighbourhoods in Tokyo, comments that even
though some of these neighbourhoods he encountered were, "well organized and
cohesive," they were also "almost invisible to the casual observer" (Bestor 1989: I). In
regards to the Froude Avenue project. the symbolic boundary between itself and the
surrounding private housing has a material basis and is etched into the physical nature of
the buildings themselves.
Based on my sense of the physical appearance of the Froude area it is clear that,
as with other housing estates built in post World War Two Canadian cities, the original
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planners did not seem to place a primary concern on the imegrntion of the project in to
thc local private housing. I had first visited the area to meet with John at the Centre in
March of 2001. I consulted a map of St. Jolm's for directions, and no sooner had I
rounded the comer on to the Cashin Avenue Extension then I exclaimed to myself,
"That's a housing project." I have since asked myself why I had thought this and realized
that the estate seemed to match almost all of the stereotypical images I had of social
housing.
The first noticeable attribute is the collection of unifonn row houses with little
individual variability. Upon closer inspection I realized that this was not entirely
accurate, as some of the exteriors of the homes and lav.1lS were individualized with
flower gardens or other ornamenlation. However the buildings are almost structurally
identical, with few minor variations, whereas the surrounding private housing generally
consists of detached or semi-delached houses with a high degree of structural variability.
As discussed earlier, both the Widows' Mansions and Westmount were designed as
transitional housing, so the individualistic attributes that private home owners cherish
may not have been an overriding concern for the planners. Another element which
contributes to the look of the area as being something distinct from the surrounding
private housing is the colour scheme for the exteriors. The units are painted alternately in
an array of yellows, peaches, oranges, and a green which I can only describe as
institutional. The colour scheme was a common complaint that I heard from some
residents when we talked of the area. I had pondered the choice of colours, musing that it
was perhaps motivated by cost or an attempt to make the project appear 'festive' and
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break up the visual homogeneity with a variety of eolours.9 Though the colour scheme of
the project may not be an extremely significant factor, it does seem to contribute to
further marking the project as distinct.
There is also a ccrtain starkness to the visual appearance of the project that was
not lost on a newspaper reportcr writing a story on thc area. Though the term 'The
Blocks' may have originally pertained to the (since tom down) Widows' Mansions, he
seemed to feel that it was still a fitting epithet when applied to the Froude project. He
commented, "There are no smooth curvcs in this neighbourhood. No wonder it's called
The Dlocks" (Gullage 1991: 17). Judging by older photographs of the area [have seen,
the harshness of the project today is somewhat softened by the replacement of the older
flat roofs with sloping roofs in the past decade, though the term 'The Blocks' still
remains in use, both in the media and by some residents. The criticisms of the uniformity
of social housing projects and their potcntial exclusionary nature, as well as other issues
such as those raised in the Report of the Federal Task Force 011 Housing and Urban
Development (see p. 32), were not lost on the NLHC. In a 1985 issue of the Housing
News two photographs of what were then rcccnt infill units were displayed on the front
page. Both are unique and to my eye indistinguishable from private housing. fhe caption
reads,
As can be seen from the photographs shown here, these
units represent a new initiative by both this Corporation
and Canada Mortgage and l'lousing Corporation of
integrating low-density public housing into existing built-
up areas. (NLHC: I985a).
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In a later 1990 news release, the NLHC indicated that it wanted to leave the old dcsigns
like that of Froude Avenue in the past, concerned with issues of isolation and
stigmatization. The NLHC chair at the time commented, "People remember old row
housing of years gonc by and base their impressions on that" (NLHC 1990: 4).
Even though the visual appearance of the Froude project may mark it as distinct
from the surrounding private housing, I do not think that this alone is the major cause for
its reputation or stigmatization. I reflected upon the negative reactions by some fricnds
and families of some sununer counsellors, as they were relayed to me, when the
counsellors infonned them that they intended to take a position at the Centre. I also
thought of the disparaging comments made towards the project's residents by some
surrounding locals, which were described in House's work (1964). I became convinced
that this stigmatization of social housing in geneml plays a significant role in reinforcing
the project's boundaries.
All of the residents I spoke to said that they had no dealings with any of the
immediate surrounding private housing residents. Several statT members also told me thai
the children of the project tend to socialize amongst themselves and do not allen stray
from the area. I could appreciate the staff's assertion to an extent that the area was
somewhat insular, but the estate's social isolation does not appear to be complete. One
resident from the private housing on Froude Avenue told me that he got to know some of
the people from the project and, before he moved out of the area, used to play some local
pickup sports with some of them. I knew that not all of the children and youths who were
registered for the summer program at the Centre were from the project itself so, with the
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permission of the stafT, I decided to check the registration records. I checked the
addresses that were given for each child and found that 41 of the total of 62 registered (as
of July 18,2001) had an address which was within the estate. Moreover, 49 of 62 ciled
somcone within the project as somcone to conlact in case of emergency. Most of the
addresses that were not in the Froude project appeared to be fairly close by, many within
walking distance. Keith pointed out that almost all of the ones who were registered, bUI
did not have an address in Ihe project, were either related to someone who did, or were
fonner residents themselves.
I was a little surprised that the overwhelming majority of children who were
involved in the summer program either lived in the project or were connected to il in
someway. The staff told me that the fees for the Centre's summer program are
significantly less than those charged by other organizations, such as the S1. John's Boys
and Girls' Club, and some outsiders, who were connected to the Centre, told me that the
Centre and ils programs have a good reputalion. Given these factors, I would have
thought that more children from the general area would be involved. A fonner summer
coordinator told me that the drug issue played a major role in tenns of outside parents'
unwillingness to enrol their children, but admitted Ihat the stereotypes of the area and the
stigma revolving around public housing compounded the issue of outsider non-
participation. This seems to create a symbolic boundary for the project that many
outsidcrs do not want to breach. However, the issue of the stigma of social housing and
income support runs far deeper than the issue of drugs or the reputation of the Froude
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project in specific. I will now examine the historical background of this stigma in order to
help to understand the nature of this symbolic boundary.
The stigmatization of those dependent on social assistance in many industrialized
nations is partly related to the pereeived volwttary non-participation by the poor in the
labour market. This arises in part from a long history of concern over separating the
'deserving' and 'undeserving' poor, and in pre-Confederation Newfoundland (and in
many ways still IOday) a concern over 'dependency' and 'self-reliance' (sec Cullum
1995). Generally speaking there is a tolerance for those who are perceived to be unable to
provide for themselves, such as the physically and mentally challenged, but this tolerance
ends with 'able-bodied adults.' The stated fear was the creation of an underclass of
professional paupers (Polanyi 1957: 88) in that 'generous' benefits would present an
alternative to employment, thus undercutting the incentive to work. 10 The workhouse test
was one means to prevent lhis. The workhouse was a common feature of eighteenth,
nineteenth and even early twentieth century Western European and North American
societies. They were designed partly as a disincentive for relief seekers, partly as
punishment, and partly as a fonn of re-education, whereby the poor would supposedly
learn the values of thrift and self-discipline (Guest 1997; 5). These workhouses were
intentionally made into a "place of horror" (Polanyi 1957: 102) and they often
indiscriminately housed all the segments of society which were stigmatized and deemed
to be a problem (Guest 1997: 13).
The shift towards interventionist state policies, and the recognition of the
structural rather than moral factors behind unemployment after the Depression in the
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1930s, led towards the development of a more comprehensive social welfare
infrastructure. The workhouses were now a thing of the past, but other means were
already in place to dissuade dependency on the state. The stigmatization of the relief
process itself was one means to accomplish this. Guest argues that even when the
rudiments of the social welfare state were being constructed in the early twentieth
century, the stigma of applying remained.
"Applying for relief," as it was commonly refcrrcd to, was
a demeaning and stigmatizing experience because it was
widely regarded as clear cvidence of personal
incompetcnce and failure. Any help given was of a
gratuitous nature, there being no thought of a right to
assistance (Guest 1997: 3).
I-Iowever to avoid portraying Ihis stigmatization of social welfarc recipients solely as a
tool constructed by policy makers to dissuade relief seekers, I feel that it may be more the
case that this stigma is either intertwined with, or supported by, previously existing
cultural values. Sheldon Garon contends that the writings of Adam Smith and Thomas
Malthus and others of their ilk were popular with the elites of the late nineteenth century
Japan, "because they squared with indigenous beliefs that praised self-reliance and
criticized ollicial relief for fostering indolence" (Garon 1997: 36). In a similar way, the
homo economicus (Wilk 1996: 14) of liberal and nco-liberal myth in European and North
American societies also did not arise in a cultural vacuum. Much of the classic economic
literature was infonned by Protestant moralizing about the sources of poverty in which
success was, "evidence of godly living and of God's grace" (Guest 1997: 17).
Given that Newfoundland and Labrador has one of the highest levels of
unemployment among the Canadian provinces, I had expected that there would not be
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quite the same level of stigmatization around the issues of social assistance that I had
previously encountered in Ontario. I quickly found the opposite to be true based on
research, media sources and general discussions with Newfoundlanders. I am still
uncertain as to whether this heightened stigma is the result of the broad historical forces
noted above, or unique cultural fonns particular to Newfoundland and rooted in its
history, or a mixture of both.
The stigmatization of those dependent on social assistance in Newfoundland and
Labrador appears to be quite significant, often resulting in a segment of society which is
marginalized and isolated. This appears to be particularly prevalent in rural, outport
Newfoundland in which dependency clashes with the cultural ideal of self-reliance. Peter
Neary describes this outport ideal.
The outport ideal was the self-sustaining, independent
(though in reality, highly dependent) commodity
producer... where a tradition of self-help was deeply
ingrained (Neary 1993: 14).
Many fishers in outports in pre-Confederation Newfoundland engaged in an essentially
cashless 'truck' or 'merchant' system, in which catches were exchanged with merchants
for the previous season's supplies. They were dependent on the merchants for their
subsistence and this system also had the effect of preventing the accumulation of capital
in the hands of fishers (Sider 1986: 23). In contemporary times, Maura Hanrahan argues
that for seasonal fishers unemployment insurance II was used as seasonal "income
supplementation" (Hanrahan 1993: 258) and its necessity for that particular industry was
recognized. However Cato Wadel (1985), in his ethnographic accounl of unemployment
and stigma in an outport community in the late 1960s, eOlltends that a distinction was
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drawn betwcen seasonal unemployment benefits and welfare. Those who were dependent
on year-round assistance were harsll1y judged and socially ostracized. Wadel notes thai
there seemed to be a fear among the employed that the welfare recipients would
somehow 'sway' others to their way of life, resulting in a generational cycle of
dependcney endemic to specific families and even wholc neighbourhoods (Wadel 1985:
90).
The sligma towards social assistance recipients does not seem 10 be restricted to
rural Newfoundland. Annette Clarke (1986), in her report on unemployment in 51. John's,
nOles somc similar experiences of isolation and stigmatization faced by the unemployed
in 51. John's. One research participant described to her a state of almost immobilization
that he felt in regards to his perceived negative assessment by neighbours.
[ got to the stage that far me to go outside, I had the feeling
that everyone was staring at me. Especially people in the
neighbourhaod. You feci they're saying, 'Jesus, he hasn't
done a god damn thing aJl year, he must be on welfare'.
That gets ta you. It got ta me. I didn't want ta go out of the
house (Clarke 1986: 82).
The residents af demarcated social housing often suITer the same kind of stigmatization,
as such housing is seen by many as a form of dependency itself. Clarke argues that
private home ownership is, "something approaching a cultural imperative in
Newfoundland" (Clarke 1986: 7); therefore, dependency on the state for a means of
living and for housing do not appear to be significantly distinguished. Indeed, residing in
housing and being dependent on social assistance are often equated, as a low income is
one of the requirements for Housing residency. The majority of the residents in the
F"roude project were in fact receiving some form of social assistance (see Appendix B);
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however, it became clear to me during the course of my research thai the personal
circumstances of the residents of the Froude project varied greatly. For some of these
individuals the dependency was based on age or physical liabilities, while for others full
employment was precluded by a lack of training or simple availability of employment,
while some did have pennanent, stable employment. I was made aware of a few cases
where certain individuals may have been manipulating the system to their own
advantage, ho\vever I did not get the sense that this was as endemic as some outsiders
might be led to believe.
Despite the variety of circumstances and differences among the residents of the
Froude project, in the media, and perhaps in the publie at large, the stigma and
essentializing discourse of 'public housing' appears to remain pervasive. Helen Porter
refers to this as the, "eternal stereotype" (Porter 1987: 7), alluding to the deeply
entrenched view that poverty is the result of incompetence and moral deficiency. Writing
specifically of public housing residents in Newfoundland she explains that,
Many of them ... feel keenly the stigma of living in
"housing." I'd like to believe that this is a self-imposed
stigma, but I've seen so much lip-curling and nose-tuming-
up when housing tenants are mentioned that I have to
conclude otherwise (ibid).
I was hesitant to raise the topic of social assistance and this stigma with the
Froude residents that I talked to, fearing that it was a sensitive issue. I felt it was an
important one and when dealing with social housing it is an unavoidable issue. Over three
quarters of the residents are dependent on some fonn of social assistance, even though
this figure collapses a variety of fonus of assistance, such as disability, employment
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insurance, pensions and welfare. It was so prevalent that within the context oflllc projcct
it fclt very much like a non-issue, despite the fact that in some way it touched the lives of
many of the residents. I suspect very much that the almost paranoid individual afraid to
leave his home in Clarke's work cited above lived in a mixed housing area. The kind of
harsh judgement of dependcncy articulated by Clarke's informant would not make very
much sense within the context of the Froude project. I very rarely heard the issue
discussed, except for some allusions to a difficulty someone was having with Housing or
some other bureaucracy.
One of the few times in which stigma was explicitly discussed in my presence
was with regard to the issue of resumes. The scenario is said to be that a resume with the
address given of one of the streets within the Froude project is almost an automatic
guarantee that the resume would be rejcctcd. I first heard this at the Centre from Keith.
He did not know to what extent this was true, but it was something that he heard from
some of the local residents over the time he spent at the Centre. I raised this issue with
some of the senior NEA members during a group interview, and it was soundly rejected.
Nancy: I don't buy it for a minute because I know...my
daughter lived right there on [streel number]
Froude Avenue ... and she's always got a fairly
good job...and she uscs my address all the time.
Doreen: and the same with my son.
Laura: and the same with my son. Hejust put down
where he was from... there's been times whcn
people have said, "Oh, you're from The BlocksT'
and [her SOllJ has said, "Ycs, and rm proud of
it... J'm proud of where I'm from and where 1 Jives
tOIlOW.,,12
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As well, since there are residents of the arca who do work, I suspect the rejection of
resumes by local applicants has been exaggerated. However, the women cited abovc wcre
aware of thcse stereotypes and combating them is one of the NEA's goals. In away, these
kinds of negative stereotypes may have somc positive implications in tenns of serving as
a rallying point for the participation by some of the residents in a local advocacy
organization such as the NEA. Living in a marked neighbourhood and dealing with
stigmatization may be seen, in a scnse, as a shared experience or perhaps even a
component of communal identity, even if it is externally ascribed and internally
challenged by the residents themselves. Another key aspect of community in tenns of the
commonality of experience, which is particular to public housing, is the impact of
housing policy; in this case the polices and conditions as set forth by the NLHC.
4.2.5 - Kinship Networks and the Placement Procedure
Unlike other urban neighbourhoods whose demographic characteristics may be
influenced by a host of factors, who lives in the Froude Avenue social housing area is
detennined by Newfoundland and Labrador 110using Corporation policy, administered on
a case-by-case basis by Housing Administration Officers and TROs (Tenant Relations
Officers).lJ All of the residents of the Froude Avenue project are dependent on the NLHC
for their housing and they share the same agency as their landlord. Combined with the
shared experiences of dealing with various Housing and social assistance bureaucracies,
and the stigma of living in a social housing project, this creates a marked level of
commonality of experience, circumstances and issues among the residents.
III
One of the common complaints that I first encountered in my research was the
bitter feelings of some of the residents towards the bureaucrats of Housing and other
social agencies. Generally lhc TRO for the area, as a warm and in my opinion caring
individual, was exempt from this criticism. One key research participant told me, which
others echoed, that the TRO herself was "ok" but that in general Housing was "a pain."
The criticisms were often directed towards the maintenance staff, who have a reputation
for being lazy and hostile towards the residents, or the 'faceless' bureaucrats at Housing
that they have to deal with on the phone. During one Board meeting Nancy described the
typical scenario that a resident has to go through, presumably for the TRO's benefit.
Should a resident call for a request or a complaint, the Housing official will often ask
"Who did you talk to?" The difficulty which arises is that oftentimes when a resident asks
for a name they will be rebuffed with, "We don't give out that infonnation," thus placing
the resident in a contradictory bind. When I first heard these complaints I was reminded
of Herzfeld's analysis of bureaucracies in which the strategy of both bureaucrats and
clients, "is to reify burcaucraey as "the system". It thus becomes an impersonal force on
which all manner of individual and collective misfortunes may be blamed" (Herzfeld
1992: 145). However real or exaggerated this 'red tape' is, all of the residents share in
dealing with the same agency and its rules, regulations or procedures. The pivotal process
in tenns of residential patterns is the NLHC's placement procedure.
The TRO for the area described the placement process to me in an interview.
There is a JXlint system used by the NLHC to initially assess whether the individual or
family qualifies for social housing in general. The basic criterion is whether the potential
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'client' is paying in excess of thirty percent of their income towards housing. Other
factors include being under or over housed,14 location to amenities, condition of existing
housing, and health issues. Once the basic conditions for eligibility for social housing
have been met, thcn the placement procedure may begin.
I wondered whethcr kinship played a role in the placement process. It was quite
early in my fieldwork that I came to appreciate the extensive kin networks in the area.
However, I was surprised 10 find that one key researeh participant was one of five sisters
Living in the projcct and that her eldest daughter also lived Ihere with her own two
daughters. I knew two of the sisters quite well, a third on sight, the fourth seemed to be
somewhat reclusive and I never met her, and the fifth I never encountered or if I did I was
nOI introduced. Other residents I talked to did not have as extensive a local kin network
within the project, however, it was still generally confusing for me to sort out who was
related to whom, particularly in terms of cousins and nieces and nephews. In some cases,
the use of kinship terms secmcd to be rare; for example, Kate was often simply referred
to as "Kate" by her young nieces and ncphews, which made these relationships less
immediately apparent to me. In tenns of social and material support, I think it would
appear to be a mistake to assume that local kinship ties are necessarily more close-knit
than thtlt between friends and neighbours who are not related. David Spangler, in his
work on a public housing project in Memphis, noted that it is more illuminating to focus
on localized networks of aid and support rather than on striCt biological kinship. He
contends that these networks of "fictive kin" (Spangler 2000: 118), though somewhat
more unstable and mutable than genealogical networks, still play an important role in the
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community he studied. However, I take some exception with the implications evoked by
the term 'fictive kin' as it suggests a relationship that i~ somehow less real, tangible or
important than biological kinship. I prefer the distinction that Pierre Bourdieu (1997
[1977]) draws between 'official' and 'practical' kin whereby the kinship charts that
anthropologists are fond of constructing merely state official genealogies, whereas the
observations of the minutiae of everyday life may trace kinship in practice (Bourdieu
1997: 33-38). Rhoda Halperin points out that these critical networks of localized aid,
which she terms 'householding' or 'provisioning,'IS operated, to varying degrees, beyond
that of immediate kin to encompass un-related neighbours in the immediate vicinity
(Halperin 1998: 128). Similar to Stack's (1997) concept of 'swapping,' these
relationships of 'fictive,' or 'practical' kin are dependent upon the eontinucd matcrial
reciprocity of the involved parties for their continuance, but they have the ability to
exhibit very kin-like qualities.
During my research I commented on the existence of extensive kinship networks
in the area to Nancy, President of the NEA, and she agreed saying, "all social housing is
like thaI." I had initially surmised that Housing attempted to place kin with kin, but this
did not tum out to be the case. I asked Kate, the key local volunteer at the Centre, early in
the research why she chose the Froude Avenue project. She smirked at my naivete and
told me that you do not "choose," one can merely state a preference and the final decision
re~ts with the NLHC. Either you ""take what you can get" in terms or availability or your
name is returned to the waiting lisl. The TRO for the area confirmed for me that it is not
NLHC policy to explicitly strive to place kin with kin. However, this can be a factor that
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influences a client's preference for an area. She indicated to me that there is also a
general prclcrcnce, if one is seeking social housing in the city, for placement near where
one was raised. She relayed to me,
In SI. 10nn's... I've noticed more so than in other areas. His
that families tend to want to stay in their own
communities... so if you are from the Froude area, and were
raised in that area, you want to stay in that community ... so
we have a number of housing concentrations that
individuals would align themselves to because they have
family there.
As I came to learn more of some of the residents' histories and circumstances I
did not find the above generalization to be entirely accurate. Two research participants
told me that they were raised in other social housing concentrations in the city. I knew of
another family, whose daughter participated at the Centre, who were trying to relocate to
Froude. Their 'alignment' to their previous communities for these individuals seemed
tenuous as they requested to move to Froude, generally citing its positive reputation and
proximity to amenities. A resident who had grown up in another Housing concentration
told me that she actually had to "fight'· to get relocated to Froude. For others who lived in
outlying areas of the city, they told me that they had never heard of Froudc before and
they simply took whatever came available. If Froude in spt:cific was not cited as a
primary choice, then the requirement of a location in central or west SI. lohn's was.
Overall, the residency in the area seemed to be less primarily due to design and more
dependent upon the availability of vacant units aI a given !lme, though one cannot rule
out the previous existence of kin or the location to services as influencing choices.
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The extensive concentrations of kin and friends appeared to be intertwined with
the Centre and some of its programs. I WdS impressed with the intimate environment that
I observed during the breakfast program. Sometimes a successful test or school project
would be praised or passed around by Kate or Doreen, sometimes Bill would be there to
encourage the children and youth, or they would just talk amongst themselves. A few
intimacies that caught my eye were Kate combing a little girl's wet hair and retying her
ponytail and Doreen knowing who did and did not like crusts on their toast and other
intricate details of their preferences. However there was one key detail that I did not
know at the time. As I previously noted in Chapter Three, Bill was concerned in Mayas
to the falling attendance at the breakfast program. He had Kate keep track of attendance
by people's names, which she would dutifully mark on a sheet on the kitchen bulletin
board. In May, my knowledge of names and circumstances was limited. By the start of
the new school year the attendance at the breakfast program was up significantly and I
had gained familiarity with the identity of many residents. I glanced at the attendance
sheet and I was pleased that almost without exception I could place a name with a face
and identify relationships. As I read through the names I suddenly realized that the stable
core of the attendance at the breakfast program was largely Doreen and Kate's children,
grandchildren, nieces and nephews and elose friends. Cynically, one could view the
situation as one where these two ladies were using the Centre to feed their own; yet, they
were also volunteering their time to cook breakfast for others who participated and I
never got the sense that anyone was not welcome. Aside from the Centre, these networks
of kin and friends also seem to have become intertwined with other local institutions,
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such as the NEA and the Board. Some implications which arise from this situation will be
discussed in the next chapter.
Tn this chapter I nave discussed the concept of 'community' as a mobilizing
metaphor and a theoretical construct. To invoke community as a metaphor is quite
different from using the tenn as a theory pertaining to the analysis of social life in an
urban residential area. Intertwined throughout this discussion I have used examples from
my fieldwork to highlight 'community' as a practice. Approaching community as a
'practice' is important in order to challenge cases in which the metaphor of community is
used as a basis for policy decisions. However, mobilizing metaphors and other
essentialist discourses of 'community,' do not solely belong to the domain of the
powerful and they may be invoked as a tool of advocacy. A discussion of the
'empowennent' of the tenants of the Froude project, through their participation in the
NEA, the Centre, and programs designed to teach the skills of advocacy, will be the focus
of the next ehaptcr.
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Endnotes to Chapter Four
I The Jubilee Guilds of Newfoundland llfld Labrador formed in 1935 and were comprised primarily of
upper-class women whose mandate was 10 'improve' the conditions of rural, oUlpon life in the province
through the teaching of domestic skills geared towards subsistence rather than economic profit. For funher
insights on the implications of these organizations see OI11um (1995)
l The ese is a non-profit, voluntary organization. The esC's mission statement is, '10 encourage citizen
engagement, to promofe the integration of social and economie development and to provide leadership in
shaping public policies." http://envision,caltemplate51aboutcsc.asp?ID=61
J Durkheim char.lcterizcd lhe social relations of lUral sodeties as exhibiting a 'mechanical solidarity,'
which was a tendency towards group interaction,cohcsion and the "absence 0findividualchoice"(Barrett
1996: 63). Durkheim argued thaI more advanced, industrialized societies exhibit an 'organic solidarity.'
The term evokes the metaphor of socicty as a biological organism which is comprised of a set of
interdependent organs (ibid: 60). In an introduction to a collcction ofDurkheim's work, Anthony Giddens
points out that cvcn though organic socicties were held to be more individualistic in nature than the
mechanical socicties,cooperation in organic societics was still accomplishedthrough, '1heir occupational
interdependence within theditTerenliated division of labour" (Giddens 1972: 8). Durkheim held that the
transition from mechanical to organic societies was evolutionary in nature or a "historical law" (Durkheim
1972: 141), as once societies began to modemize tllere would be a concomitant change in lhe social
structure, with mechanical solidarity giving way to the organic (ibid)
• Weber's concepts of 'communal relationships' (l'ergemeinscfuJftung) and 'social' or 'associative
relationships' (vergesellschuftung), which he outlined in his Theory a/Social and Economic Organizalion
(1947), are concepts which were directly adapted from Tllnnies(Gusfield 1975: 10; Albrow 1990: 249).
'This synopsis was gathered from: Barren (1996); Cohen (1985); Durkhcim (1972): Giddcns (1972);
Gusfield (1975); HatUlen:(1980); Tl'innics (1957); Wilk (1996); and Wolf(19S2)
, According to Hannerz, Park drew this distinction in the introduetion to Harvey W. Zorbaugh's (1929) Tile
GoldCoas/ and the Slum (Hannen 1980: 44)
1 Though Bott's name is almost synonymolls with network analysis, it was the earlier work of John Barnes
(1954) on a Norwegian village from which Bott drew inspiration to apply this theory and method to a large
uroan centre (Hannerz 1980: 165)
• The Centre has a strict no aicohoillfld no smoking policy on lhe premises which [never saw breached. [
ncvcrhcardthc statTcomplain that the residents had ever broken these condilions to their knowledge,
9 In some parts of the older, downtown areas of St. John's, some of the clapboard row houses arl:
individually painleda varicty of bright colours, I havc wondered iftlle colour scheme ofthc froudejlfojecl
was meant to mimic this. However, tlle case with Ihe downtown is thaI the individual homes arc distinct,
not only in colour but to differing degrees indesignand,unlike Froude,onewouldnotoftcnfindanentire
row painted in the same colour.
lOAn imponant concept in the history of social welfare policy is Ihal of les£-eligibilily, which holds that,
"no one should be better otT on assistance than working at tlle lowest market wage." (Boychuk 1998: 9)
Boychuk continucs that this is a fundamemal distinction between a comprehensive social welfare program
which scts a minimwn standard of living based on needs, and that of a stigmatizing and stratifying system
influenced by laissez...fairephilosophies. Historically, one can see this shift in England betwccnlhe brief
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flirtation with a universalisti" welfare system based on need (Speenhamland 1795 - 1834) and the New
Poor Laws of 1834 which sought to remove state influence from the wage labour market and essentially left
theable--bodiedpoortOlheirowndevices(Boyehuk 1998:p.8-9)
11 In the mid-l990s the federal government of Canada changed the name of UnemplOymenl Insurance
(U.I.) to Employment Insurance (E.!.), presumably fOf reasons of semantic sleight-of-hand
Il Ending a clau5c wilh the preposilion "to," as well as lhe occasional addingofan additional "5"10 verbs
are fonns which can be found in some fooos of Newfoundland colloquial English. For example, I have
heard the phrase, "Where are you to?" in place of "Where are you goinglWhere are youT
13 A TRO told me that Housing Administration Officers deal with the general caseload. but 'special needs'
tenants are usually referred to the TRO's who are trained social workers.
"Underhoused is esscntially a condition of crowding and over housed is the opposite. Atypical scenario
would be the 'empty fle:lter5' wh~..-cby grown children havc moved out, leaving the parent(s) with more
than needed space
"Halperin borrowed thetenn 'householding' from Karl Polanyi (Halperin 1998: 124).
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Chapter Fi\'e
The Discourse of 'Empowerment'
I encountered the discourse of 'cmpowennenl' numerous times during the course
of my fieldwork. I did not find that the tcon was used during daily, infoonal
conversations, but it would usuatly be invoked by the residents, the staff and NLHC
officials in fonnal contexts, such as Board mcctings, the housing conference I attended,
or during interviews for my research. Thc tcon was notably used during an interview I
conducted with thc NLl-IC TRO for the Proude area. She told me, "Our goal as Tenanl
Relations Officers is to empower these communities to take back control and to make
decisions and to speak for themselves." In many ways the discourse of 'empoweonent'
runs parallel to the discourse of 'community,' and I do not feel that it was a coincidence
that both teons were employed in conjunction in this interview. Like community,
empowemlent can be seen as a practice, here in teons of the residents' participation in
tenants associations, learning the skills of advocacy through training courses and
participating on the Centre's Board of Directors, and a sense of personal satisfaction and
pride through these accomplishments. They are, as I will discuss in Chapter Seven,
developing the 'cultural capital' required to act as advocates in their own behalf.
However, empowennent can also be seen as a mobilizing metaphor whereby the teon is
employed to promote a political agenda. which can be seen in its milder fonn as a way to
ameliorate the social conditions of a housing project, or in its more extreme fonn, as a
way to cut government expenditures through 'empowering' tenanls to manage the estates
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themselves (Hyatt 1997). As with the discourse of community, the project to 'empower'
the relatively powerless has its own history.
Ristock and Pennell contend that the discourse of empowennent grew out of the
consciousness-raising endeavours of the political left in North America in the 1960s and
1970s. This discourse gained wide currency in the civil rights movement, particularly in
feminist scholarship (Ristock and Pennell 1996: 3), as well as with the push for adult
literacy among disenfranchised populations (Freire 1970). Within anthropology, the
concerns with the disempowering dimensions of scholarship are often associated with the
'crisis of representation' and the collected work Writing Clllillre (1986). A critique of
scholarship emerged whereby the ability, and right, of essentially white, 'Western,' and
privileged males to represent the 'Other' was challenged. A further development from
this was the emergence of a whole range of critiques which put some of the basic
concepts of the social sciences under the microscope, such as a challenge to thc
commonly invoked dichotomies of 'EastIWcst ~ Orient/Occident' (Said 1978). The core
'object' of anthropological inquiry did not escape notice either, as it was suggested that
anthropologists should 'write against culture' (Abu-Lughod 1993: 6-15).
Whcre the 'Orient' or the 'nation' stood as obvious targets for critique and
deconstruction, Olher 'masterwords' (Spivak 1989: 127) like 'community' or
'empowennent' did not. Perhaps such a 'commonsense' tcnn as empowcnnent did not
appear 10 warrant such a treatment. Similar 10 thc concept of community, empowerment
needs to be seen as a practice as well as a mobilizing metaphor in order to confront the
structural limitations of the cmpowcnnent projects and expose how the tenn has been
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appropriated by governments at times in order to serve a policy agenda. Furthennore, it
would only be a partial analysis if the focus remained on 'cmpowennent' as a discourse
and not as a pmcticc, a process which, as will be discussed below, carries with it its own
set of issues and difficulties at the local level.
The first basic question which can be posed is to ask what exactly is meant by
cmpowenncnt. Below I quote at length an excerpt from Ristock and Pennell (1996) as I
feel that they have nicely laid out the various conceptual levels from which to consider
this issue.
On an individual level lempowennent] can mean drawing
on inner-strength to take control of a situation and assert
oneself. Interpersonally, it can mean sharing resources for
mutual benefit, or working together co-operatively. In
professional relations, it often means facilitating and
collaborating rather than prescribing and treating.
Organizationally, empowennent can mean working
democflltically, participating equally, and sharing in
decision-making and policy development in the work
environment. Finally, on a societalleve1, cmpowennent is a
political activity ... aimed at changing the nature and
distribution of power in our society (Ristock and Pennell
1996:2).
Starting at the level of individual empowennent, I think that the participation by the
residents of the Froude Avenue project in the local tenants association, the
Neighbourhood Enhancement Association (NEA), as well as the Centre's Board of
Directors, are empowering practices in tcnns of cnhancing self-confidence and fostering
the feeling of being able to makc a difference. Glynis George (1995), in her analysis of
the Bay $1. George Women's Centre in Stephenville, contends that through their role at
the Centre these women can engage with and debate officials from various governmental
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and social aid agencies. As such, the Women's Council, "reshapes women's traditional
arena of power to confront the diverse inequalities that shape the life experience of
women in this region of Westem Newfoundland" (George 1995: 315). A similar situation
appears to hold in the Froude project for some of the women in the NEA. I was
particularly impressed when I read a pair of newspaper articles in which Nancy, the
President of the NEA, publicly challcngcd the assertions made by a Progressive
Conservative candidate for the provincial riding that the Froude project is located in.
In October of 1998, The Telegram ran an article about the poor conditions of
some of the units of the Froude Avenue project. A Progressive Conservative candidate
for the riding decried the state of the homes he inspected, saying that he was "appalled"
at the condition of this "substandard housing" and that, "People who live in these units
are being treated as second-class citizens" (Jackson 1998a: I). Two days later something
of a retraction appeared in the same paper, written by the same journalist (Jackson
I998b). In this article, he paraphrased Nancy speaking on behalf of the NEA and the
estate in general, who responded to the earlier article and criticized the negative
implications inherent in the "second-class citi7.en" comment by arguing that the people of
Froude are not being treated as second-class citizens, and that the article only serves to
further perpetuate the negative stereotypes of social housing residents, one of which is
that of apathetic non-participation in community institutions and affairs.
Nancy still sounded bitler about the article when 1 conducted my research some
two years after it was printed, and understandably so. Granted there are SOffie complaints
about maintenance issues in the area, but none of the homes I visited struck me as
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substandard. They were actually quite niec. Morc importantly, she thought that the article
implied that the Froude residents were wallowing in substandard housing and were either
too lazy, incapable or unwilling to do anything about it. On the contrary, Naney and the
NEA had long been involved in pressuring the NLHC to address some maintenance
concerns, as the article corrected.
[Nancy], who has been association chairwoman since 1993,
said she and others have worked tirelessly over the past
several years to get Newfoundland and Labrador Housing
Corp. (NLHC) to address thcir concerns ... Now she fears
the ministers and NLHC officials may think the association
spoke anonymously to The Telcgram this week, and that
could jeopardize discussions on their concerns (Jackson
1998b: I).
Thc article concluded with Nancy taking both the opportunity to promote the NEA as
well as, in my opinion. cautioning the other residents about the dangers of wading into
these kinds of situations unprepared. The article reported that she said that "residents who
have concerns should raise them with the association so that they can be properly
addressed" (Jackson 1998b: 1).
Thc two articles display the disparity between the stereotype of social housing
residents as being uninvolved and apathetic. with the reality that there are some
committed tenant-activists. It also highlights the importance of strong leadership and
local organizations for tenants to be able to have the ability and confidence to deal not
only with large bureaucratic organizations, but also to be able to challenge these
stereotypes and air their concerns in public forums such as a newspapers. I I could detect a
tone of pride in some of the residents who participated in the NEA or sat on the Board of
Directors as the result of these kinds of activities.
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One afternoon up at the summer camp, I was helping to prepare lunch in the
cookhouse and overheard a conversation between a summer counsellor and a teenage
daughter of an NEA and Board member. She was telling the counsellor that she could
enlist the aid of her mother, Cathy, with whatever problem this counsellor was having, as
her mother is "important" and that she, "pays John his cheques." I said nothing, but I
assumed that she was referring to her mother's position on the Board. While the Board is
tcehnieally John's 'boss,' Cathy certainly does not havc that kind of authority. Despite
the reality of the situation, the perception or even the projected perception of
empowerment may have positive implications for some of the residents. I have noticed
Cathy wear the bright yellow Froude Avenue Community Centre T-shirt on numerous
occasions. I do not think this was a random occurrence, as I have noticed other NEA
members wear these T-shirts and sweaters at various Centre related functions, hut she
seemed to wear it extensively, especially during high profile events. When the bus
returned back to the Centre from thc summer camp, and she arrived to meet her children,
a local youth noticed this as well and asked me if Cathy was a staff mcmber. I decidcd to
ask her for an interview towards the end of my research. When I asked, I detected what I
felt to be a notc of pride as she told me that she was a member of the NEA and sat on the
Board. I recalled earlier in May that Cathy was one of the more vocal residents at that
Board mccting, and she had pressed for the hiring of more local counsellors rather than
outsiders for the summer program. When I asked her for the interview in late August I
felt that this mention was additionally significant, as I had attended a number of functions
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at which shc was present so [ was already aware of her position in the NEA and the
Board.
Hyatt concurs that some of the tenants from the housing estates2 she researched in
the UK also articulated a personal sense of empowennent and an enhanced sense of self-
worth as thc result of participating in community institutions. One resident told Hyatt,
When I'm at home, I'm just another woman stuck in a
council house... But, once I leave that house, I'm a different
person ... When I come out of my house and go 10 the
tenants' group, that's the perfect part of my life. That's
what makes me just as good as anybody else (Hyatt 1997:
229).
During a group interview, all of the NEA members I spoke to said that they could nol
imagine life without the Centre or the NEA. Laura, one of the core members of the NEA
and prominent resident, said, "I would be lost without it .. .! wouldn't know whal to do
with my time." Nancy recognized that they are not receiving any financial compensation
for their efforts, but countered that rewards can take other fonns.
You are getting satisfaction, seeing stuff being done, and
you're helping to get things donc... you're not getting Lany]
pay, but you're getting rewarded because you hear
someone say, 'My god, this is a great job the NEA done
last night,' or just a thank you is all we need.
As Nancy suggested above, empowerment appears to apply to the group as well as to the
individual, which in this case was the NEA. However, I do not think that simply
belonging to thc group is as empowering as much as is participating in the group. It is
participation which may be the critical component of empowerment as a practice.
John Gaventa points out that silence, non-participation, or 'quiescence' as he
terms it, is sometimes found to exist on the part of dominated or oppressed peoples. He
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asks, "Why, in an oppressed community where one might intuitively expect upheaval,
docs one instead find, or appear to find, quiescence?" (Gaventa 1982: 3). Gavcnta worked
in an arca of Appalachia ncar the intersection ofTennessce, Kentucky llnd Virginia in the
1970s, with a population who was notably impoverished and exploited by the coal mining
industry. He argues that the 'silence' of the oppressed was not the result of apathy but a
silence enforced by the mining corporation with the complicity of local, state and federal
authorities. !-Ie writes, "power serves for the development and maintenance of the
quiescence of the non-elite" (ibid: 4). As one of Hyatt's research participants in the UK
put it, housing officials "didn't like people to wake up - they liked people to be passive
and just live with their problems" (Hyatt 1997: 230). George (1995) highlights the gender
implications of power in terms of silence in that some women, who may come from
disempowering domestic environments, may be unused to voicing their opinions or even
having them solicited in the first place (George 1995: 324). Gaventa continues Ihat the
'first face of power' is the ability to control the actions of another; in its most visible
form this would be armed force or the judicial system. The 'second face of power' is
somewhat subtler, as it relies on the compliance, silence and non-participation of the
governed, so that a small minority have a monopoly on the decision making process. If
this is achieved, then a range of issues may be precluded from even having the possibility
of being discussed. Stephen Lukes writes that, "the most efleclive and insidious use of
power is to prevent such conflict from arising in the firsl place" (Lukes, ill Gavenla 1982:
II).
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I am not arguing that the residents of the Froude project are oppressed or victims
in the sense of the people with whom Gaventa worked. What I am taking from his work
is the idea that 'apathy' is far too simplistic an explanation as to why more discmpowcrcd
and disenfranchised people tend not to vote or take on activist roles in some contexts. It
may be more illuminating to look at the underlying reasons why some people feel that
they cannot make a difference or feel helpless in the lace of the machinations ofpowcr,
rather than assuming that it is an inherent aspect of being poor. Gaventa's work is
important in showing that Ihis 'quiescence' is never total and that the disempowered do
get involved. Henry Giroux (1985), in an introduction to a work by Paulo Freire (1985),
points out that domination is never complete; there are always cracks, fissures and
contradictions in the edifice of governmental policy which allows for challenges to be
voiced (Giroux 1985: xix). Gaventa argues that it is 'participation' in voicing these
concerns that is the key for empowennent. Following in the tradition of the classical
democratic theorists, he contends that, "it is participation itself which increases political
consciousness" (Gaventa \982: 17). The small newspaper skinnish between the PC
candidate and Nancy is most definitely an example of this kind of raised political
consciousness linked to participation. Institutions such as the NEA are community
organizations, but they arc also political organi7..alions. The media protest against the
assertions made by a political candidate may not have occurred if the tenants were not
already involved and experienced with the mechanisms of formal power, such as the
Board and the bureaucracies of the NLHC. Furthermore, I suspect that Nancy's
motivations were overtly political in another regard, as John told me that she actively
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campaigns for the incumbent Liberal MHA for that riding. However, empowennent may
not always be immediately apparent.
I was initially somewhat sceptical about the effectiveness of the Board meetings
that [ anended. I did not really observe a concrete decision being made, other than
passing the minutes of the last meeting, and most of the members who were residents
were very quiet. I was also not expecting the level of fonnalism that I encountered, which
I stereotypically expected of a bureaucratic organization rather than what I initially
perceived as a grass roots community organization. In retrospect I realized that I had
missed the value and importance of these meetings. The tenants were 'learning the ropes'
so to speak, of the mechanisms of the fonnal structures of power. Carol Stack (1996)
noticed that some of her women research participants in the rural U.S. South, who were
involved in a grassroots aid organization, faced stonewalling by various governmental
bureaucracies. However, they eventually developed the skills to be able not only to work
with or around these bureaucrats, but these women also had an effect on changing the
existing bureaucratic procedures to their benefit. One could argue that by taking part in
these rituals of power, such as fonnal Board meetings, the Froude area tenants were
developing, 10 adapt a concept from Bourdieu (1997 [1977]), the 'cultural capital') which
would be required to effectively deal with fonnal governmental agencies on their own
tenns. As I will discuss in the Chapter Seven, the statT were, in their own way, also
attempting to dcvelop the cultural capital of thc children and youth who participated at
theCentrc.
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During the time of my research, three of the NEA members were taking part in a
forty-two week program of half-day sessions entitled Enhancing Community Capacity,
which was dircctly aimed at developing this kind of cultural capital among social housing
residents. A group known as the Extension Co-Op offered this program,4 which included
three representatives from each of the major NLHC housing concentrations in the city.
They would rotate their sessions among the community centres that had adequate space
to hold meetings of this size. John introduced me to the director of the program during a
break in one of their sessions. The director told me that the purpose of this program was
to educate low-income residents in how to effectively lobby and organize on their own
behalf. The program was aimed at teaching them how to write position papers, methods
of effective lobbying and advocacy, research methodology, and finally to be able to
organize and run a conference on their own. He noted that it is a participatory model
which was based on developments made in the field of adult education.
I surmised that !-Iyatt noticed similar programs being offered in Britain in her
research. !-Ier cynical attitude toward them seemed to be based on the perception that
governments may be promoting them to convince public housing tenants to undcrtake
positions and responsibilities without pay.
While one 'class of experts', employees of the welfare state
bureaucracy - such as housing officers, rent collectors and
social workers - are being discredited and gradually
eliminated in the move toward 'advanced liberalism', a
whole new group of paid professionals has been created to
work alongside thc mostly volunteer tenant-activists. These
new prolessionals arc experts in the arts of empowerment
and self-help, whose job it is to inculcatc within tenants a
sense of their own autonomy and agency by encouraging
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them 10 lake on challenges such as self-management (Hyatt
1997: 233, emphasis in original).
Hyatt's critique is important and somewhat disturbing. I may have also have downplayed
the significance of these empowennent courses had I not followed the progress of lhe
local NEA participants over the summer, which culminated in a very professional and
impressive conference in the fall.
I was impressed with the scope of the Co-Op program. Reading though the
handbook for the course I found the section on interview methodology to be on par with
the readings I have done for my own methods courses. When I arrive<! at the Centre one
morning to conduct an interview with some NEA members, I found them transcribing a
recorded focus group they had organized the previous evening. Nevcr having conducted a
group interview myself, and especially nothing likc a focus group, I was the neophyte at
the interview session I was about to conduct. [ do believe participation in these kinds of
activitics is one place where cmpowcffilent is to be found. [ could see their excitement at
being involved in this course and an increasing sense of confidence as a result. One oflhe
participants told me that this course was, "the best thing that I've done in years." One
afiemoon at the Centre J overheard a key NEA member, Laura, telling Keith how nervous
she was about the upcoming community focus group. At a housing conference a fcw
months later, she was speaking at a podium in a large auditorium with a calmness and
self-confidence that J admired and perhaps envied. Afterwards there was a wine and
ehecse reception which included residents and members of tenants organinttions, the staff
of the $1. lohn's area community centres and some of their Board members, academics,
educators, and representatives from municipal and provincial government departments
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and agencies including the provincial Minister of Finance. Watching the discussions and
beginnings of potential networking 1 could sec the value of such a conference even if
nothing specifically concrete were to come from the content of the conference itself. For
a social housing resident to be able to fomJally address such an audience and then to be
able to chat with a provincial minister is undeniably an empowering experience itself.
There are some positive and substantive aspects to the empowerment discourse,
but I feel that some cautions need to be outlined. The first of which is that it has to be
rcmembered that there arc very real limits to thc kinds of dccisions and authority that
social housing residents may have. As the TRO for the area told me, one of the aims of
the Tenant Relations Program is to empower the residents to "take back control," makc
decisions on their own and to "speak for themselves." It is clear that the residcnts do
speak for themselves publicly through Nancy and the NEA, but, as I will discuss below,
how inclusive or representative this voice is, is another maltcr. I am also uncertain as to
what 'taking back control' means in practice. The NLHC controls the tenants' homes and
the property, sets the conditions for residency, and has the power to evict ifneed be. The
NLHC also controls the purse strings of a large portion of the Centre's operating budget,
and also supplies the NEA with an operating grant. Housing also implemented the Board
of Directors system for the centres, sets the mandate by which the centres operate, and
controls the physical buildings whcre the centres are located. One of Hyatt's research
participants in Britain found the discourse of empowerment to be somewhat hollow.
it's still very much the [City] Council in control. They want
your views, they want you to get involved bUI at the end of
the day they want to be the ones to determine the outcome
(Hyatt 1997: 231).
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The reality is that there are limits to the kinds of power and control that social housing
tenants may wield. I believe that the NLHC wants the tenants to have some measure of
control and to be, or feci to be, involved, but there was no indication that I could see that
they were moving towards a model of tenant management. Again, I find Taussig's (1999)
notion of the 'publie secret' very useful here, as [ do not think that either the NLHC, the
stalT, or the residents fully believed that the 'empowennent' discourse meant that the
residents would substantively share power with Housing, yet this was not articulated
when I was prescnt. Evcn ifit was not publicly acknowledged, I suspect that it was tacitly
understood. Empowemlcnt taken to its logical conclusion would be a model of active
management of the social housing estate by the tenants themselves which, as Hyatt points
out below, may not even be a desirable scenario.
In her analysis of the policies regarding social housing in Britain, Hyatt notes the
emergence of the discourse of tenant empowennent after the election of Margaret
Thatcher's Conservatives in 1979. [t was argued that the projects, or council estates as
they are referred to in Britain, should be managed by the tenants themselves, as they
would be more knowledgeable about local issues Ihen the 'experts' (Hyatt 1997: 217). It
was posited that the tenants would become 'emlXlwered' once they became actively
involved in Ihe management of their own affairs.
There is a certain logic to this argument, as it is difficult to initially see why it
would be problematic that tenants' views and decisions are not only sought out but
elevated above those of outside experts. Yellhe notion of 'self-management' can be seen
to emerge from the same discourses invoked by the neo-liberal desire to trim government
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expenditures, the size of the civil scrvice, and to foster 'self-reliance' among the
populacc, which I have discussed in previous chapters. Hyatt has no difficulty with
privileging thc vicws of the tenants; the problem she sees is with tenant management.
Whal seems to be forgotten is that many of the residcnts of council estates are there by
virtue of a number of structural or personal circumstances which preclude, either
tcmporarily or pennanenlly, their participation in the wage labour market. Furthennore,
aside from a possible lack of skills and training, the residents are also expected to manage
the estates without remuneration. Hyatt continues,
In the current climate of advanced liberalism, poverty is
represented not as a social problem but as a new possibility
for poor individuals to experience 'empowennent' through
the actualization of self-managemcnt...however, from the
point of view of the tenants, what they are being asked to
do is not only to take on the sizable chore of managing
their own communities; they are also being put in the
somewhat more precarious position of being asked to
police them (HyaU 1997: 220, emphasis in original).
Managing a housing project requires not only the collection of rent and attention
to maintenance concerns but, among other things, ensuring that certain tenant codes of
conduct are monitored and enforced. One resident told me that during the placement
process a housing ofticer asked her bluntly, in her words, "Are you the type to have
people hanging around?" Admittedly, I am still somewhat uncertain about what this
olncer may have been trying to establish, but it seems clear that at least efforts arc made
to ascertain the behavioural characteri~tics of prospective tenants. One stipulation that
seemed to draw the ire of many residents at a housing conference I attended was the
regulation that forbade major auto repairs on NLHC property. I could not understand
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why, until a TRO rose up from the audience to explain that in the past there had been a
problem with some tenants operating small auto repair businesses in their driveways
which sullied the area, as well as probably avoiding contributing to governmental tax
coffers. During this same conference another tenant articulated the frustrations felt by
many other residents with the fact that troublesome tenants seemed to be bounced back
and forth from one project to another. The root of the issue seemed to be that many of the
residents felt powerless to prevent the residency of tenants in their areas who may be
problematic. The TRO rose again to counter that social housing is available for all, and
that they do not have a right to deny housing. She also added that the "community"
needed to get more involved in dealing with these cases, though I am not certain what the
residents were expected to do. I was also suspicious of this argument, in that J was told
that people were evicted from time to time for various infractions. As mentioned
previously in Chapter Three, in the Froude project I knew of one resident who was
repeatedly threatened with eviction for poor housekeeping, at least according to the
gossipnctwork.5
What Hyatt appears to be suggesting is that it is one thing for a distanced
bureaucracy to monitor behaviour and to evict if needed; it is another thing for a tenant-
manager who may be a neighbour, friend or even kin to participate in the enforcement of
rules and perhaps in evictions. Writing specifically of the housing estate that she
researched, Hyatt !,;onduded lhat lenant-managers proved 10 be impractical in this regard.
In being asked to monitor one another's behaviour, (he
tenants of Lower Grange quickly discovered that their
participation in such schemes for 'empowcnnent' could
foster an even greatcr breakdown of the social order in their
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communities than that which was already being fomented
by the crisis of structural unemployment and increasing
impoverishment (Hyatt 1997: 228).
There was no indication, from what I could St:e, that the NLHC was auempting anything
along the lines of what Hyatt docwncnted in Britain. The large scale and capital-intensive
ventures such as major renovations would also prove 10 be logistically impossible for the
tenants to deal with. However, the discourse of empowemlent somelimes obfuscales the
internal polities of tenant leadership, in that one has to ask whether the 'empowered'
local leadership arc representative of the project, and are in fact 'empowering' the other
residents through their activities.
Ristock and Pennell point out that organizational empowennent generally refers
to equal and democralic involvement in the local decision-making process (Ristock and
Pennell 1996: 2). But with a population over roughly 300 individuals, some kind of
representative leadership would be needed in order for organized advocacy efforts to be
effective. However, questions may be raised as to how representative the Board and NEA
are. I have noticed that a specific group of friends and kin did appear 10 hold Ihe key
positions in the local institutions within the project during the time of my research.
Nancy, who was the President of the NEA, also sat on the Centre's Board of Directors,
the Resource Group, and was a key participant in all related programs, activities and
conferences. Her friends, the NEA Vice-President Doreen and Secretary Kate are sislers
and they both operated the breakfasl program at the Cenlre. Doreen also sat on the Board
and Kate was the key volunteer at the Centre. Another one of their sisters had previously
served as Secretary of the NEA. They are all friends with Laura, another key NEA
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member who also participated in the Co-Op program the various housing conferences.
Laura's husband had also scrved at one time as Vice-President ofthe NEA.
In my fieldnotes I tended to refer to this group of sisters and friends as the 'core
NEA group' and I began to wonder if this group somewhat monopolized the prominent
positions in the local organizations. This situation did not go U1Uloticed by the TRO for
the area, who told me that she could sec both a benefit and a liability to the situation.
What I have found and what I have seen, while in some
areas you get a change, a turnover in membership as to
their executive, this is a long standing executive that have
taken ownership of the community ...and while that may be
healthy in that they arc easily identified with the issues and
they speak very articulately on the issues of the
community.. .I'd also like to see ... 'new blood' obviously
coming in, in the sense of new persons coming in, with ncw
perspectives, with new families that would be a part of the
voicc of thc neighbourhood.
John was aware of the situation but he defended it nonetheless, arguing that it was more a
case of inclusiveness rather than exclu~iveness. Speaking about the NEA, John argued
that,
They go to ran election] meeting cvcry year. Evcrybody has
the option to vote her [Nancy] out. Evcrybody sits down at
a table ... and thcy vote her back in each and every
year... [Nancy] is no dictator... the option to go to the
Gander confcrcncc is thrown on the table in a
meeting .. .'Who wants to go?' And they say [to Nancy]
'You go on ... you represent us.'
During a group intcrvicw session I had with these core mcmbers, they joked about
Nancy's long tcnn as Presidcnt, perhaps conscious of these perccptions. Nancy added,
"Since 1993 I'vc been the President ..of course every time I go to stcp down there's
nobody to run against me."
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l! may be coincidental that these residcnts, who happen to be friends and kin, may
also happen to be the most vocal tenant-activists in the area. In tenns of the possibility of
exclusion, one fact, which caught my eye, was that all of the seventeen members of thc
NEA at the time of my fieldwork were females. An outside Board member had also
reiterated this fact at a meeting, to which Nancy replied that the men were simply "not
interested." I know that the initial Froude Avenue Tenants Association had three male
members (NLHC 1985b: I) and that Laura's husband had a senior position on the NEA at
one point, but I rarely heard mention of males being involved so I raised the issue with
John. He replied that one cannot rule out coincidence, as all the managers of the
SI. John's public housing estate centres during the time of our intetview were males, but
that did nOI mean that they always were or would be. Another facfOr, which may affect
the gendered pattern of the NEA membership, is NLHC policy. John relayed the
following infonnation to me in an intetview, but he was careful to avoid mentioning any
specific details to protect the local residents.
There are mcn in the community, no doubt about it,
but. .. because of their circumstances they probably don't
want people to know that they are in the community ..
right? .. people paying single-parent rent, but dual
families ...they can't come out and join ... f get as much
suppon from men in the community as women, but they
may not be able to do things.
Carol Stack pointed out that the welfare system, as it existed in the U.S. during her
research, tended to weaken the position of males in family lifc. Women dependent on
social assistance, especially with children, were conscious oflhe fact that they could lose
their benefits should they marry or co·habitatc (Stack 1997 [19741: 113).
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r discussed the situation of exclusion with a stall member who agreed that there
was a problem with the same core group consistently taking the spots that were madc
available in thesc organizations, housing conferences or courses such as.thal.offered by
the Extension Co-Op. I could see the importance of Nancy, as the President and ovemll
articulate speaker and competent leader attending. But I could also see the value of
including other residents, if, as Gaventa has argued, participation is linked to an increase
in political consciousness. I agree that this does appear to be the case, particularly so in
tcnns of the development of increased personal sclf--{;onfidence.
While I was thinking about the metaphorical uses of 'community' and
'empowennenl,' I was struck by how the members of the NEA did not appear to ovcrtly
challenge the assumptions inherent in these teons. They would often use thcse terms in
fonnal and infonnal seltings as well. I certainly do not think that they need me to point
out that the project is not a cohesive entity, or that the discourse of empowennent tended
to hide the structural limitations to the kinds of power and authority they could expect to
wield. Nancy was very astute and politically aware and she agreed that the Froude
project, like other urban areas, does not match 'community' as the commonly invoked
ideal. She conceded, "No, [the Froude project] is not a big family. Some people don't
participate. Some people like to stay behind closed doors." My scnse was that they were
aware of these issues, but in tenns of advocacy they may not be critiques that need to be
rai~d all the time. Ifanything, it may be counterproductive for the NEA or even the stafT
from thc Ccntre to challcnge the esscntializing discourse of community or empowerment.
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Michael Herzfeld points out that, "The agents of powerful state entities and the
humblest of local social actors engage in the strategy of essentialism to an equal degree,
if not always with the same visibility or impact" (Herdcld 1997: 31). The utilization of
the metaphorical discourse of 'empowernlent' or 'community' by the NEA members or
the staff when lobbying for funding or pressing their concerns does not mean that these
tenns are accepted uncritically. They may be engaging in what Gayatri Spivak reJers to
as 'strategic essentialism': "the strategic use of an essence as a mobilizing slogan or
masterword" (Spivak 1989: 127). I have always been somewhat dubious of the one-sided
analysis of the use of mobilizing metaphors as a sort of 'con-trick,' perpetuated by the
powerful and accepted by the populace at face value. I think that such an analysis robs
people oftheir perceptiveness and agency. It may be more productive to focus on how the
disempowered adopt these kinds of discourses to further their own goals.
There is, however, another underlying contradiction to the empowennent project.
As the TRO told me in an interview the mandate of the NLHC through its Tenant
Relations Program, as well as its boards, tenant conferences and community centres, is to
empower the residents and to have them involved in the decision.making process. I feci
that these policies arc effective in Ihat some residents are eager to participate and many,
such as the NEA members, give their time freely to these voluntary positions. Housing is,
in effcct, helping 10 create local leadership and the mobilization to work towards
accomplishing mutual goals. In short, they are helping to foster communal relations. Yet,
it must be remembered Ihat another mandate of the NLHC is that of transitional housing.
This mandate is not as readily apparent as the discourses of community or empowennent
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when talking to representatives from the NLl-IC, but it is there. I posed a question to the
TRO for the area about rental policies. r have long felt that it was counterproductive to
mise the rents of the tenants of social housing if there happens to be an increase in their
incomes. Partly because, in my understanding, the point is to help the tenants to make the
transition to private housing, especially given the strong cultural emphasis on home
ownership in Newfoundland (Clarke 1986: 7). So I think that simply raising the rents
serves only to erode potential savings which may serve as a future down payment on a
modest dwelling, which makes this transition more difficult. Contrary to the rest of the
interview, r felt a sudden shift in the tone of the conversation, She moved from the use of
the first person and into the third pluml, and reiterated what seemed to be more of a
policy position than personal insight. She argued, that by "allowing them to theoretically
to save funds for that down payment... then we are also running the risk of stepping
outside our mandate of social housing." She continued simply to say that, "social housing
provides accommodations to families [withJ low income." Once this status of low income
is no longer met, then the ease for continued residency in public housing can no longer be
made. She recognized the quandary I was suggesting, which is familiar to anyone who
deals with social housing issues. However my sense from the interview was that it was
not a subject which was open for debate, and she reminded me that policy decisions are
not simply based on logic, but arc often complex political decisions, This felt very much
to be Gavcnta's 'second face of power' at work, which I cite above, in terms of deeming
what issues are open for debate and preeluding debate on others.
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The tension between the state and concept of transitional housing, which' see as
temporary residency marked with subtle, and sometimes overt, pressures to leave, and
that of 'community,' will figure prominently in the next chapter as welL The NLHC is in
somewhat of a contradictory bind: residents without a vested interest in, or a feeling of
responsibility for, the amelioration of their neighbourhood has led in the past to less than
ideal social conditions within public housing estates, which I have discussed in Chapters
Two and Three, but rectirying this through empowerment may run counter to the aims of
transitional housing. The response to social problems in the housing projects has been to
develop and fund community ccntres and tenants associations in an atlempt to improve
these conditions. 'Ibese are laudable efforts in my opinion which have been, to varying
degrees, effective. I can sec this when I talk to the NEA members, I could sec their pride
in winning an award from the City of St. John's for Volunteer Group of thc Year for
2001, and I could hear in their words the imponance of the NEA and the Centre to them.
Yet this runs counter to goals of transitional housing. Some of the residents have an
enhanced stake in improving their homes and neighbourhood and access to local
institutions which arc important to them. In a sense they have been empowered in their
role; but this role may not exist for them outside of the estate. In my estimation these may
be strong disincentives for some to leave. One member of the NEA told me, "I'm here 18
years like I said...and I love it, and I'd never move out of here." Another told me, "Right
now, it would take an atomic bomb to get me out of here.. rm content, my family is
content. We're involved with the school; we're involved with the Centre. I like where I'm
to and I like the people around." The signal being sent on the one hand is that the
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residents should lake responsibility for their homes and they should be empowered to
take on leadership roles to improve their community, and to feel a sense of 'ownership.'
On the other hand conditions are set for residency, income is monitored for adjustments
in rent, and thc powcr to evict lingers behind the scenes. A similar tension exists within
the philosophy of the staff in tcnns of their programming and what the Centre is all
about. The Centre is promoted as a site of involvement, or the building of communal
relations. But the staff are also attempting to develop the academic, social skills, and
cultural capital of the residents, characteristics that are ultimately geared towards helping
individuals make the transition to the job market and eventually private housing. I will
explore these tensions within the Centre's activities in the final two chapters of this thesis
before its conclusion.
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Endnotes to Chapter Five
'ForanexarnpleofsorneoftheNENsrnaintenanceconcems,seeAppendixE.
'Socialhousingproje<:tsorestalesarealsoknownasoouneil houses in the UK
I Bourdieu writes that, "Without entering into detailed analysis, it must suffice to point out that academic
qualifications are to cultural capital what money is to C(:onomic capital" (Bourdieu 1997: 187). Bourdieu is
suggesting that the supposedly standardized valuc oran academic qualification enables two individuals
with the same degree to be able to do a speeific task intcrcltangeably, as "AcadernicqualificatiollS.like
money, have a conventional, fixed value" (ibid). Stretching Bourdieu's point somewhat, I am suggesting
that the cultural capital being acquired at these meetings is useful be)'ond the confines of the Centre and the
NEA and could be applied to dealing with other fonnal agencies, such as the NLHC, social welfare
agencies or even the media as we saw with the newspaper skirmish in this chapter. Cultural capital will be
explored further in Chapter Seven.
• The Extension Co-Op was fonnall)' known as the MUN (Memorial University of Newfoundland)
Extension Co-Op, but it is now an independent agency.
1 When the TRO argued that the NLHC cannM deny housing, I noticed that there was an apparent
oontradiction, as pooplc were most definitely evicted from time to time. I cannot say with certainty what
happens to these evieted individuals. but given the complaint voiced at thisoonferencelstal1edtosuspcct
that these problem cases were bounced from one housingooncentration to another, ifindcedtheassertion
tltat the TRO made of the illegality ofdenying housing is true.
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Chapter Six
Ownership
I found the discourse of 'ownership,' during the course of my research, to be as
pervasive as those of community and empowerment, except the major difference was that
the term was primarily invoked by the staff, particularly John, and to a lesser extent by
the NLHC TRO for the area. Although it \\1lS used frequcntly in their presence by staff, I
never heard any of the residents use the term; however, that does not mean that a form of
ownership with regards to their homcs, the area, the Centre and its material resources was
not practiced. As such, this chapter is about the clash between differing interpretations,
conceptualizations, and practices of 'ownership.'
John oftcn used the term ownership as a synonym for "responsibility," such as
when he criticized the summer staff for letting him down (see p. 67), telling me
afterwards that hc wanted them to take "ownership" for their actions and their positions at
the Centre. John also felt that thc residents should take ownership of the area, in terms of
getting involved in the tenants association or with some of the issues the area was facing,
or take ownership of the Ccntre in terms of volunteering and helping out. [n many ways
the residents did take or assert ownership, but sometimes this assertion clashed with what
the staff viewed as an appropriate practice of ownership. Before moving on to discuss
'ownership' as an assertion of identity in terms of youth culture, and ownership in terms
of residents laying claims to the resources of the Centre, I will open Ihis chapter with a
discussion of ownership as a discursive practice, which was most visible in the struggle
over the reference to the accommodations of the project as 'units' versus 'homes.'
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6.1 - '\Vho wants to li"c in a unit,!,
The clash over the use of the term 'units,' often used by the NLHC, versus
'homes,' the tenn preferred by the residems, to denote the living spaces of the Froude
projcct may at first seem like a minor semantic squabble, but it is an issue which some of
the residents felt strongly about. This issue may also apply to public housing in
Newfoundland and Labrador in general (and possibly beyond) as Helen Porter, writing on
the stigma of living in public housing in St. John's, pointed out that it was sad that "they
are usually called units rather than houses. Who wants to live in a unit?" (Porter 1987: 7).
The way this discourse relates to ownership is whether the residents are led to feel that
they arc living in 'homes' as something that is 'theirs,' or whether they are merely (and
temporarily) inhabiting 'units' as property owned by the NLHC. As mentioned earlier
(see p. 32), criticisms were raised that many of the problems of vandalism, neglect and a
lack of civic involvement in housing projects were the result of the tenants not having a
sense of 'ownership' or a stake in the area. This discourse also relates to community, as it
is challenging to foster a sense of 'community' if the residents arc made to feel that they
are residing in units in transitional housing rather than in thcir own homes.
When I asked some of the residents how they felt about the term 'units,' some
became quite animated in voicing their responses. Nancy told me that it is something the
members of the NEA feel quite strongly about.
We are staning to feel ticked off about that now. Because
they are supposcd to be our houses, our homes, right? .. and
even our TRO now, she doesn't call1hcm 'units' anymore,
she calls them 'family homes' and that's the way it should
be ... It's your 'home' as long as you maintain it, and it
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should be called 'our homes.' We're paying rent for it same
as ifwe'rc paying a house ofT.
Doreen added, "They [Housing] don't even use that word anymore do they? Units .. only
when you are going in for repairs." It is true that the TRO for the area makes a concened
effort to avoid using the tenn but I have heard her, as well as the staff and even some of
the residents, use it on occasion. It is a difficult discursive practice to break, as I have
found myself using it as well. It is part of the housing 'lingo' so to speak, similar to the
tenn 'housing stock' that is commonly invoked in the housing literature.
From what I have been told by some of the residents, the staff from the NLHC
maintenance department are the worst offenders for using the 'unit' discourse. The TRO
for the area admitted to me that its use is pervasive within the NLHC as a whole.
I had sent a letter to the families of James Place inviting
them to a meeting. And the comment at the meeting [from
the residents] was, 'I was so happy that you called us
families,' as opposed to 'tenants' in 'units.' Oftentimes
NLHC personnel get caught up in our jargon... because
thaI's the jargon we'd use in our communications
internally. But oftentimes we need to be sensitized as to
how that jargon is perceived. And 1try to be careful in that
I'm not referring to you as a 'tenant' as opposed to an
'individual' or a 'family.' And I'm not referring to your
'unit' as opposed to your 'home.'
Admittedly, T am equally as guilty of using essentializing and reifying lenns such as
'tenants,' 'project,' and 'estate,' for the sake of brevity. The use of the tenn 'unit' does
not fit well with the discourses of 'empowennent' and 'community,' which I feel is why
the NLHC staff sueh as the TRO I cited above are altempting to eurb its usage. The
continued usc of 'units' acts as a reminder to the tenants of the actual disparity between
the frequent metaphorical uses oftenns such as 'empowennent' and everyday practices. 1
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think it is important to remember the Froude area is a social housing project, whether it is
called a 'housing concentration' or simply a neighbourhood. I agree with Nancy that
these 'units' are their homes. However, I disagree with Nancy when she asserted above
that paying rent is the "same" as paying a mortgage. As a renter my entire adult life J
have never lost sight of the fllet that the house or apartment was not 'mine.' Renters
cannot do renovations or sometimes even paint without the approval of the landlord. [
suspect that the people of Proude tacitly, or explicitly, recognize this same fact,
regardless of the tenninology that is employed. Further, renting in social housing is
qualitatively different from renting in the privale market. I think that with regards to
public housing this difference is reinforced by the placement procedure, the monitoring
of income, and in some ways the monitoring of the residents' personal lives. The less
powerful sectors of society, such as those receiving social assistllnce, often hllve to put up
wilh an inordinate level of scrutiny of their pcrsonallives. The "fllceless gllzc" (Foucault
1995; 214) of government bureaucracies, in the fonn of Housing officials, social workers,
the police, and various other agents, is often focused upon them, where they live, and the
conditions they must abide by to lin extent that the term 'homes' must at times appear a
little hollow. The aitemllting usc of the 'unitlhome' pair of terms, combined with the
NLI-IC rcgullltions, simultaneously asserts as well liS questions the tenants' 'ownership'
of the buildings. However, I found it interesting that the tenams sometimes adopt the
'units' discourse when pressing for demands from thc NLHC, perhaps to lIdd a tone of
authority to their arguments (see Appendix E).
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The authority of the NLHC to eviet is perhaps the mosl important reminder of the
residents' status as Housing tenants. The issue of eviction emergL-d several times during
my research, usually in the form of gossip, speculation and rumours as to who was going
to be evictcd and why. The threat of eviction reveals the truc limits to ownership and
makes plain ultimately who the buildings belong to.
6.2 The Ownership of Common Space
The discourse of 'units' versus 'homes' is one part of the sometimes clashing and
contested practices and conceptualizations of ownership between the staff and the
residents. Admittedly, for the first two months of my fieldwork I was exposed to the issue
of ownership in tenns of how the statT perceived it. I more or less accepted their views of
what they deemed to be 'ownership,' as well as what were in their views 'dishonest' or
'manipulative' practices. Once the summer program started and I began to spend more
time with the residents, I could see ways in which 'manipulative' practices could also be
construed as the residents laying claim to the Centre, its resources and, in some ways, the
time of the staff as well. Furthennorc, I could also sec some of the weaknesses in the
staIT's assertions of o\'mership, whieh sometimes did not bear up under scrutiny to their
projected image.
I first heard the tcnn 'ownership' voiced by John the very first day I met him back
in March of 200 I. He described to me a scenario by which ownership is both discouraged
as well as encouraged. John said that, at one point not too long ago, Housing had plantcd
some small saplings around the area. Within a short period of time the local youths had
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destroyed them. He countered this by pointing out that the residents' flower gardens,
even iflhey were flowers which were given to them by Housing, would nonnally remain
undisturbed. The point he was making was thai once the residents had planted Ihe
flowers, they were seen as the work and property of specific individuals; they were
'owned' by someone in the area. In contrast, the saplings were seen as the work and
property of the NLI-IC. John also pointed out that that the fence around Ihe back of the
preschool was built by a local resident on behalf of Ihe Centre and not by Housing, and
therefore was not subject to vandalism.
When I first heard the stOl)' about the flower gardcns, I envisioned the area in
bloom come the spring. While some did have flower gardens, it was not to the scale that J
expected. J do not know the extent to which the flowers avoided being vandalized, but I
did notice Nancy putting some small fences around hers one day, which she told me was
to prevent the children from driving over them with their bikes. The preschool fence did
seem to avoid major damage and spray painting, but the hinged doors have since becn
damaged, one of which was rcmovcd and chaincd to thc Ccntre.! Since J first heard the
flower garden story, I have heard it invoked a few more times, most notably at the
housing conference I attended. I turned to grin at Bill, as he was always quick to point out
the disparity between the projected image and the reality of these kinds of issues. He
rolled his eyes at the repeated mention of this story at the conference, and I chuckled.
The community clean-ups were another aspect of ownership which the Centre
promoted, but these activities did not seem to include, in tenns of participation, thc entire
population or even the majority of the project's residents. [ participatcd in community
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clean-ups three times during my ficldwork. The first was cancelled due to inclement
weather and a mix-up regarding the dumpsters, the second proceeded with a notable (but
not complete) turnout, and the third was a much smaller affair as it was an attempt by the
Centre to encourage the participation of some older teens. I do not think there is any
question that some of the residents, particularly the NEA members, fclt a sense of
responsibility for the area, as they showed up carlyon two Saturday mornings to
volunteer their time. Housing did provide some flowers for them to plant to reward their
participation, but I felt that this was only a minor incentive. However, in no way did the
turnout come close to the full participation of the residents from the entire project. By my
estimation between thirty and forty residents actively participated when the clean-up
went ahead. Some did so to take advantage of the opportunity to get rid of heavy and
bulky items. An older male with a disabled wife approached Keith for his help in getting
rid of some garbage from his basement. I offered to help and it turned out that he had at
least two-dozcn Teletype machines from perhaps the 1940s or 1950s, which he was going
to sen for scrap but never got around to. I also helped Keith as we hauled out another
resident's old washing machine from one home and an old fridge from another.
The residents who were getting rid of their own garbage from their basements
were not exhibiting ownership in tenns of responsibility for the area in general; I saw
ownership with the perhaps half dozen NEA members and assorted children with latex
gloves on and garbage bags in hand scouring the field and other common areas for debris.
A few other key residents did help out with other activities, particularly one resident who
also aeted as the coach for the local softball team. But these residents who regularly
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volunteered their own time towards communal activities, from what I could sec, appeared
to be the exception rather than the nonn. Only a few teens participated in these clean-ups,
but I am not sure how significant that was. A few days before this time, I was sitting
outside of the Centre and some of the teens were mocking the planned clean-up. One was
sitting on his bike and exclaimed, "I'm not gelling out of bed early to pick up garbage.
Are you mad?" There were a lot of elderly residents and, judging by the number of
homes with ramps, a fairly large number of disabled residents as well, so I can
undersland why they would not have participated. I found it interesting that the man with
the Teletypes had conte to the Centre for help rather than turning to neighbours. I asked
Bill and Keith sometime later if they thought that the Centre was in a way fostering
dependency and inhibiting community by providing an alternative to neighbourly mutual
aid. Keith admitted that lhere was some validity to what I was asking, as he said that
during the previous winter he helped to clear some residents' ramps of snow and was
disappointed at finding able-bodied males at one of the homes at the time after he had
completed the job. John envisioned the Centre as being a nueleus of communal
interaction, but in my estimation it appeared that some residents viewed the Centre as a
resource, put in place and funded by the NLHC, for them to draw upon. This does nOI
mean that the residents may have any less of a view of its imponance, but mlher that
conceptualizations of 'ownership' appear to differ.
I also wondcred if the constant presence of NLJ-IC maintenance crews abo
work<.'d against the development of a sense of ownership of the area by the residents,
particularly with regards to the common areas such as the ficld. I recognize Ihe faet that it
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would be unrealistic for the residents to take charge of capital-intensive and complicated
maintenance duties. But at times I watched some of the NLHC maintenance crews simply
picking up debris by hand and leaving them in strange little cairn-like piles of glass and
cigarette butts, preswnably to be picked up later. I asked the TRO if these kinds of
activities were sending mixed-signals about ownership and she responded in the
following way.
What you need to know is that, maybe twenty years ago,
the crew that you saw there last week would be thirty
people. You may have seen a crew of five? Something like
(hat [my response). We had a workforce where it was thirty
individuals into the community on a regular basis, picking
up glass, doing the grass, picking up garbage... so when
you talk about ownership, you've got to look back to where
they've been and how they've grown ...there's ralways]
going to be a presence because you are not [going to have]
a hundred percent owncrship ... while you'll see that eighty
percent of the families take care of their homes, you've got
twenty percent of the families not caring about the unit.
Because its not theirs and they haven't taken ownership of
where thcy live.
I noticed that she distinguished between 'homes' and 'units,' but by highlighting
differences among residents her views also challenge the notion of communal ownership.
She is right in that there will always be a presence of NLHC maintenance crews. I think.
however, that this is due not just to the fact that there is that 'twenty percent' who have
not taken ownership but, even amongst the majority that she asserts who have done so, it
would still be difficult to allocate who has to take care of cleaning the common areas
without dispute and resentment. The main community clean-up I attended was a
signific.'Ult, but rare, event. This was not an ongoing activity. I am also reminded of
Hyatt's (1997) work, whereby she cautioned against tenant-management in that duties
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and responsibilities sometimes fall to tenants who become essentially a free-labour force
for the housing authorities, so they may trim their budgets under the rubric of
'empowcnnent' or 'ownership.'
The issue of ownership often materialized in other imeresling ways. Sometimes J
did not immediately see aspects of 'ownership' being asserted until I further reflected on
particular incidents, as in the stairs view ownership often could be seen to take the fonn
of volunteering and participating in Centre and communal activities. However
'ownership,' when extended to a broader definition, can also extend to issues of identity.
One way in which I have analyzed some of the acts of vandalism by the local youths, as
well as the struggles between the staff and the youths over issues of their identity, is in
tenns of 'ownership.' What they staff may see as an act of simple vandalism or defiance,
may also be seen to be an assertion ofownership, even if it is not in a fonn that the staff
approves of or sees as 'positive.' I will conclude this chapter with a discussion of how the
strategies of some of the residents to lay claim to the Centre and its resources are seen by
the staff as 'manipulation,' but may also be interpreted as 'ownership' from another
perspective.
6.3 - Owne.-ship and Youth Culture
Onc of the immediate things that I noticed when I paid my first visit to the area
was some spray paillted graffiti in botd blue lcltcr~ on some of the homes in the project.
Some of it read "The Blocks," but I had also noticed a large "F.T.W,'>2 as well as a
number of the names of various African-American rap artists such as "2Pac" (Tupac
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Shakur). This kind of graffiti appeared to be dismissed by the staff as merely 'vandalism,'
but I think that graffiti oftcn conveys significant cultural messages. Philippe Bourgois
points out that although much of the graffill he saw in East Harlem in New York City
was gang turf markers, much of it was also quite beautiful art, usually political statements
or tributes to deceased friends. He writes, "It is as if the miracle of human creativity and
aesthetic genius has to assert itself in the face of despair and oppression" (Bourgois 1995:
187). [ am not sure if the simply spray painted blue words in the Froude project would
qualify as art in these kinds of aeslhelie tenns, bUI I think it would be a mistake to
dismiss it oUI of hand without considering what messages are being conveyed.
Many of the youths of the project were passionate about rap music and, from what
I could sec, a particular fonn which focuses on (and in some cases perhaps glorifies) a
depiction of the experience of African-American youth Jiving in the inner cities of the
United States. The staff from the Centre assured me that the many of the teens from the
Froude projeci have not travelled or have even been far from the project ilse1f/ so I
assumed that this view of life in U.S. housing projects has been infonned by music
videos and film. One night previous to my fieldwork beginning, a group of local tecns
had been on a spray painting binge, Ihe results of which I have described above. I also
noticed that when any of these teens got access to art supplies of any kind, whether it was
road chalk or paint during one of the few times they participated in the art program at the
Centre, the motifs were always the same: a parade of thcir favouritc rap artists and
associated motifs such as 2Pae, N.W.A.,4 and Thug Life (2Pac's earlier group). I have
reproduced in Appendix F an example of one oflhe teen's drawings, which hc gave me at
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the summer camp, which illustrales some oflhc motifs oflhe genre. What also caught my
eye in tenns of the spray painting were also what' interpreted to be turf markers, one of
which, "The Blocks," was repeated on the area homes. I felt thai this conveyed the
message of 'ownership,' though perhaps not the kind of ownership that John was trying
to instil. I felt that it was significant that they appropriated and used a somewhat
derogatory tenn for the area as their message of ownership. They did not spray paint
"Froude Avenue," or "Westmount," they used, "The Blocks." The most obvious message
of ownership was "The Blocks," written in bold blue letters across the asphalt of the
basketball/ball hockey court that was shared with the neighbouring private housing. I also
noticed in their art and graffiti the tag "Westside," which was written sometimes as:
W
E
S [D E
T
I assumed that this was in reference to their location in west St. John's, perhaps in
mimicry of the turfism of large U.S. cities. Keith told me thai they had also designed a
hand sign, such as thosc used by U.S. strcct gangs. I did nol see them invoke this sign
until Ihey posed for a group picture at the end of summer camp. The thumb was hidden,
the back of the hand was faced towards the camera, and all of the fingers were forced
apart as far as possible except for the pinkie and ring finger, which were held together.
The end result was a hand sign which mimicked the letter, "w" for Westside, which they
did with both hands, most crossing them over the chest.
J am not advocating Ihal the spray painting of the area homes should be defended,
as I am sure that most of the residents do not want a large "2Pac" on their exteriors, but I
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think that a message of ownership is being conveyed, even in the kind of act that can be
seen as destructive. To usc thc languagc of Dcrrida (1991), this vandalism can be seen as
a 'sign,' with an unstable and de-centred meaning that may be interpreted in different
ways by different people. Even if the stafTagreed that there was a message of ownership
here, in my estimation they would say that it was an inappropriate medium through which
to convey these feelings. Pushing my focus on the differing notions of ownership further,
however, I think that the struggles between the staff and the teens over music and
language can be interpreted within the framev,·ork of 'ownership' as a struggle over the
assertion of identity. I will examine the issue of language in more detail in the next
chapter, but here I will examine the staff's efforts to censor the music of the teens when
they were at the Centre or participating in Centre-related activities. The teens' occasional
defiance of these rules appeared to me to be a form of taking 'ownership' and asserting
messages of identity.
The staff enforced a ban on music with obscene lyrics or 'negative' content
around the Centre, or during off-site Centre related activities. Most of the teens were into
African-American hip-hop culture in tenos of music and clothing. However, they were
into a more aggressive rather than mainstream form of rap, which tended to glorify
violence, life in U.S. city projects and drugs. Much of it was admittedly expletive-laden
and was not allowed to be played at the Centre. This was not much of an issue around the
Centre iLsclf, but il did become one up al lhe summer camp. I asked Keith what the
reasoning was for this policy, though I felt [ knew what the answer would be.
Interestingly, it was not just the language itself, but the content in terms of the
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glorification of violence and crime that was also objected to. At the summer camp he
added, "They [local youth] hear enough negativity at horne, they don't need to hear it up
here." The following is an excerpt from one of Ihe compact discs they had brought with
them up to camp.
... word to mother
Look at it from a thug point of view
When the kids need clothes what's a thug gonna do?
Hit the streets and husee1 [hustle]
Pick up the heat and buss you
... its murder motherfucker
We don't beg or borrow, we lake shit
Fuck you and your fake bitch
... kill a nigger for the fuck of it
I get you touched for chips
Fuck that shit, and fuck the wimps
Fuck you bitch, you could just suck my dick
(Ja Rule 1999b: The Murderers).
I looked Ihrough the CDs they brought and noted Ihal they were all of the same
nature, being somewhat familiar with the genre myself. Some of them had brought small
portable CD players with headphones, so there was little the staff could do about what
individuals were listening to privately. The teens would also openly play this music on a
larger CD player whenever the staff were not around. Given the extreme nature of some
of the lyrics I could understand why the Centre stall" would have to prohibit this kind of
music, as il would simply be incompatible with the existing language policy that also
forbids offensive language. Furthennore, Keith was uncomfortable with the lyrics that
glorified drugs, violence and misogyny. Yet this genre of music obviously held a greal
deal of sway over the area youths.
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It seemed that the teens were almost unfamiliar with any other form of music. At
the summer camp one of the counsellors lead a seance back at the bunkhouse, after the
telling of ghost stories around the campfire. When asked who they would like to contact
in the seance, one yelled out, "2Pac," which prompted an argument that 2Pac was not
gunned down but that he had faked his own death. Another suggested Eazy·E from
N.W.A., while another yelled out, "Notorious 9.1.0." None of the outsider counsellors
listencd to that kind of musics, so one had suggested Jimi Hendrix, to which onc of Ihe
teens asked, "Who's Jimi Hendrix'?" Another counsellor suggested Kurt Cobain from
Nirvana, which only elicited a round of mostly blank stares. These counsellors felt this
lack of knowledge of earlier pop music was "pathetic." In my estimation these teens were
born in the mid to late 1980s so I could understand why they may not be familiar with
Jimi Hendrix. It was a little more curious, however, that they have not heard of Nirvana,
given the mass popularity of this group's one particular hit and that Kurt Cobain died
around the same time as Eazy-E from N.W.A. From the smirks on a few of the teen's
faces I suspected that a few did know of the band but had conformed and did not admit to
this knowledge in front of their peers, who appeared to be generally dismissive of any
other forms of music other than rap.
I had no doubts that the teens were sincere fans ofthe rap genre though, as it must
be pointed out, only as consumers as I never heard any of the teens rap themselves or
even attempt to do so. The teens, primarily males, abo adopted th<;: genre's style of dress,
which was mainly basketball shoes, baseball caps and other sportswear. They havc also
adopted the blatant glorification of the drug culture, which is as predominant in some
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fonns of rock as it is in mp. During an arts and cmfts session at the summer camp I
watched them make bracelets out of letter beads. I sat at the table with them and helped to
cut the string and to tie the final products. 1 was not surprised aI the predictable "THUG
LIFE" being created by one, and I was somewhat amused that another could not find the
"0" for his nickname of "Pudge" and settled for "PUGE." However I was a Iittlc
uncomfortable with the "COKE" and "SMOKEY WEED" bracelets, as I was after all
helping to make them and I did not think that the staff would approve.
I was also curious as to the extent to which they may have identified with some of
the issues faced by inner city African-Americans, as articulated in the music. They were
all white Newfoundlanders and I could not see how they could have experienced the
systemic racism which fonned a major theme of the rap and hip-hop genre. One night at
the summcr camp I was in the front room with some of the teens. There was a portable
CD playcr in thc comer and one tecn wcnt over to put a disc on. I grew concerned as I
was the only adult in the room and no counsellors were prescnt. If they were 10 play
censored music I risked alienating them by asking for it to be turned off, or conversely
allowing it and angering the staff. Inwardly I groaned as they put on Venni Velli Vecci by
Ja Rule, as this is the album from where the above excerpt was taken. J was also
confronted with my own hypocrisy if I asked them to tum it off, as I not only had the
policy of not interfering but I had the very same album at home. But this was the first
time that I had the opportunity to watch them listen to music, so I decided to risk it and
said nothing. The opening track is not rapped, but is sung in what I could only describe as
influenced by or mimicking African-American spirituals.
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Yea... been a slave too long
Dh my murderers! Let's mareh my niggers.
Lord can we get a break?
Lord can we get a break?
We ain't really happy here
We ain't really happy here
Take a look into our eyes
Take a look into our eyes
And see pain without fear
And see pain without fear
Lord! ...Dh Lord ... can we get a break?
(Ja Rule 1999: The March Prelude).
Some of the kids rocked lxlck and forth on the couches to the song, others tapped their
feet, while a few sang along quietly or hununed. In my interpretation the song is about
the lingering cultural anguish over the American slavery experience and its linkages with
contemporary America. In a sense, I think these white Newfoundlander teens havc
appropriated or taken ownership of these cultural forms and redefined them for thcir own
experiences in the Froude project in St. John's.
For some of the teens it may have simply been music that they liked and perhaps
nothing more than a teenage passing fancy. But for others, the repeated way the imagery
of the rap genre emerged in their art, their graffiti, and their style of dress caused me to
think otherwise. I think that important cultural messages are being appropriated,
reinterpreted, and conveyed through music. Peter Wade (1999), in his analysis of urban
Afro-Colombian music, argues that rap and rcggat: an: more than merely music forms,
they are vehicles for protest and consciousness-raising. He writes,
Its [rap] identification - and that of reggae - with black
autonomy and protest and with youth fitted their ideals
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about the injustice and inequality they lived (Wade 1999:
457).
Keith told me that some of the youths fell that the street life of the projccts of inner city
America mirrored their own existence, Keith's father is African-American, and when I
got to know him well enough I asked Keith if being black and working in the context of
an urban Newfoundland housing project played any role in terms of his position. He
replied that if anything it helped and that given the youths' affinity for African-American
street culture, as mediated through music and film, it built rapport and that they asscrted
that "he knew what it was like." He laughed as he told me this, as he had to tcll thcm,
"Sorry b'ys6, I'm from Comer Brook," and knew as much about life in U.S. inner cities
as thcy did.
I think that the youth from Froude's cOimection with the messages being
conveyed by this form of rap are related to other issues than racism. Some of the other
thcmes that I have noticed in the music may relatc to their 0\\11 experiences: poverty,
violence, drugs, social assistance and public housing. I do not think that their 'ethnicity'
bears directly on whether or not the art form speaks to them. Philippe Bourgois (1995)
points out that the New York born Puerto Ricans he workcd with were openly hostile to
African-Americans, even though they embraced their style of music, clothes and 'street
culture' (Bourgois 1995: 45). When some of the teens were accused of being "whiggers"
(white niggers) in the poolroom of the Centre by another youth7 I could see that some
were genuinely mystified, while others wcre angry.
I sympathised with the youths' frustration and resentment at having their music
censored by the Centre staff, particularly as it lIppeared to be an integral component of
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some of their identities. This issue proved to be problematic for the counsellors at the
summer camp, as it drove a wedge between the outsider and insider counsellors. Most of
the surruncr staff were from other areas of $1. John's, but IWO lived in the Froude project
and one was a elose friend of one of these counsellors and she lived nearby. The 'insider'
counsellors appeared to share Ihe same tastes in music as the area teens, whereas the
outsiders did not. One afternoon at camp I was sitting in a chair in the front room and was
surprised to see one of the insider counsellors play one of the censored discs and proceed
to dance. I could see that one of the outsiders was visibly annoyed at her, but the insider
continued to dance and ignored her protestations. The summer staff were instructed 10
keep daily logs to note what they did and to keep track of problems and issues which they
could laler raise with Ihe senior staff. Helen told me that one outsider in particular kept
very detailed notes with keen observalions. AI Ihe end of summer I asked this counsellor
for permission to photocopy her log and quote from it in my thesis. She agreed and I
promised to omit her name as well as any others in the text. The following is an excerpt
from her log on this incident at camp, with the names deleled.
They [local youths] also listened to music. I found it
difficult 10 enforce the 'only censored music' rule when
__ was lelling them to tum it up louder. This was
difficult because [ was standing there asking them 10 lum it
olT, as was __, __ 'nd_~ but our authority
was undermined when __ got angry wi us for making
them turn it off, and then proceeded 10 tell them to tum it
back on, and to tum it up. If our level of authority is lost
through something so trivial, it shows the kids that they
really don't have to listen 10 us.
When I read this entry in carly September I was slruck by how closely it matched
my own fieldnotes. however 1did not feel that the censoring of music was a minor issue.
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r completely agree with her assessment as to the politics of authority, but what I
witnessed was not a 'trivial' argument ovcr music, but related to the assertion or
'ownership' of identity. I was also sympathctic to the SlaWS efforts to promote what they
vicwed as 'positive' in terms of participation at the Ccntre and in its programs, in contrast
to something they perceived as 'negative.' However, 1 am pointing out that there are
messages of ownership being conveyed here as well. I found it intriguing that John was
able to convince the teens 10 paint over their graffiti one day with some paint that he
acquired from Housing. J heard him explain 10 a Health and Community Services
manager at a staff meeting that by doing so hc was hoping to instil a sense of
"ownership" in the teens for their actions. Admittedly, I would probably do the same
thing in his position and the spray painting of the residents' homes should not be
lolcidtcd. However, J found it somewhat ironic to watch the teens paint over "The
Blocks" and "Westside" in the name of 'ownership,' when, in their own way, that is what
the graffiti was all about. Another contested aspect of 'ownership' pertains to the
redistribution of the donated goods which came into the Centre and the ways in which
some of the residents, both young and old, laid claims of ownership of the Centre and its
6.4 - Ownership and 'Manipulation'
When I first started my fieldwork, most of the ~nior slaff cautioned me that,
"there is a lot of manipulation going on here." In general they were referring to the
children, as it was a warning not to let them take advantage of me. The local kids know
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that the Centre and the staff arc there for them, in tenns of providing both personal
attention and material resources, but these kids will attempt to cleverly "manipulate"
things to their own advantage. As I spent more time at the Centre I could see that the
staff's concept of manipulation extended to some of the adults as well, which, in some of
the more extreme cases, caused a great deal of duress and resentment on the part of the
staff. Conversely, once [ started to learn more about the situation, I came to view some of
these practices by the residents as a fonn of asserting 'ownership' over these resources.
The tenn 'manipulation' suggests a devious and selfish exploitation of the situation.
Admittedly, some of the residents did at times take advantage of the stafTand the Centre.
Sometimes it did appear to be devious, and sometimes it was quite thoughtless. A similar
situation of a contested view of 'ownership' held for the issue of the donations which
would come into the Centre from time to time. The strategies used by some of the
residents to acquire and redistribute these goods \vere branded at times by the staff as
'manipulation.' An alternate interpretation is that some of these residents were laying
claims to these goods; they were, in a sense, asserting ownership of them and the space of
the CenLre.
The children were keenly aware that the Centre and staff were there for them, so
it is understandable that they would work this situation to their advantage when and
whcre they could. At times, there was an almost constant stream of children coming to
the Centre Lo ask for a drink, something Lo eat, to usc the washroom, Lo usc the
computers, for an supplies as well as sports equipment or just simply for attention. 'Ibis
was on the whole not unusual, as the Centre was there partly for thcse reasons. It became
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problematic in part during thc times when the staff were trying to close the Centre, either
for the mid-day dinner hour, the evenings or Friday afternoons, The requests made of the
Centre slaff by local children appeared to be habitual for some to the extent they would
turn to the Centre even for a drink of water. Once a child rode by on a bike and called
over asking if she could have a drink, when her house was only a few doors down from
the Centre.
John's major concern about this type of behaviour was that there was too much
'take' on the part of the children and not enough 'give' back to the Centre, as this was
merely teaching them a form of negative reciprocity. Marshall Sahlins defines negative
reciprocity as, '"the attempt to get something for nothing with impunity" (Sahlins 1972:
195). He continues that, as a mode of economic exchange, it is the "most impersonal SOI1
of exchange" (ibid). I think that, in the view of the staff, the children were attempting to
get something for nothing, but 1 do not think it was impersonaL The children would
sometimes play onc staff member against the other and were keenly aware of the
weaknesses of certain statl" members. One five year old knew Ihat I found it hard not to
give her gum, to the point where she would hclp herself by reaching into my left shirt
pocket or thc smull pocket in my backpack where she knew I kept it. This could be
construed as blatant manipulation, though another possible interpretation is that it is a
sign of intimacy and acceptance. One day in the fall, after my fieldwork had concluded.
Bill asked me to help out in the homework program as he was going out of town. This
little five year old not only remembered who I was, but without saying a word she
reached into my shirt pocket looking for gum. Given the context of the area, J think that
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underlying the stafT's disapproval of such behaviour was also a view that the practice was
a microcosm of the social welfare system, and that this 'dependency' would not serve the
children well in terms of their making the transition to the adult job market and private
housing. Ironically, the self-interested model of the 'economic man' (Wilk 1996: 36), so
beloved of microeconomics and praised as a fundamental driving forcc behind market
capitalism, is dcrided here as 'manipulation' when practiced by the less privileged sectors
of society. One Friday aftemoon as we \verc closing the Centre and I noticed little Ann,
the same girl from the 'smoking' anecdote (see p. 72), sitting rather forlornly on the curb
directly across from the Centre. She was holding her head in her hands and looking down
at the ground. Keith had noticed this as well and pointed out that it was all less than
coincidental Before wc drove away John pulled over to see what was wrong. A5 he was
about to roll down the window Keith said that she probably needed money for the NEA
block party, which was being held that night. This did tum out to be what she wanted,
which was qualified with the 'no one is home/the house is locked,' statement that I also
had heard previously on numerous occasions. [ knew that one of the stafT's policies was
not to play favourites among the children, but little Ann was one of mine, so I fished in
my pocket for a few dollars in change to give her. Before I could give the money to her
Keith stopped me. John turned to her and asked, "Will you do something for the Centre
on Monday?" She agreed, and John added, "Say thank you Jim," which she echoed. As
we pulled away Keith joked, "You are going to have a friend for life now," and we
chuckled at how gleefully Ann skipped away. I did not learn if in fact she did do
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somcthing for the Centre that Monday, but this was typical of how favours from the staff
were made contingent on either courtesies, such as "thank yous' or reciprocal chores.
It was difficult for me to sort out the cases of real need from those that the staff
deemed 'manipulation.' On the occasion that I just cited, Keith felt that Ann did have
money for herself but that she wanted some for her friends. I have no idea how he knew
this, but all the senior staff appeared to have an almost uncrring instinct as to what the
kids were up to and how they thought. J heard, 'no one is home' from the children on
many occasions when they wanted something to drink or 10 use the washroom. One other
Friday, Helen and I were sitting on the porch waiting for the rest of the statl One girl
came over and asked to use the washroom to which Helen replied, "The Centre is closed
honey" and suggested that she go home. She said that her grandparents were not home
and the door was locked. Another girl piped up thai no one was home at her house either.
The staft'seemed to know when these scenarios were true. One mother in particular was
given to leaving her two young children alone for hours at a time. When either of these
two girls would come to use the washroom at the Centre after-hours, exceptions seemed
to be made. Mary, the five year-old from this family, did show up that afternoon and
Helen let her in to use the washroom. Somehow Mary managed to gel a bag of ketchup
chips and she sat down next to me on the porch, offered me a few, and we sat there in
silence enjoying the a fine summcr afternoon. When the rest of the slaff were ready to go,
I felt a little distraught as we drove away and I looked back at Mary sitting all by herself
on the steps of the Centre. I knew her grandmother was around and she would be okay,
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but I also realized that if the staff stayed to attend to the needs of all of the area children
before leaving, they might as well move in.
The children seemed to know that they could not expect favours and material
resources from the Ccntre on demand, so they would sometimes devise, in the stalT's
view, these little 'manipulations' to acquire them. The staff did not appear to take offence
to them, as they were coming from children. Adults, on the other hand, were a different
scenario. I first noliced this issue early in my research at a staff meeting. Some of the
parents of the preschoolers were negligent in teons of picking up their children late, as
they knew that Helen would look after them. A HCS manager who was present at one
staff meeting pointe<:! out that aside from being a nuisance, there were also legal issues
considering that the preschool is licensed and if a child were to injure him or herself
during this time there might be legal complications for the Centre. ( discovered later that
this was nOI an isolated incident but tied into a larger history of some residents dearly
laking advantage of the Centre, the preschool and Helen in particular.
After Helen had returned to the Centre after the birth of her daughter, shc noticed
an increasing number of children coincidently showing up before and after the preschool
hours when she was feeding her daughter. She described the scenario to me in an
interview.
Everybody knew Ihatl was going to feed [her daughter]. So
then before dinner was over I would have four other
children silting on the doorstep lofthe Centre] because they
know that I'm feeding [her daughter], they know that I'm
not going to let them starve...so I'm feeding five
youngsters plus myself... and that continued for a whole
year, only because it's 'Miss [Helen], ... because I've never
turned anybody away ... and (think it might have gotten to
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the point where some parents said, 'Well, Miss Helen is up
there...go spend a few hours with her.' Now if somebody
came and asked me, 'Could you watch my child for an hour
or so?,' I'd be more than happy to do so ... but not just to
assume.
I think it was the implied assumption that the Ccntre and the staff were merely a glorified
babysitting servicc which irked the stafT. Aside from the core volunteers such as Kate and
some members of the NEA, [ think. it was also the case that the staff perceived that the
Centre was becoming less of a 'community' centre and more of a free child care
organization staffed by outsiders to cater to the needs of adult residents. John pointed this
OUllomeaswell.
You try to open up the doors for kids to have the
opportunity to grow, for themselves, within themselves
... and you try to support parents, but ... sometimes it
becomes an abuse ...the parents look at it and says,
'Ah...drop 'em off [at the Centre], they'll take care of
them.' We never opened up for that reason. We opened up
to help them, to bring their kids along with them, but they
don't do that. Allthc time.
There seemed to be a clash between how some of the local residents and the staff
conceptualized ownership of the Centre; for the staff it wa~ a service thai was intended to
operate mutually in tandem with the residents, while for some of the residents it was a
service, funded by Housing and other governmental and social agencies, whose explicit
purpose was catering to the needs of their children. I do not think. thai the NEA or core
volunteers thought of the Centre in this way, but I think for some of the residents it was a
child and youth agency that had little to do with adults. One long-timc resident told me
that he had nothing to do with the Centre as it was for "kids." His wife did play bingo and
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cards there on occasion, but since the NEA operated these games r think they were
conceived ofas being activities ran by separate entity that happem:d to use the Centre.
I could sec this issue from both points of view in terms of how the strategic use of
resources by some residents could be seen negatively as 'manipulation' rather than as a
positive display of taking 'ownership.' However, sometimes I had to agree wilh the staff
and could see how this linc could be crossed. For example, Helen had organized a
preschool sleepover at the Centre for her class, and an issue arose out of this which she
raised at a staff meeting. I could teHlhat she was a little upset as she told us how some of
the prcschool parents offered her some extra money to take some of their older children
as well. Helen explained to them that it was a preschool sleepover intended for her class,
not an open house event for the arca children and youth in general. A few other parents
had asked if they could pick the children up around noon instead of the stated nine a.m.,
as they would need time to recover from the previous night's excesses. Helen was
understandably annoyed at this request in particular. John rubbed his eyes and S.1t back in
the couch, asking Helen to repeat what she just said, as if he could not believe what he
had just heard. She repeated the story and said that she explaim:d to these parents why
their request was inappropriate, adding that she was taking her own time to do the
slccpover and had business to attend to the next day.
'Ibe most blatant example of manipulation I was told about was one parent who
totally abused Helen and the Centre and it was an issue which noticeably caused thc most
internal friction amongst the staff. This woman came up in almost every interview and
casuaJ conversation I had with the staff. Even leafing through the log notes of one outside
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summer staff member I could see that she created problems for them as well. This woman
had two daughters who had both been through Helen's preschool, seemingly without
paying the fees. Some of the staff had urged for the children's immediate expulsion, but it
was also conversely argued it would merely be punishing the children to punish the
mother. John was placed in an awkward situation in that he wanted to do what was best
for the children, but since their grandmother was also involved in Centre activities he did
not want to antagonize her either. Legal recourses were seemingly out of the question, as
my sense was that turning to outside agencies would alienate the Centre from a lot of the
residents and it was something that John tried to avoid. Furthennore, this woman had an
uncanny ability to extricate herself from legal difficulties and could probably leach a
course on the manipulation of the social welfare system. By the end of August, she owed
hundreds of dollars to the Centre in back preschool fees and from my knowledge of the
situation, I doubt that they would ever see this money.
This was the only issue that I saw which significantly divided the staff. Bill was
concerned over the lesson that indecision over this issue would teach:
The issue was that [Helen] felt totally abused by .
[Her daughter] was allowed to come to the preschool, none
of the other kids could come if they didn't pay... And then
it got to the point where she wasn't even coming in, she
was dropping [her daughterj off at the door. ..The lesson
you learn about thal. ..you can abusc ... and nothing will
happen.
[ could sympathise with all of the staff's vicws on this issue. However I have included
this incident to explain that blatant manipulation did occur which went beyond a strategic
use and ownership of Centre resources, and that these rare but significant cases may have
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somewhat jaded some of the stafT's outlooks and coloured other issues of a less severe
nature.
One of the yotulger staff members anicuJated his unease to me about what he
perceived to be the constant attempts to "manipulate" the staff and Centre's resources. He
explained that he would get somewhat desJXlndent over this at times, finding it difficult to
"treat people with a smile" when he was aware what they were up to. He added that the
adults were in many ways like children in this regard, which immediately raised an
intellectual red flag for me, so to speak. J have seen these kinds of arguments before,
mainly from older sociological works which draw upon developmental psychology in
order to explain behavioural diffcrcnccs in tenns such as class. It is an infantilising
discourse that makes me very uncomfortable, as it commonly misinterprets the strategies
of those in conditions of need as the result of being socially and emotionally stunted due
to JXlverty. It also bothers me because what is often valued as a ruthless and clever
strategy in the business world is denigrated as childlike manipulation if practiced by the
poor. I read one work in this tradition during the course of my research, entitled The
Incomplete Adult (Lundberg 1974), not because I could not find morc examples but
because one was all that I could stand to read. Lundberg explicitly stated that she was
positing a. "functional relationship between social class and personality development"
(Lundberg 1974: 4), and that because the behaviour of the poor was not held to match
that of the morc privileged sectors of society that they had no! fully developed as adults
and were also, "culturally deprived" (ibid: 42). She continues,
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fhe social class value systems function to limit or facilitate
the development of jX:rsonality much as nulritional habits
function to affect physical development (ibid: 26).
Poverty and the social sciences have had, in my opinion, an uneasy relationship.
Far too often, theories as to the nature of poverty and socialization have held that poverty
is the result of cultural or personal deficiencies or failings, while ignoring or downplaying
the structural factors that are behind poverty and many of its associate<:! problems. Within
anthropology, one notable work on this issue was that of Oscar Lewis who argued thai a
'culture of poverty' was a cultural adaptation to conditions of need. He argued that there
was a link between poverty and worldvicw.
The culture of poverty is both an adaptation and a reaction
of the poor to thcir marginal position in a class.stratificd,
highly individuated, capitalistic society. It represents an
effort to cope with feelings of hopelessness and despair
which develop from the realii'.ation of the improbability of
achieving success in tenns of the values and goals of the
larger society (Lewis 1970: 69).
Criticisms were soon to follow the publication of his work. Carol Stack (1997 [I974J)
notes that a key weakness with this theory was that, "many of the features alleged to
characterize the culture of poverty - unemployment, low wages, crowded living quarters
- are simply definitions of poverty itself, not that of a distinct 'culture'" (Stack 1997:
23). Stack is correct to note that a 'culture of poverty' presupposes some kind of uniform
adaptation to conditions of need. From what I could see of the Froude project there was
far too mueh divcrsity to arguc for the existence of a culture of poverty. Some I>CQple
were fully employed or successful in educational endeavours and were probably on their
way to making the transition to private housing, some families have lived in the project
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for three generations and were perhaps in a sense ;adapted,' but not in the negative,
defeated manner suggested by Lewis, though some did not seem to be doing well at all
and perhaps lit his model in some ways.
In my estimation, the staff mcmber whom I discussed above eonflatcd what he
perceived as 'manipulation' by the children and their parents to be qualitatively the same.
[ feel that they are similar in Ihe sense of the perception that the Centre and its resources
are there for their needs but, as 1 will discuss below, I feel that the strategies employed
over the redistribution of the donated goods were of another order and much more
complex. I have no doubt Ihat nOI paying preschool fees is blatant manipulation,
especially when the party in question knows that she could get away with it; but she was
an anomaly. From what I could see, the residents of Froude have a deeply entrenched
sense of fair play. John was always trying to maintain consistency in the programs, as he
was keenly aware Ihat the residents would nolice a lacking in this area. One of the major
issues for some of the residents with regards to the summer program was the
inconsistency in teons of the punishment of the children and charges of favouritism on
the part of the counsellors. But the staff also have their own conceptions as to what is
fair. A particularly contentious issue which emerged between some of the residents and
the stafT was the treatment of the donations which came into the Centre, especially with
regards to a branch of tlte province-wide organization called SPAN (Single Parents'
As:rociation of Newfoundland), which operal<:d OUl orthe Centre's Oascment.
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6.4.1 - Donations and SPAN
One morning I was sitting in the front room of the Centre with Bill and chatting
over a cup of coffee. Nancy came over and asked Bill if he could pick up some donuts
from Tim Horton's.B Bill answered that he did not have any money on him, but Nancy
replied, "They're freebies. Donated to the Froude Avenue Community Centre." I was a
little perplexed over Ihis, as J did not think that the Froude area residents were in such
dire straits that they were dependent upon donated goods from a coffee shop to survive. I
noticed that donations would come in from a number of sources. Sometimes extras were
passed from one community centre to another, or sometimes private citizens would drop
off donations of fOod and clothing for SPAN. One afternoon a representative from a
movie production agency dropped off some leftovers from their caterer. A major source
of donations appearcd to be the Kiwanis, whereby individual members would drop off
donated goods when thcy appeared to be moving or cleaning out their homes.
One issue, which emerged from my observations of these donations coming in,
were the discussions I had with the staffabout poverty in the area. Patrick Bunnan (1996)
argues that poverty can have 'monetized' and 'non-monetized' aspects. Income is an
important statistical referent from which to construct evaluations or gradients of poverty.
Statistics Canada uses ratios such as LlCO (Low-Income Cut-Offs) to make these kinds
of evaluations, where what is measured is the percentage of family income that is spent
on the basic costs of living such as shelter, food and clothing. Bunnan contends that in
such a statistical evaluation, "the main concern is where to place the income line which
distinguishes the poor from the non-ponr and how to measure it" (Bunnan 1996: 20).
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However, the qualitative aspects of povcrty may be morc difficult to mcasure, and the
subjcctive impact on individuals may defy quantitativc evaluations. With regard to the
non-monetized aspects of poverty, "Here poverty is seen as falling behind the standards
and dimensions of well-being of society, as cxperiencing a relative deprivation" (Bunnan
1996: 21).
Sometimes the staff were not convinced that extreme poverty was particularly
endemic to the Froude estate. John was particularly displeased with poverty being used
an excuse or a crutch, and was espedally irritated with the 'poor people of Froude
Avenue' discourse that one could find articulated intcrnally as well as extcrnally.
Drawing on his own background, Bill challcnged thc notion of 'povcrty' as it related to
thc project, which he dcscribed as,
... the sense that this is a very down-trodden, acadcmieally
poor, socially poor, financially poor neighbourhood. It's
not. There are poor people here. I grew up poor, I
understand poor. ..l don't see a lot of poverty around here. I
see a lot of cars. I see a lot of fine clothing. I see a lot of
people going on trips...
This is an argument that 1 have heard a number of times, in my own experience one that
was made particularly by immigrants from the developing world I have met who
dismissed North American conceptions of poverty. However, a critical aspect of povcrty
is one of immediate disparity, as Lewis poinled oUl, "success in terms of thc values and
goals of the larger society" (Lewis 1970: 69). There appears to be a notable disparity in
tenns of income between thc residents of the Froude project and St. JotUl'S in generaL
According to Statislics Canada, the average annual individual income in St. John's in
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[995 was $23,145. By contrast, the average annual income in the Froude project in 2001
by individual earner was $7980 (Appendix B).
Material indicators of poverty, or non-poverty as the case may be, can be quite
deceptive. I did see some line clothing and cars in the area. But I also saw a lot of empty
parking spaces, as I saw old and worn clothing interspersed with the fine. Keith cautioned
me that if one were to sec expensive running shoes or shirts that one cannot jump to
conclusions. Sometimes it may be stolen merchandise purchased at a reduced rate or
sometimes it may have been donated. One day in the pool room in the basement of the
Centre I noticed one teen wearing very new looking basketball shoes and an expensive
rugby shirt, but the younger teen next to me on the bench was wearing a faded old grey
sweatshirt and old running shoes that were literally held together by threads. A very
different conclusion about poverty could be drawn if one were to visit the Centre on the
first few days of the school year. During these days most of the teens were decked out
with new running shoes and sports wear, but for many this may be the only significant
new clothes, or objects of conspicuous consumption, for the year. During the repainting
of the graffiti one of the participating tecns worc a very new and expensive looking shirt,
for some inexplicable reason. This shirt was ruined during the course of an ensuing pain!
fight and his mother was understandably upset. It was intended to be his new shirt for the
coming school year; it was not part of some extensive wardrobe full of clothes, it was a
shirt.
Returning to the donated donuts, I am certain that they were not a necessity in an
immediate material sense, but the continued projcction of need is important to ensure the
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continued material and financial sUpJX)11 of the Centre, and to ensure that some of the
parents in the area who need these goods and services can continue to receive them. It
would nOI be in the Centre's best interests to tum down the offers of aid in whatever fonn
Ihey come. However, it was even more difficult for John as the managcroflhe Centre to
deal with the very real JX)ssibility of having to force an aid agency off of the Centre's
premises.
As SPAN was located in the basement of the Centre and the rest of the programs
generally took place on the floors above, I never did get much ofan opJX)rtunity to leam
about it extensively. A key member of SPAN, from a neighbouring social housing area,
appeared to be friends with Kate and some of the other NEA women. One afternoon
when I was around a member of the Kiwanis showed up with a carload full of goods in
garbage bags to donate to the Centre. He insisted that I verify the nwnber of bags that he
dropped off. I was unsure as to why this verification was necessary so I asked Bill, as I
knew he was a member of the Kiwanis. He looked a little embarrassed and said that
members will keep track of how much they donate, but he did nol really pay attention as
to why. I helped to unload the car and I then helped Kate 10 sort through the bags in the
basement. The SPAN room appeared to be like a small version of a Goodwill siore, with
sorted clothes on racks by size and type. On the wall was a sign which read, "Single
Parent? ..On Social Assistance? .. lneligible for E.I.? .. contact SPAN." We sorted
through the bags in another room, with the toys to be saved by the Centre for a nickcl-day
fundraising sale and with the clothes going to SPAN.
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I was a little insulted at some of the goods that I noticed were donated from lime
to time. I kept quiet about it, as I did not sec any of the residents complain so I never
raised the issue. I watchcd Katc hold up and inspect an old showcr mat from one bag,
complete with a hcalthy colony of mildew around the suction cups. She merely shrugged
and said, "Well, that's for the garbage." Keith had also noticed some of what is literally
garbage coming in with the needed and appreciated food and clothes, but he said that
there is little that you can say so as not to appear ungrateful. I had to tell John that the
Commodore 64 computer which came in one day was probably only useful by tOOay's
standards of technology as eithcr a paperweight or a museum piece.
Aftcr about a month into my research period, all of the senior stafThad separately
pointed out to me that there were what they regarded to be some problems with SPAN.
Generally, what would happen is that when a fresh load of donations would appear, a
particular clique of local women would have initial access to the goods before they were
made available to the area and the public at large through SPAN. There is apparently a
complex system in place whereby goods would be set aside to repay past favours or
simply set aside for people who were associated with this network. I was unaware of
these activities partly because SPAN was located in the basement and was a separate
entity from the other Centre programs, though John had a final say as to whether or not
their organization could use the Centre. Another reason it initially escaped my notice was
due to the faci that the women who came to pick up these goods would tend to come and
go though the back firedoors, perhaps to avoid attention. During the summer months [
was able to observe donations being dropped off, followed a little while later by some of
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these women who would leave with garbage bags of primarily what looked to be clothes.
Several times over the summer I played some pickup sports at the back of the Centre with
a partially disabled boy who did not want to take part in the group activities. From this
vantage point I was coincidentally able to observe much of the comings and goings from
SPAN that I had missed during thc spring.
As thc summcr wore on, J began to hear rumours that John wanted SPAN gone.
This was largely due to the fact that the way it was set up represented a significant fire
hazard for which the Centre would be liable. I felt that SPAN was a significant adjunct to
the Centre, as it drew in people in need from the larger surrounding area as well as the
Froude estate. Several limes during my research, people would show up at the Centre
asking where SPAN or the clothing or food bank was. I was a little perplexed with what I
took to be John's animosity towards the organization, so I asked him directly in an
interview why he wanted SPAN out of the building.
No, I don't want them out...[but] it's not the consi~tcnt
program that the Proude Avenue Community Centre is
offering in all other ateaS .•. occause it's not consistent, and
oceause it's being abused ... it is giving us a negative
name ... and the whole neighbourhood is saying, 'That prick
over there i~ allowing this to go on,' ...what do I do?
J could see his point of view with this, and I could see how thc practice would also clash
with the residents' sense of fair play. Uowever, what might seem to be a clear ease of
manipulation upon closer inspection may also appear to be a strategic use of resources
and of ownership.
Whcn I was hclping Kate to sort out the donations in the basement she told me up
front that if there was anything that I wanted to help myself. [was touched by her offer,
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but I felt that the intention of the donors ..vas that these goods were to go to the
'community' and not to somc outsider researcher. I was sorely tempted at the olTer of a
pair of very new looking black hiking boots, but I made the excuse thai they were too
small for me. I also did not wanl to refuse outright and appear as though 1 thought [ was
'too good' for donated clothing, considering that half of my wardrobe was acquired from
the Salvation Anny stores. Howcver, something occurred as Ihc result of Ihis occasion
sometime later with which I did not make the connection unlil I was coding my fieldnotes
in September. I had to move in lale August and had no need of the king-size bed that I
had. The first person I thought of asking was Kate. She olTered to take it and another
single bed I wanled to gel rid of, so J instructed the movers to drop them off at her place.
J havc no idea if she wanted them for herself or for someone else in her network, but I
wondered afterwards if it was due to a sense of reciprocity that I immcdiately thought of
Kate, when J could have easily had any charity organization comc by and pick up these
items or olTered them to someone else J knew.
Thinking about the reciprocal networks of material aid connected to the
distribution of the donations which came into the Centre, I was reminded ofCarol Stack's
(1997 [1974]) work with regard to ·swapping.' These networks of material aid among the
poor with whom she worked in a U.S. city were often based panly around kin and
friends, but also upon the reciprocal movement of goods. A favour such as the provision
of food or clothing would be repaid sometime in the future, but I;ontinued standing in this
network depended upon active reciprocity. Stack noted that individuals would, "enlarge
their web of social relations through repetitive and seemingly habitual instances of
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swapping" (Stack 1997: 34). Swapping appears to be the same, or very close to, Polanyi's
notion of householding. The economic historian Karl Polanyi (1957) points out that the
practice of 'houscholding,' the production or the redistribution of goods within a closed
group, "has nothing in common either with the motive of gain or with the institution of
markets" (Polanyi 1957: 53). This can be seen as 'multiple livclihood strategies'
(Halperin 1990) or as an adjunct to the larger market system, and appearS to be widely
used as a coping mechanism by those in conditions of material need. Rhoda Halperin
noted the same practice in the poor urban area of East End Cincinnati where she worked.
The dominant economic pattern in the East End and, I dare
say, in most working-class communities in the United
Statcs and in other urban parts of the world... is one J refer
to, after Polanyi, as "householding" - vcry simply a mixed,
predominantly noncapitalist pattern that focuses on the
provisioning of the group... and the maintenance of kin and
ncighborhood groups, loosely defined. Provisioning is
carried out as a scrics of circular nows of goods and
resources (Halperin 1998: 126).
1 think the problem that the Centre staff had with thc practice is that the network
which was benefiting from having thc 'first dibs' at the donations did not match their
conception of what the 'community' should have been. In other words, these donations
were supposed to being going to the broad 'community' of the project, but were largely
going to a select network of kin, friends and neighbours. Almost everyone whom I talked
to about this issue, who were not connected to the research. agreed with the Centre's
POSilioll tl1at it was dishoncst ~ause people who wcre not cOllll«:ted to this particular
network did not benefit. However, it is my contention that this stems partly from a
misunderstanding of the nature of urban 'community,' as well as a narrow vicw of
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'ownership.' As I argued earlier, urban 'community' should be seen as a series of social
networks r,lther than a cohesive whole or unit, so I find it totally unsurprising to find
networks connected to these donations through a few key individuals, who are
distributing these goods as they sec fit. It is also my contention that these networks are
certainly being reinforced through the flow of these goods through the Centre and may
act as an incentive for further local networks to be mobilized and to participate. I agree
that some individuals are thereby being excluded; yet I would be surprised if 'first dibs'
of donated goods were not set-aside in other fonnal charitable organizations. I also think.
of the nepotism fOWld in the job market, even at the highest strdta, to be a related
phenomenon.
By Mareh of 2002, I learncd that the struggle over thc fate of SPAN had become
intensified. According to John, SPAN had sought legal advice and were prepared to fight
to maintain their space at the Centre. The position John was taking was that they were a
significant fire hazard, which I would have to agree with. But I wondered whether the
struggle between the competing notions of 'manipulation' and 'dishonesty' versus
'ownership' played a role. In thcir own way, SPAN also appears to have taken ownership
over their space at the Ccntre. In this instance, I interpret the struggle over SPAN and
others that I have discussed in this chapter to be contestations over the o\Vllership of the
Centre and its resources. In many ways i felt that the Centre was John's by virtue of his
position as manager, but 1 could also SlX how the core volunteers, such as Katc, laid
claim to o\\'IIership of the Centre by volunteering their timc. Kale took on the majority of
the maintenance duties within the Centre, as well as operating the breakfast program.
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Once I saw her nag down a 1·lousing maintenance manager who was driving by to inquirc
about new sereen windows for the Centre. This is the kind of ownership that the staff
were hoping to see develop, and with some individuals, particularly the NEA members, it
has. However, 'ownership' is a useful framework through which to notc the contested
ways in which these claims arc made over the Centre and its resources, as well as to see
the varying ways in which local identities arc asserted.
Ownership is a somewhat problematic concept in terms of the tensions between
what the NLHC and the Centre are trying to foster in the tenants and what is practiced,
betwccn the metaphoric talk of ownership and its structural limits, and between the staffs
attempts to counter what thcy perceive to be 'ncgative' or 'manipulativc' behaviour and
forms of ownership practiced by the residents. It must be pointed out that John admitted
that he also 'manipulatcd things' from time to time as puTt of his job of maintaining
interest in the Centre by aid organizations (sec p. 84). In many ways, the Centre's
allempts at developing lhe 'cultural capital' of the children and youth of the project
through their programs is similarly fraught with tensions and contradictions. These
attempts to develop the residents' 'cultural capital' ties into the tensions that exist
between the Centre's goal of equipping people with the tools and skills they arc perceived
to need for their educational and employment endeavours. A seemingly contradictory
goal emerges whereby the efforts of the Centre can be seen as designed to both help the
residenLS ultimately make the transition to private housing, and all the efforts described
up to this point to strengthen the residents ties to their homes and 'community.' I will
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now explore the issue of 'cultural capital' and the Centre in the final chaptcr of this
thesis.
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Endnotes to Chapler Six
1 [ learned from a staff member in May of 2002 that one section of me preschool fence has now been
damaged,
1 None of me staffl13!ked to knew what 'F,T-W.' meant. I ha~e encountered this acronym through my
familiarity with the medium of tattooing and in my understanding it originated in biker 'lingo' and stands
for ·Fuck The World.' I cannot say for certain if this is what it meant in the context of the Froude project,
but that would be my inlerprelation
'On the bus up to the summer camp [heard a few of the teens lalking about lhe upcoming Regatta Day. a
significant e~enl in the city ofSt.10hn's. A few did not know what it was or what it was about. 'MJene~er I
relayed lhis to other Newfoundlanders from SI. 10hn's I knew through the unj~ersity they gencrally
responded with shock. Considering this and what lhe slaff ha~e told me, it would nO{ appear to be an
exaggeration to suggest that some of the children and youth of the project havelimitedexperiencesoutside
of their housing area
4 N.W.A., acronym for Niggas With Altitude. are perhaps the progenitor of the genre known as 'gangsta
rap.' The brief history thaI I ha~e quoted below from Rolling SlOne also pro~jdes a good description of the
genre for those who may be unfamiliar with it.
The group debuted in 1987 with N.W.A. and the Posse, a loose
collection of jams and tracks by N.W.A. members as well as other
RUlhlcss signees. The album was generally ignored, so the following
year Eazy added MC Ren(b. Lorenzo Patterson) to the lineup and the
group approached recording Wilh a harder edge. They released Straighf
Qulla ComplOn, what many consider to be thcir first true record, in late
1988. Backed with brilliantly textured production by Dr. Dre, Jee Cube,
Ren and Eazy laid down some of the most brutal lyrics in hip-hop
history on tracks like "Gangsta Gangsta," "Dopeman" and the title
track. Detailing life in the slums of Southern California with a focus on
gangs, ~iolenee and drugs, the words of N.W.A. struck fear in the
hearts of many a suburban parent and fOWld a large audience
nationwide, particularly among white teenage boys, wilh virtually no
radio or MTV support. The group also caught the attention of the
authoritics, in particular the FBI. who issued Ruthless and their
distributor. Priority Records. a wamingregarding the single "Fuek tha
Police." hltp:llwww.rollingstone.com/artistslbio.asp?oid~S44S&cf9S44
, One night up at the camp, I was alone with a few of the OIltside counsellors in the cookhouse where they
lold me how much they despised mal kind of music. The genCr'AI consensus was lhat the messages and
conlent were 'negati~e,' whilc one counsellor in particular went so far as 10 question rap's legitimacy as
music and an an form. I did nOi hear any of these counsellors say anything of this nalure to the locatteens,
but I suspected that the more vocal one who asserted rap's status as ·'noise" might ha~e. [ anemplcd to
mainlain my 'neutral' starusas researcher and did nOi take a position on musictoeithertheteeflSorthe
staff.
& According to the Dictionary ofNe",,!/oulldlolld English (1999 [1982]) the lenn b 'y is used to refer to "A
male of any age: a freq tenn of address; a rnarkerofinfonnalilyor intimacy"(60).
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7 The person who taunted the teens was a newcomcr to the project and was perhaps about ten or elcven
ycarsold. He was not p3nofthe 'group' and he sccmcd to delight in antagonizing the area childrcn and
teens. wltich occasionally erupted inviolcncc. At one point Ite was jumped by three or four children and
young tct:ns (including a six ycar old) after the Centro had closed. Keith happcncd to return 10 the Centre
for something he forgot and was ablc to break it up. [lithe pool room tltat day the newcomer was making
fun of the way the teens wore their visors upside down
I Tim Horton's is a Canadian coffee and donut shop chain
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Chapter Seven
Cultural Capital
As discussed in Chapter Three, when the Froude Avenue Community Centre first
opened its doors in 1985 its mandate was to provide recreational programs for the
residents, as well as a site for local social interaction. The hope appeared to be that the
residents would take charge of the facility, which would strengthen communal relations
and involvement in local issues. The first manager of the Tenant Relations Program told
me that initially a heavy emphasis was placed on the recreational aspects of the Centre,
and in the early day of the Centre's existence they did not know how the Centre was
going to "evolve."
The mandate of the Centre has changed since that time. Under John's
management, since December of 1986, the Centre's role has expanded to encompass not
only recreational programming, but also programs in the areas of education, health and
skills development (see Appendix A). John described his approach to programming to me
as being "holistic," in the sense that each program will integrate educational, social and
recreational dimensions. In my estimation, the staff, through their daily interactions with
the tenants, are auempting to instil particular fonns of cultural capital, such as visions of
success and modes of linguistic practice.
The key senior staff bring with them their own talents and knowledge, but also
their own views on what constitutes 'appropriate' pedagogical techniques, child rearing
practices, and communicative skills, which are infonned by their own training and
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positionalities. John used thc llnlliogy to me once that he was attempting to equip the
residents with a "full toolbox" in tcnns of linguistic, social, educational and vocational
skills. Borrowing II tcnn from Bourdieu (1997 [1977]), I think that thcse 'tools' may be
analytically placed under the rubric of 'cultural cllpital.' In keeping with the previous
chaptcrs on 'community,' 'cmpowennent,' lind 'ownership,' I am exploring the tensions
which underlie these efforts whereby the stafT arc attcmpting to instil particulllr fonns of
'cultural capital' in the users of their programs and the Centre. In my estimation, based
on extensive convcrsations with the statT, this fonn of cultural capital is intended to
provide the children and youths of the project with the necessary knowledge, skills and
social conventions that arc required for them to perfonn well in the institutional
education system and the job market. Thc ultimatc intention is to aid the residents in
making the transition from public to privatc housing. I will now tum to a discussion of
the analytical concept of 'cultural capital.'
7.1 Cultural Capital
The analytical tenn 'cultural capital' comes out of the work of Pierre Bourdieu,
specifically OUlline ofa Theory of Practice (1997 [1977]). Throughout his body of work
Bourdieu distinguishes between many fonns of 'cllpital,' such as economic, social,
cultuml and symbolic (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992: 119), but for the purposes of this
thesis I will draw upon an adllptcd notion ofcultural capital. Whereas other thinkers such
as Marx hllve focused on the role thllt economic capital plays in tenns of domination and
the concomitantly produced and reproduced inequality, Bourdieu points out that cultural
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capital also plays a significant role in domination and the unequal access to resources. As
such, there is usually, but not always, an important linkage between economic and
cultural capital. Cultural capital can be seen as the knowledge that one possesses in order
to be able to successfully navigate a given socia-cultural milieu. This can entail, for
example, knowledge of the nonnative or 'appropriate' linguistic practices, styles of dress,
mannerisms, or etiquette for a given social context. Bourdieu suggests that cultural
capital is based to such an extent upon cultural knowledge that 'infonnational capital'
may be a more filting teon (ibid).
Thcre is also an important relationship between how both economic and cultural
capital are distributed. Bourdicu contends that there is an "institutionalized mechanism"
(Bourdieu 1997: 184) which produces and guarantees "the distribution of 'titles'''; the
examples of which he gives are "titles of nobility, deeds of possession," as well as
"academic degrees" (ibid). The reproduction of the systemic exclusivity of economic
capital lies partly in its relationship to a particular restricted form of cultural capital, as
acccss to, or maintaining a hold on, economic capital often requires possessing and
displaying a particular form of cultural capital. But this exclusion based on cultural
capital does not always have to relate to that of the elites; it can relate to almost every
aspect of daily life on ail socio-economic levels. The value of the analytical concept of
cultural capital relates as well to the recognition that there are multiple variants
appropriate to different circumstances and contexb.
Philippe 130urgois (1995) points out that there are often 'barriers' based on
cultural capital. He cites the example of Ray, a respected leader of a crack dealing
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opemtion in East Harlem. Even though Ray was fully adept at negotiating his way
through the demands of his world, he had enonnous difficulty dealing with relatively
simple matters in the 'legitimate' world. Bourgois writes,
In his private conversations with me over his aspirations for
the future, [Ray] often seemed naive or even leaming-
disabled. He was completely incapable of fathoming the
intricate rules and regulations of legal society despite his
brilliant success at directing a retail network for crack
dislribulion ... Ray lacked the 'cultural capital' necessary to
succeed in the middle-class - or even the working-class -
world (Bourgois 1995: 28).
Bourdicu likens the politics of cultural capital to a 'game,' but a game which has very
conservative rules. He uses the analogy of a game in terms of players having tokens of
economic and cultural capital and notes that, "players can play to increase or to conserve
their capital, their number of tokens, in conformity wilh the tacit rules of the game and
the prerequisites of the reproduction of the game and its stakes" (Bourdieu and Wacquant
1992: 99). The successful negotiation of any socio-cultural context depends upon having
the right tokens and knowing when to usc, display or hide them.
'Playing by the rules' does not mean that there is only one set of rules for all
contexts. On the contrary, there are innumerable different sets of rules for a variety of
socio-cultural contexts. More importantly, one may be fluent in the conventions of
multiple contexts, which relates directly to the upcoming discussion on 'codeswitching.'
But first I will tum to a discussion of cultural capital as it relates to the educational
programming at the Centre, which goes beyond the teaching of core academic skills to
that of encouraging academic discipline, developing social skills and more broadly to
expanding the horizons, so 10 spcak, of the local children and youth. In short, eroding
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barriers through developing the cultural capital of the residents needed for the education
system and the job market.
7.2 - Cultural Capital and Education
The formal aspects of education offered at the Centre are concentrated primarily
in the homework program and the preschool. As I have described earlier (see Chapter
Three), these programs focus not only on the core academic concerns but also broader
aspects of cultuml capital which, in the staff's view, are helpful tools over the entire
course of the lives of the young people of the project. When I watched Bill at work and
interacting with the children and youths at the Centre. terms such as 'non-paternalistic'
and 'positive reinforcement' cropped up in my fieldootes. As an educator, Bill is in an
advantageous position which would be difficult to match in the formal education system.
as he has his many years of experience as a teacher and a principal behind him, but he
can also interact with the children in the more comfortable environment of the Centre in
their own neighbourhood. He also aware of many of their individual needs and
circumstances, and intcracts with some of the parents quite frequently, sometimes
intervening on their behalf with the school administrators and teachers. Watching him
help the childrcn with their homework, I came to describe his style as 'non-paternalistic'
in the sense that he never forces or coerces academic discipline. In one session I watched
a young tccn oome into room in the upstairs of the Centre and loudly proclaim that he
was not going to do any work. As long as he did not create a disturbance, Bill just left
him alone. Thc young man soon grew bored and came to Bill for help. Within the span of
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ten minutes after entering the room, they were both working together on a language sheet.
Bill would say aloud words like '~udge" and "nation" and the young man would write
them out on paper. With a bit of patience, Bill was able to work towards instilling the
self-discipline needed for acadcmie achievement, as well as creating a positive
environment that the children will return to of their own volition.
'Positive reinforcement' is a term which has entered the popular lexicon through
behavioural psychology. As it is used in psychology, Pierce and Epling (1999) define
positive reinforcement as: "The presentation of a reinforcing stimulus contingent on
behavior is called positive reinforcement, and it has the cffect of increasing operant
behavior" (Pierce and Epling 1999: 397). Generally, the meaning is that behaviour that
results in positive consequences is more likely to occur again. While the staff at the
Centre will admonish or sometimes discipline children if necessary for negative
behaviour, they are alv,'llys quick to encourage and try to create an atmosphere at the
Centre that is conducive to learning and socializing. Even tenns such as 'rules' are
discouraged in favour of'conditions' or policies.
Bill did not frame his views of pedagogy in tenns of either positive reinforcement
or cultural capital, but he described to me what he was doing as trying to develop the
children's "self+esteem" or thcir "inner voice."
Another thing I say to the kids too, is something thai [
think, for the most of them now, they are beginning to
believe: they are sman children. And I don't think they've
heard that enough before in their lives. But it's somclhing
they hear from me over and over and over: 'You're a smart
child' ... It revolves around the whole issue of self-esteem.
Where do you get your self-esteem? For the most part
smaller kids, and the teenagers too if they hadn't developed
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it, they get their self-esteem from listening to what people
tell them: 'You arc smart, or you are a good hockey
player' ... lf they don't hear these things, they don't have
that inner voice.
Speaking of a particular young teen, Bill continued,
I keep saying to , 'I'm taking you home.
You're such a good boy.' But, he's never heard that at
home, because all the attention has always been negative.
He hasn't done well in school. His sister doesn't have a
good reputation around the neighbourhood. His father, for
the most part is ... [pGuse] ... an alcoholic who wastes a lot of
money on other stuff. His mother dropped out of school
when she was in grade six ...and he's probably not going to
have this inner voice until he is twenty-five or thirty or
maybe even tifty years old. That's really scary, to go
through all your life without a sense of self-esteem or self-
worth, or just a sense of self. .. because he just hears and
sees negativity all around him.
One way the stafT try to inculcate Ihis 'inner voice' is to make sure that
accomplishments are positively reinforced through praise and recognition. One tcen made
a dramatic turnaround in terms of his academic achievements and general behaviour,
which [ feel is partly related to the staff's efforts. One afternoon he showed up at the
Centre simply glowing with a pass of sixty-six percent on a test from a summer school
course. I congratulated him, as I knew how hard he had worked. In the spring I had
marvelled at his self-discipline when he sat in Bill's office with me to work on a novel
study, while directly outside his friends were playing basketball. Upon hearing this news
Keith also came over and congratulated him. The only downside was that an outsider
summer counsellor, who did 110t know the circumstances, said aloud, "Sixty.six .... is that
good?" I ground my leeth in frustration, but she came to learn the context and in the fall
donated her own time to tutoring at the Centre. The teen ignored her and took his test to
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Helcn who congralulated him and gave him a hug. Helen took a special interest in this
tccn and I noticed that he was one of the lew local teens who helped her with the
preschool graduation. She described to me the difference between how the staff would
respond to his academic achievements and his mother, perhaps in her frustration using the
only expletive I can recall her ever uttering in my presence in this interview.
He knew that when he brought his test marks to me - and
he had seven tests there, two he failed and five he passed ~
I wasn't going to shit on him for the two that he failed. You
know, 'It's great that you passed five' ...and so now we
have to figure out what we are going to work on for the
other ones.
This model of pedagogy discussed above is infonned by fairly recent
developments in the discipline of education, and it is not the model in which either John
or Bill themselves were educated in when they were in school. When we went to a local
pub after the Centre cloSt.'<i on Fridays they would sometimes reminisce about the
denominational education system in Newfoundland that they experienced, replete with
tales of stern disciplinarians and strappings. They admitted that it was not a particularly
pleasant experience, but they often came close to suggesting that the changes in this
system of education may be a reason for the contempomry discipline problems in the
current school system. Keith, who was in his late twenties and did not seem to have had
as severe of an experience in school as Bill or John, argued that the current system is
woefully short on discipline, even though this is the kind of 'negativity' they try to avoid
at the Centre.
Notions of education are culturally and historically situated, and the kind of
pedagogical tcchniques that the statT at the Centre employ would probably not match the
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experiences of the children's parents or grandparents when they were at school. I never
once saw Bill raise his voice and he would never strike a child. In her ethnogmphy of a
rural Irish village in the 1970s, Nancy Scheper-Hughes (2001 [1977]) points out that
corporal punishment was encouraged in the home and in the school and that it was seen
as a fundamental "right" of teachers (Scheper-Hughes 200 I: 253). One priest told her that
if children grew up without "fear" in their lives one would grow up with "a sense of
being an island and a law unto himself' (ibid: 254). Scheper-Hughes took a stand on the
issue as she argued that this kind of severe discipline at school led to a 'school phobia' in
children which, in her thesis, contributed in part to a number of anti-social personality
disorders that manifested in later adult life. However, it is one system of education which
is historically and culturally situated, as is the studcnt-ecntred model of positive
reinforcement which the Centre adopted.
There is an additional reason to have adopted this model of positive reinforcement
and self-esteem building in the Centre's programs in the context of the Froude project. It
is difficult to gauge the extent to which the residents mayor may not have internalized
the stereotypes and stigma of living in social housing. Nancy, President of the NEA, told
me that she never felt inferior due to her own particular upbringing and home life.
However, there were a few instances where I think that messages about tnis stigma were
being conveyed by some of the residents. One fine day in August, Keith organized a
community clean up which was targeted at involving the older teens. Rarely did any teens
above the ages of fifteen or sixteen participate in the activities at the Centre, so this was
an attempt to try to reach out to them. A group of three males and one female showed up.
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lbey all appeared to be around eighteen, The males were quite large and muscular, with
shaved heads and appeared to be heavily tattooed. I caught a glimpse of black gothic
lettering running down one of their foreamlS but I could only make out the word,
"Outlaw," We were joined by some younger teens and children for the clean up, as wcll
as a worker from the Brighter Futures organization next door, which is a support service
for mothers with children up to the age of six. As we started to clean around the Centre I
could hear Kate mutter from a porch, "What next?" The older teens collected some
garbage bags so they could clean the area near their homes. As they passed by us, one of
the teens put a garbage bag ovcr his head and called over to Keith saying, "Hey... I'm
taking out the garbage." This was one of the pivotal moments of my field research, and
upon hearing this I felt a wave of both humour and despair wash through me. In a sense
he was joking, but I have never felt joking to be mueh more than a way in which to
communicate sensitive information, leaving an exit to claim that one was, after all, only
'joking.' This incident troubled me, but I did not know much about the personal
circumstances of this teen, other than some trouble with the law and substance abuse.
John was later to tell me another incident which confirmed for me that there is a link
between the stigma of social housing and conditions of relative poverty and that of a
sense of personal infcriority.
I have borrowed and adopted a tcrm from Michael Herzfeld which I think is an
apt phrase to describe these kinds of displays of fcelings, 'rueful self-recognition: He
writes, "Embarrassment, rueful self-recognition: these are the key markers of what
cultural intimacy is all about" (Herzfeld 1997: 6). Herzfeld was referring to national
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stereotypes that are decried at the same time they are used to build national identities,
however I think the concept may be adapted here. [ think that one specific anecdote
which John relayed to me characterizes this sense of 'rueful self-recognition' very well.
John and some relatives and friends, somc of whom were former Froude residents, all
went on a group vacation to a Caribbean sunspot that summer and when John returned we
talked about the above incident of the garbage bag and issues of negativity and self-
esteem, when he recounted a rather poignant incident to me. There was a mix-up with the
travel agency during this vacation and they had to temporarily stay in a less than ideal
resort. One of the fonner residents in their party had joked that this resort was the
"Froude Avenue" of resorts. John was noticeably distraught as he told this to me, and I
pondered that if this kind of internalized sense of inferiority could follow one out of the
project and into adulthood, even where one is successful by the 'standards' of the larger
society, then I could imagine the powerful impact it could have on some residents who
are also coping with a variety of other issues and had few prospects for leaving.
lbis kind of rueful self-recognition obviously does not present an insunnountable
barrier for those who may aspire to upward social mobility; but, in the staWs estimation,
without the positive reinforcement and encouragement they are trying lO provide through
their programs, there is the possibility that the notion of upward social mobility for some
may not even appear as a viable option. Paul Willis (1981 [1977]), in his analysis of
English working duss teens in the laIc 1970s, points out that for Ihese teens upward
mobility did not appear 10 be a realistic option. 'The lads' had a very cynical appraisal of
the 'system,' so to speak, and did not accept the messages being conveyed by the teachers
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as to the importance of good grades. In many ways 'the lads' were aware of their
position within the capitalist labour system and what was expected of them once they left
school, but their understanding was partial in the sense that, due to their rejection of the
fonnal education system, they were partially complicit in the system which geared thcm
towards working class jobs. To be ccrtain there are other barriers to upward mobility, but
the messages they received in the home and from peers reinforced their worldview
whereby the "possibility of real upward mobility seems so remote as to be meaningless"
(Willis 1981: 126).
I saw a few incidcnts during my fieldwork, usually connected to issues of
education, which appeared to be similar to the process that Willis described. One
afternoon 1 was in Keith's office with a young tecn. He asked the teen what he was going
to do for the weekend, and he responded by saying, "Eat, sleep, eat, sleep, eat, sleep."
Keith then asked him if he was going to study for his upcoming exam. The teen shrugged
and asked, "why?", as he could, "get the grade" with a minimal pass. Keith countered
that he should go for the "A" instead, which only elicited another shrug. I heard the
'getting the grade' scenario on a few other occasions and it irritated Bill to no end that the
education systcm continued to push students along with borderline grades. For some of
these youths, it did not seem that the connection was made between education and
employment opportunities. For some of the youths of the project it appeared that the
inability for them to be 'successful,' in tenns of the standards of the larger society, was a
forgone conclusion. This cmerged in some of their responses to a series of interviews of
the local teens conducted by the staff in the spring of 200 I.
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The staff of the Cenlre conducted a series of interviews of twenty-six area youths
ranging in age from twelve to eighteen. They were referred to as 'Participant Interviews'
and the purpose was to ascertain how the Centre could be improved to meet their needs.
as well as to find out what was on their minds. I felt that these interviews would be more
valuable than any I could conduct at that point, given the rapport that the staff had
already built up with these youths. so John allowed me to have access to the interviews
provided that r kept the names of the participants confidential. One question in particular
which caught my eye was number thirteen: What 1I'01ild you /ike, bUI don't/kink yuu'll
ever get? I recognize that this is a leading question, but this question appeared to be
tailor-made for my interest in these youths' expectations as it inquired, in plain and
simple tcnns, as to the disparity between desire and the realm of possibility. Fourteen of
the respondents answered that they did not think they would ever get "a car" and eight
replied "a house." Some of the responses had multiple items, with "money" being the
most common. J felt that these were quite 'standard' desires in the context of a North
American city. However in answering Ihis question, the youths of Froude Avenue
indicated a desire for some of the things many take for granted, such as a house or a car,
but which in their view appeared to be out of the question. What also bothered me was
that for one "university," and for two others "finishing high school," were things they
never felt they would accomplish. I was saddened 10 see that in response to Whal would
yuu like, bUI dun't Ihinkyou'll e~'er get? two had n;plied, "a good job."
An important aspect of the cultural capital the staff were trying to instil was not
only for the children and youths to develop their academic skills and to be 'good
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students,' the stafT were also trying to counter what they perceived to be socially imposed
low expectations that were placed upon kids from housing projects. The staff were also
trying to make explicit the link between education and success. Bill pointed out that in his
experience there exists a low expectation of the perfonnance of students from social
housing on the part of teachers.
Ilhink it's a little systematic in the inner city because there
is a wrong expectation that poor children are stunned I
children. There's also an expectation that kids who live in
subsidized housing arc stunneder childrcn ... [and that]
children who come from subsidized housing have parents
who really don't care about thcm ... l'vc been in inner city
schools so I know the difference in expectations.
In conjunction with Willis' (1981) work, the issue seems to be one of the ditTerential
expectations placed upon students in the school system based on class. The programs
offered at the Centre are partly geared towards helping the area youths realize goals such
as upward mobility, not only through the provision of certain academic or social skills,
but also through the cultural capital needed to make upward mobility seem to be a goal
which is realistically attainable.
As I noted previously, the staff were attempting to instil in the children and youth
from the project the cultural capital they would need to successfully navigate the fonnal
education system and, later in the life, the employment market. This cultural capital
included not only the basic academic tools, but a personal belief that success was possible
and a worldview which incorporated upward economic mobility as an attainable goal.
But 1 do not believe that this would be impossible for all of these youths without the
Centre and the staff's presence, but I believe it most definitely helps. I also think that it is
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important to point out that assumptions arc being made that the children arc not being
'positively reinforced' at home. I have no knowledge of this aside from some of the
specific cases that were brought to my attention by the staff, but they were also quick to
point out that generalizations could not be made. However, it seems that the staff are also
making an assumption that a lack of positive reinforcement in the home is necessarily an
inferior model of child rearing practice and it seems that I was guilty of this thinking at
times as well. During a junior softball match between the Froude tearn and another area
team, I was surprised to hear a few expletive-laden outbursts from one of the parents who
was there to support her son. Her son admittedly made a series of bad plays, but since it
was a game that was supposed to be for fun r did not see the point of getting upset.
Generally the audience of other parents, local children and youth would politely applaud
even a poor perfomlance for support, and the coach would usually say somcthing
encouraging. However, this onc boy's mothcr would criticizc his perfonnance, shaking
her head and saying quite loudly, "stupid, stupid play." His frustration grew and after his
next fly out to centre hc slammed his helmet and bat down at home plate, to which his
mother chastised him as being a, "fuckin' suck." This woman was something of an
anomaly from what I could see. Nancy walked over to her and said something to which
she replied, "I guess I'd better keep my mouth shut." As 1 was within ear range [was not
sure if this was due to my presence.
Afterwards I raised the mattcr with John as it bothered me. Part of the way
through my retclling of the above incident he rcplied, "I know who you arc talking
about," but he did not disagree with my rcaction. Howcver, the issue of child rearing is a
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difficult subject as it commonly leads to ethnocentric assumptions llnd value judgements.
One does not have to look very far in the anthropological literalure to find examples of
differing models of child rearing practices. Scheper-Hughes (2001 [19771), in her work in
rural Ireland, noted thaI the villagers used physical punishmenl on even very young
children (by one parent's account as young as six months) that would result in criminal
proceedings against the parents in contemporary Canada. One mother told her, "You've
got to slash them while they're still too young to remember it and hold it against you"
(Scheper-Hughes 2001: 252). In her work in Brazil (1992), Scheper-Hughes notes how
some mothers, living under conditions of extreme scarcity, would allow a child in some
cases to die of neglect, children who were felt by the mothers to be "doomed" (Scheper-
Hughes 1992: 342). From a particular socio-eultural context allowing children to die,
bellting them, or verbally abusing them may appear to be repugnant, but I think it is
important to tread carefully when making these kinds of judgments. Similarly, certain
pedagogical approaches are also cultural products and need to be seen as such. I do
support the starr in their efforts, but I also felt it necessary 10 caution against generalizing
about families in the area. As well, it is important to recognize that the project to provide
the needed 'tools' or the cultural capital for young people by its very nature assumcs that
there is either a 'lack' of some kind, or existing cultural fonns or practices, be it
education or child rearing, are either inferior or 'wrong.' [n the slaff's view some of these
children are nol receiving whalthey perceive to be the necessary cultural capital in either
the home or the fonnal school system, so they are there to bridge the gap, so to speak. I
would also like to add that academics sometimes have the luxury of trying to remain
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'objective' or neutral, but this is a luxury Ihat many workers in front line social agencies
do not have.
Perhaps the most obvious way in which the statT altempted to instil particular
fonns of cultural capital in the children and youth of the project was through the active
censoring of their linguistic practices. Beyond simply ccnsoring ccrtain discursive
practices the statT were also trying to alter thesc practices through tcaching the skill of
·codeswitching.'
7,3 Codeswitching
The educational endcavours by the staff went beyond the teaching of the core
academic disciplines of reading and wriling. The stafTalso addressed what they perceived
to be the barriers to the children's and youths' success in the fonnal education system,
general social life and ultimately thc job market. Qne barricr, in the staff's view, was that
some of the children and youth lacked the self-confidence or cultural capital needed to
realize these goals, or to believe that they were even attainable. Another important '1001'
of cultural capital thc staff felt was important for the children to possess was linguistic
competence, not only in terms ufthe ability to read and 10 be able 10 speak articulately,
but also to 'codeswitch,' though the stan' did not use that tenTI.
I can recall quite vividly the first linguistics course that I took as an
undergraduate. The instructor went to great lengths to instil the message that linguistics
was a "descriptive" not a "prescriptive" discipline. Languages, dialects and registcrs
cannot be ranked within the discipline in tenns of inferiority or superiority; [hey arc all
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equally valid foons of communication, However, outside of the discipline linguistic
foons are ranked and judged in the teons of a sociaJ hierarchy. Standards of speech arc
recognized and confoonity to these standards is often demanded. Discursive practices
often mark speakers in tcnns of cthnicity, region, class and other aspects of positionality
including gender,2 but failure to confonn to certain standards in particular contexts can
adversely affect one's access to resources. Bourdieu notes that oftentimes there is a link
between linguistic inequality and social and economic inequality.
Inequalities of linguistic competence constantly reveal
themselves in the market of daily interactions, that is, in the
chatter betwecn two persons, in a public meeting, a
seminar, a job interview, and on the radio or television.
Competence effectively functions differentially, and there
are monopolies on the market of linguistic goods, just as on
the market of economic goods (Bourdieu and Wacquant
1992: 147).
The staffs efforts 10 help to develop the practice of codeswitching in the children and
youth of thc project were, in my estimation, related to addressing the barriers of cultural
capital in teons of linguistic competence.
r observed the staffs aLmost constant efforts to monitor and censor the chiLdren
and youth's discursive practices, particularly during the summer program when they were
in the more neutral settings away from the Centre. The use of obscenities was actively
discouraged by the Centre's policies, and infractions of these 'conditions' were perhaps
the major cause of temporary bans or the suspension of privileges during the summer
program. It was only during this program, in a neutral area away from the Centre and the
staff, that I was able to fully appreciate the extent of what I will describe as
codeswitching. Carol Eastman describes codeswitching as a situation, "where peopLe
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invoke another language in an obvious way ...codeswitching represents a marked choice"
(Eastman 1992: I emphasis in original). Broadly, this 'marked choice' in terms of code
switching docs not have to be a 'language,' it could be colloquial forms, select
vocabularies or other socio-linguistic variances. Sharon Roseman points out that
codeswitehing does not havc to be strictly linguistic in nature, but it could also refer to
context-based alterations in styles of dress, demeanour and mannerisms. In the rural area
of Galicia where she worked, women "self-consciously 'codc switch' between 'peasant'
and nonpeasant demeanors as part of their negotiation of where they fit into a broader
economic and social system" (Roseman 2002: 25). I am not arguing that the children of
Froude are being taught by the Centre staff to use another language or dialect; perhaps
register, discursive style, or restricted vocabulary would be a more appropriate term. The
practice of codeswitching involves not eliminating a particular linguistic form, but
learning the ability to know when to contcxtually invoke onc fonn rathcr than another.
Early in my research I was more or less confined to the Centre itself and I never
noticed language to be much of an issue, aside from some yelling by the preschoolers.
The only other incident I could recall during this period was one morning at the breakfast
program. Kate's teenage daughter had used the word "shit" [ probably would not have
noticed had Kate not scolded her by saying, "Don't you know another word for that?"
Her daughter frowned and then with a wry grin said, "Ok... crap." I chuckled and
dutifully entered the incident into my fie1dnotes when I had a chance and thought no
more of it for the time being.
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During the preschool in May and June I never noticed any incident whereby the
preschoolers used obscene language or any expletives at aiL [just assumed they were not
familiar with them. However, at one point in June a temporary staff member was
distraught with regards to an incident with one of the preschoolers. As it was relayed to
me, she was trying to coax the little girl down from a lowered roof area at the back of the
Centre that children sometimes climbed up on. While she was doing this the girl, who
was five years old, had called the staff member a "fucking idiot." Given my experiences
in the preschool and around the Centre to that point I was surprised to hear this. I did not
know this particular girl at the time, as she was in the preschool session I did not attend.
Ai> the summer progressed 1 would come to know this girl fairly well and I too would
come to have the experience of being cursed at by a five year old.
During the preschool sessions I noticed that Helen would monitor and correct Ihe
children's speech mainly for volume. If they yelled or screamed, which they would do if
they were upset or excited, she would admonish them gently to use their "talking voices."
Various staff members told me repeatedly with regards to one boy that I should have
"seen him last year." Apparently he could not talk at a volume under a yell and cursed to
a rather extreme extent. I found this description difficult to correlale with the boy I met al
the preschool graduation, as he was also in the session I did not attend. The graduation
was held in the auditorium of a local school and it took almost a whole day to set up and
weeks for Helen to prepare. I helped in the back room with costume changes and
rounding up the preschoolers who decided to play the 'chase game' down the school's
corridors. Aside from some predictable crankiness and hyperactivity 1 did not see any of
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this cursing or yelling by this young boy. J.lclen insisted that what I was seeing in latc
June was the "final product" so to speak and not really indicative of the children's
behaviour from the previous September. I took her word for it and did not think much
again of the subject until early July.
During the summer program I found that I tended to spend time with children who
did not want to participate in some of the day's offered activities. Some appeared to be
introverts, while one, nine-year-old Allen, was partiaJly handicapped and he avoidcd
sports-related group activities. Generally I would have one-on-one sessions with him,
playing basketball or kicking a soccer ball back and fonh. He was quite bright and
articulate, but he resented the requests of other children to join in. I felt [ had to allow
others to join for reasons of fairness and I also did not want to spend the entire summer's
research with one child alone. During this time, I never noticed Allen act in an overtly
hostile manner and he certainly was not aggressive in either mannerism or speech.
One day we were in the park and I was startled as a voice behind me began
hurling a barrage of expletive-laden language at Allen, to which Allen replied in kind. I
was shocked as I had never heard him use these words before, and I was equally shocked
to tum and see that the instigator was six-year-old Chuck. Chuck was a popular and
likable child with a disanning smile with his missing two fTOnt leeth, but he had a
reputation for being somewhat aggressive and violent. I was not prepared to hear what
transpired next which is now indelibly imprinted on my mind:
Chuck : Fuck you, you stupid motherfucker!
Allcn : Fuck you!
Chuck : Cocksucker!
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Allen : Why don't you go home and nave sex with your
mother!
Chuck: Why don't you go homc and have sex with your
father, you homosexual!
Betwccn his young age and his two missing front teeth, Chuck struggled to pronounce
'homosexual,' which camc out as, "ho... mo ... secks ... yall." I almost would have laughed
had J not been so horrified. Oncc I regained my composure [ intervened and said,
"What's with the language? Where did you learn language like that?" Grinning from ear
to car from the swing, Chuck simply replied, "Fuck you" to me, though I did not sense it
was with malice. Allen piped up, "His dad taught him that, that's where he learned it."
This resultcd in another heated exchange between the two. I disgustedly threw my anns
up and said, "That's it! If you're gonna use language like that I'm going back to the
Ccntre!" J stonned off the field as Allen protested that Chuck started it, which resulted in
a series of mutual blows. I returned to break it up as Allen cried out, "He hit me in my
bad leg!" r had to separate thcm twice, so I suggestcd that Allen return to the Centre for
his own safety. Allen tagged along with me arguing that Chuck always starts it and there
was nothing else he could do.
I was startled by this incident, as up until this point, I had never heard language
like that used in or around the Centre. J sunnised thai the park was sort of neutral
territory, away from the restrictions of the Centre. Moreover, as a researcher I tried to
avoid dirt."<:t intervention in the modification or disciplining ofbchaviour, unless it was to
break up fights or to prevent injury. My sense was that this incident would not have
occurred if a staff member such as Helen or John was present. At the Centre, or under
staff supervision off-site, infractions of the rigid language conditions would often result
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in a range of actions, such as admonishment or in extreme cases, temporary bans from the
Centre or the withholding of privileges. John told me that he disliked banning or even
scolding, preferring instead open dialogue and communication. As per usual, John
illustrated this to me with the use of an anecdote. He told me that recently a local youth
referred to a bike as a "crappy bike." I-Ic replied that it was in fact a "poopy bike." After
several attempts, the youth relented and agreed that it was a "poopy bike."
Admitledly these strategies to instil codeswitching in the children and youth in
tcrms of a delimited vocabulary appeared to be quite effective, given the noticeable
paucity of cursing around the Centre, and given that by this point I was also on alen for
it. During a soccer-baseball game on the centre field I watchcd one youth repeatedly
censor himself, even with his growing frustration at the incompetence of his team. He
would cry out in aIUloyancc and then catch himself as he began to articulate several of the
more common explctives. A few days later in the Centre, someone was playing with a
hand-held electronic game. Growing irritated with the sound a teen exclaimed, "What the
f... is that beeping?", looking in my direction and catching himself as to only articulate
the first sound of thai cxpletive. This practicc was so effective that Allen had in fact
corrected me one day. I had taken him to the park on one unusually wann day, at which
point he decided to take ofT his shoes and socks. Worried about the glass and other debris
in the sand I begged him to put his shocs back on. For emphasis I added, "Look, there's
dog cmp all over the place," to which hc admonishcd, "dog poop."
Outside of the contexts of the Centre and thc staff and in a neutral cnvironment
this self-censoring did not seem to occur. As stated previously, I did not try to intervene
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or to discipline the children and youth unless it was absolutely necessary. One drawback
wa~ that I realized thaI I had little authority if I evcr did need to invoke it. A bencfit was
that I was able to observe at times, 10 an extent, how they may have acted without the
presence of the staff. One warm summer afternoon the Centre arranged for some of the
local teens, who went on thc spray painting binge discussed earlier, to repaint over their
handiwork. lbe supervisors from the Centre included Keith and the summer coordinator,
while I tagged along as an obscrver. It soon became apparent to me that the staff forgot
about my status as a researcher, as Ihe summer coordinator and Keith soon drilled back to
the Centre and did not return. I grew alarmed as J rcalized that I had no authority over
these teens and thcy knew it as well. No sooner had Keith left us then did the explclive-
laden language begin. He was litemlly a few feet out of hearing range when the tecns
revertcd to what I took to be their nonnal style of speech amongst themselves. I was
pleased in tcnus of being affordcd a measure of naturalistic obscrvation, but since the
teens had realized that I was not thcre to discipline them J was powcrless to prevent an
ensuing paint fight. I had to relUrn to thc Centre to pull Kcith out of a meeting. He looked
a Iittlc disappointed with me, so I apologized later and reminded him of my status.
Aside from thc Centre and school, where there were fonnal languagc policies in
place, I assumed that thc homc was another context in which codeswitching was enacted.
However, it appeared in at least a few cases that the home was where this kind of
expletivc-laden language was learned in the first place. Helen told me that this was the
case with a few of thc preschoolers, and in the incident betwecn Allen and Chuck above
Allen had assened that it was the home where Chuck had acquircd his colourful
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vocabulary. After the Canada Day barbcque, a summer staff member and I returned the
barbequc back to Nancy. As was usual we ",,.ere accompanied by a group of children, one
of whom was on a bike and squirting the others with a water pistol. When five year old
Mary was squirted she yelled, "Fuck you!" in anger. The staff member reprimanded her
for the language, but her friend piped up, "Mary even says the f-word to her mother." I
notcd that this self-censoring might not always be effective in the presence of the staff. At
the preschool graduation I did not noticc any lapses on Mary's part, but at other times I
noticed Katc scolding her for using swear words at the Centrc on the seemingly rare
occasions when she did. Oncc I was chasing Mary around the Centre when it was closed
It tumed into a game for her and she was laughing and giggling as she deftly evaded
capture. I finally caught her in the prescbool and picked her up to cart her out of the
Centre. Suddenly she began flailing her arms and legs and yelled, "Fuck ya b'y!" I could
see the difficulty some of these children would have in their early years in the fonnal
school system, which I feel would be of a greater magnitude were not for the efforts of
the Centre staff.
Granted these strategies to change language use by the Centre staff appeared to be
generally effective in teons of codeswitching in the context of Centre activities; however,
I still had to ask the question as to why language restrictions were important to monitor
and enforce. Most of the staff were puzzled as to why I would ask what they regarded to
be such an obvious question. They wouJd generally reply that cursing was simply
"wrong" or "negative." John also answered that it was wrong, but I pressed him for a
more in-depth explanation. He responded that this kind of language was not tolerated in
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schools, work environments or in general society, so why should he tolerate it at the
Centre. I agreed, but I pressed funher for a more practical rather than moral reason. He
pointed out that not learning when to self--censor would be a definite liability at school as
well as when looking for work as an adult. One of the analogies he used ,",,'Us that he was
trying to help to provide the area residents with a "full toolbox" in tenns of educational
and social skills, and one of these tools relates to the contextual moderation of discursive
practice.
Ihe monitoring of language in the Centre's programs is geared, in my opinion,
towards providing the skills, knowledge, or cultural capital so that the residents may be
able to successfully navigate their way through the larger society outside of the context of
the project, and perhaps aid in the long run to making the transition to private housing. As
Monica Heller argues, 'playing the game' means playing by the rules set by those in
power.
Specific groups set the rules of the game by which
resources can be distributed. In other words, it is necessary
to display appropriate linguistic and cultural knowledge in
ordcr to gain access to the game, and playing it well
requires in tum mastery of the kinds of linguistic and
cultural knowledge which constitute its roles (Heller 1992:
125).
Further, following Gumperz and Bourdieu, Heller points out that,
An inability to bring to bear appropriate conventions of
behavior on key situations in daily life where critical
decisions about one's access to resources are decided...can
result in the systematic exelusion of segments of the
population from the resources distributed there (ibid).
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The passages by Heller are useful as she lcaves them contextually neutral so they
may be applied to a variety of situations, wherever there exists a dominant and
subordinate language, dialect, or discursive style. Paul Willis (1981 [1977]), in his
analysis of an English working class high school, noted that the guidance counsellor, or
'careers teacher,' tried to impress upon 'the lads' the importance of proper speech,
etiquette and dress for success in the job market. There is of course a long standing
history in England of ranking accents by region, and later by class, in gradients of
superiority and inferiority. Gerry Knowles (1997) notes that in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries in Britain, "it was being alleged that the working classes were
suffering from a serious language deficit" (Knowles 1997: 146). The relationship of
language accents and styles to class also figure prominently in North American socio-
linguistic research, such as William Labov's well known research on language and class
in New York City (Finegan 1989: 426). In a survey of thc linguistic diversity of the
Avalon Peninsula in Newfoundland, Scary ct al. (1968) drew a distinction between the
"cultivated speech" of St. John's and that of the "casual citizens" (Scary et al. 1968: 73),
highlighting thc class distinctions displayed through discursive practices. Whether or not
a case can be made which links accent or diseursive practice explicitly to class, the point
is that value judgments about language are made, standards are set, and prescriptive
practices are sometimes cnacted to address these language 'deficiencies.'
This 'standard' is of course the language of power, which in North America I hold
to be the language of the elite, of government and of institutional bureaucracies, of which
this thesis is an example. The mass media may also promote a certain standard and
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language of power, as the Puerto Ricans of East Harlem with whom Philippe Bourgois
worked used to comment on his "television advertisement voice" (Bourgois 1995: 32), It
would be absurd to suggest, however, that these very same elites are unfamiliar with
crude language or expletives, and that they never use them in specific or intimate
contexts. The critical point is that language use for the upwardly mobile, or for the
maintenance of those in power, depends partly upon having acquired the cultural capital
to know when to codeswitch, to contextually adopt the expected linguistic and
behavioural nonns.
Monica Heller adds that while a great deal of socio-linguistic work on
codeswitehing has been done on the manipulation of marked linguistic choice to gain
access to resources, work has also been done on how subordinate groups use language as
a fonn of resistance (Heller 1992: 126). My sense was that the use of crude language or
expletives by area residents in daily practice was not really a political statement. From
my OW11 observations, and from what the stalTtold me, for some it was merely the routine
language of the home and neighbourhood socializing. Helen told me that some parents
were perplexed by her requests that they not swear around their children at home. Of
course the children would pick it up on their own as they got older, but in some specific
cases this was causing difficulties for I-Ielen in the preschool, as the expletive-laden
language at home was interfering with I-Ielen's attcmpt to correct it at the preschool.
Some did make the attempt, but from what I could see not all did so.
However, the staWs efforts to inculcate cultural capital in tenus of the ability to
codeswitch somctimes went beyond the usc of expletives and focused on the alteration of
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other linguistic practices of thc residcnts of thc project which the staff deemed to be
"negative." I noticed on many occasions thai Kate would greet the children at the Centre,
particularly her granddaughtcrs, by calling them "maggots." One of the first mornings I
spent at the breakfast program I heard the "hey maggots" greeting, but it must be
emphasized that it was not said with any detectable note of malice or contempt. I thought
it was a little odd, but just put it down as an individual idiosyncratic practice, as I did not
hear any other residents call children by this tenn. However the practice troubled John,
which placed him in the awkward situation of getting into a confrontation with his most
important local volunteer over the issue. As he told me,
She's using a negative word ... [as] a tenn of endearment or
encouragement. But it's not right. You know it's not right, I
know it's not right. You tell her. .. [and she will say) 'Fuck
yoursclf...that's the way I talk!'
Kate's use of the tenn "maggots" may indeed not be an overt political statement or an act
of intentional resistance itself, but given her reaction to John's criticism of the practice I
think that she clearly saw the power dimensions underlying the practice of language
correction or censorsltip.
The more I thought about the issue of language, the more J could see why the
Centre staff would try to discourage the use of expletives and other discourses they
regard as being negative. [t would probably be unrealistic to expect the children and
youth to cease all use of the language in all contexts; however, the ability to codeswitch
is an important social skill to possess. Yet one incident forced me to see another
dimension to the issue, in that one could argue that the practiccs of thc Centre could be
undennining a sense of local intimacy which arises from this discursive style, and its
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strategic use could be seen as a form of resistance in tenns of the politics of inclusion and
exclusion. Even if some forms of discursive practice, ranging from the use of expletives
to insults, arc interpreted by the staff as 'wrong' or negative,' it docs not always mean
that they arc interpreted as such by the residents. [ have noticed the use of insults and
harsh language by the children and youth as a form of signalling inclusion and as a way
to mark outsiders.
I noticed that many of the children and youth appeared to have a very caustic
sense of humour, They freely traded insults amongst each other and were adept at verbal
sparring, which usually involved the mocking of physical appearances or attributes. On a
trip to the local Pepsi cannery during the summer program, one girl with whom I got
along well called me "pumpkin teeth." I laughed at the cleverness of the dig, but was a
little hurt in that I thought it was malicious and was unclear as to what I did to upset her.
Over the next week [ found myself looking in the mirror and questioning anyone I knew
if anything was wrong with my teeth. Over time it became clear to me that many of these
barbs were aimed at people they liked rather than disliked. The summer co-ordinator was
very popular with the children and youths. During one stafT meeting at the Centre some
of the young teens outside were calling up to him and trying 10 get his attention, referring
to him as "Flaps" in reference to his cars. I could not help laughing as I looked out of the
window and one teen had two pieces of cardboard held up to ears and he was pretending
to fly as he jumped off of a rock. I know "Flaps" was liked, so my own conclusion was
that the teasing was done as a form of inclusion rather than malicious exclusion.
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After observing them for a while, I noticed that the young people often used their
worst insults amongst themselves, finding any fault, real or imagined, with whieh to
mock each other. PauJ Willis noticed similar verbal sparring in working class shopfloor
culture in England. As he described it,
Many verbal exchanges on the shopfloor are not serious or
about work activities. They are jokes, or 'pisstakes', or
'kiddings' or 'windups.' There is a real skill in being able
to use this language with fluency: to idcntify the points on
which you are being 'kidded' and to have appropriate
responses ready in order to avoid further baiting (Willis
1981: 55).
This kind ofkidding can be quite devastating to someone who is either unfamiliar with it
or not skilled in its usc. One young teen, who was one of the few from oUlside the project
who was enrolled in the summer program, was somewhat ostracized by the area youth.
He was marginalized by virtue of his introverted nature and overall meekness, which do
not seem to be personality trailS that the local teens respect. Ironically, at the summer
camp they may have been making an ellort to include him, but with this kind of kidding
it had the opposite effect in this case. In the cookhouse I was at the front table talking to
some of the kids. At the back sal the outsider, alone as per usual. Some of the tougher and
more popular members of a clique of teens were sitting across from him. I did not see
what transpired, but a few moments later the outsider had his head down on the table and
was in tears. He was consoled by a few of the counsellors. one of whom angrily berated
one of the local tcens by asking, "What did you say to him?" The teen look genuinely
baffled. shruggt:d and said, "Nothing." Obviously something was said, but I believe that
the tccn was genuinely surprised by his reaction. I found out later that the outsider had
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pas~d gas in the bunkhouse and was nicknamed "Eggy." r also found out from a
counsellor that it was being called 'Eggy' which had caused thc above incident. lfhe had
shot back with something clever it may have endeared him to these teens. Putting his
head down and crying was perhaps the worse thing to do.
I tried this out with some of the children and it seemed to work. The one who had
first called me "pumpkin teeth," had settled on "big nose" instead. In the same breath as
she insulted me she asked ifshe could wear my hat. Recognizing it for what it was, I said,
"No way... I don't want your cooties." She burst out laughing, "Cooties? ...cooties?" as if
she could not believe that she was hearing such an arcane tenn. The rest of the children
laughed and that was that. On my way home I passed by a house where three young girls
I knew were playing on the porch. One yelled, "1'ley big nose," to which I waved baek.
Another wanted to know where I was going and the third grinned widely and waved. If I
had grown upset at these insults, in my estimation, they would have increased in intensity
and I would have perhaps marginalized myself from these children, making the rest of
my fieldwork difficult. But it was not always possible to tell if they liked or disliked
someone with their jokes. One outsider male summer counsellor exuded what I took to be
a class-based arrogance and condescension, which was commented on by nearly all of the
full-time staff. Instead of mocking his physical appearance, the teens targeted aspects of
him they disliked, such as the seriousness with which he played the game of pool. One
teen mocked this counsellor's exasperated groans when he made poor shots, whieh I
found highly amusing. Another would pretend to jostle his pool cue from behind, while
another actually moved balls on thc table when he was not looking. One particularly cruel
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example was how they mocked how upset he was at the summer camp when he learned
that this group of teens had killed a frog. One teen pretended to cry and 'boo hooed' in a
high pitch voice. I could never decide if they liked him or not. Towards the end of
summer they may have, but [ think some of their joking may have been aimed at taking
him 'down a notch' so to speak. Another summer counsellor told me that her attempts to
spend time with the children and youth after-hours was initially met with cal-calls, insults
and mild physical abuse, which generally included small rocks and erab apples being
thrown at her. She told me,
I myself, fotmd that the kids didn't know how to express
their feelings positively. At the time I was very insulted by
the kids' reaction to me my first time there after
hours....Now I go thcre and a lot of the kids know I smoke,
they open up to me, especially the older kids about
drinking, smoking, ete. They arc at times disruptive but I
understand them a lot more. Before I was super shocked
and kind of hurt. Still, some of the kids are the same way,
but I have a new understanding of the way their minds
work.
Insults can clearly be used as a fonn of inclusiveness or intimacy, as the
counsellor quotL-d above was clearly well liked, so I sunnised that Kate was
communicating this kind of intimacy to the children when she referred to them as
'maggots.' I also noticed that the use of expletive-laden language in some contexts
appears to perfonn a similar function among the adults of the project. The NEA held an
overnight party in mid-July at a lodge outside of the city on the other side ofConeeption
Bay, funded in large part from their bingo proceedings. Its function was recreational, as it
was probably one of the rare times that many of the local women have a chance to get
away from their homes, partners and children to, "let their hair down," as I was told
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several times. The only non-NEA members who were invited were the senior staff from
the Centre, Nancy's daughter and husband who helped to organize the event, the NLHC
Tenant Relations Officer for the area, a Health and Community Services nurse from the
Centre's elinic, and myself. It proved to be the most enjoyable event of my research. No
sooner had the bus pulled away from the Centre then did the drinking begin as did an
almost constant stream of obscene language, jokes and sexual banter. Up at the lodge I
had almost injured myself from laughing, as one middle-aged woman in particular would
hurl out random obscenities and insults while John attempted to call the bingo numbers.
John was particularly adept at codeswitching, as he was able to successfully
communicate on the same levels with the residents, staff and bureaucratic officials.
However, at this bingo game my laughter only seemed to egg the woman on further, so
scnsing that he was losing control of the situation John eventually gave up. Thc TRO
seemed quite uncomfortable at times. and shockcd at others, at the behaviour of these
women. Of course not all of the women acted like this nor did all of them drink, but even
some who nonnally scemt.'<i rather quiet and dignified let loose on this particular evening.
However what caught my attention was the strategic use of sexual banter. which seemed
to be aimed al the males.
As the youngest male present and unattached at the lime, Keith bore the brunt of
most of the sexual taunting and teasing. He took it all in stride; however, he started to
appear quite uncomfortable as one woman was beginning to cross the line between jest
and reality.) I decided to make myself scarce as well once she started to tum her attention
towards me. In my interpretation afthe night's proceedings, I felt that this was a situation
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where a group of primarily middle·aged women, from one of the more disempowered
sectors of urban Newfoundland society and away from the gendered power relations of
the home and neighbourhood, were using language in the fom} of sexual banter and
leasing as a temporary inversion of (he status quo. The debasing sexual banter was
primarily aimed at Keith as he represented wllat they were not: young, male and socially
mobile.
Their use of excessively crude and vulgar language also appeared to mark
distinctions between insiders and outsiders at this event. As their crudeness and vulgarity
increased as the night wore on, I could notice that it tended to marginalize the TRO and
the HCS nuTSC. Even the rest of the staff gradually retreated to their rooms. The only
reason I stayed out with them as long as I did was that I was enjoying myself, I was quite
drunk and I did not feel uncomfortable. I was touched that I was invited in the first place
and I was never made to feel unwelcome. [ was more uncomfortable with the TRO's
evident embarrassment and open shock at the language being used by these women. She
had attempted to make eye contact with me a few times, perhaps to seek out someone
who also shared this feeling, though [ tried to avoid il. This was their night and I certainly
did not wanl it 10 appear Ihall was making judgements about the NEA women's conduct.
I was not sure whether this was similar 10 Iheir nonnal daily discourse, bUI I felt that it
was exaggerated by alcohol and being away from home. They certainly did nOI act like
this around the Centre from what I could see, but I could understand now one reason why
Kate may not have been too eager for me to attend Iheir bingo nights. Whatever the case
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may be, this style of discourse may aid in creating a sense of intimacy among local
residents by marking insiders and outsiders.
Whether it is through the teaching of academic skills or the ability to codeswitch,
the staffa! the Centre were attempting to provide the children, youth, and to an extent the
adults, with the 'tools' or cultural capital which could allow them to be more successful
in their educational, social and employment endeavours. In many ways the Co-Op
program, which I discussed in Chapter rive. can also be seen as being geared towards
providing some of the cultural capital the residents would need in tcrms of dealing with
bureaucratic organizations and the ability to take on advocacy roles. However, it must
also be remembered that the particular forms of cultural capital which the statT are trying
to develop clashes in some ways with existing discursive and child rearing practices of
some of the residents, and also runs counter in some ways to the Centre's other goals of
developing 'community,' 'empowerment,' and 'ownership.' Some of the discursive
practices which the staff attempt to censor or alter can in fact be very intimate in their
usage and serve as a way to mark insiders and outsiders, which is a key aspect of
'community.' It is also difficult to make a case for 'empowerment' and 'ownership' in
terms of the staff members challenging the residents' practices within the context of the
Centre in their own neighbourhood. By the same token, I fully support the staff's efforts
to develop the cultural capital needed in terms of upward mobility. As laudable as this
action is, a further contradiction arises from thcse activities. The attempts to strengthen
'community' and 'ownership' involve promoting the message that the residents have a
say in their area, and that they should become actively involved in the local issues and
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have a stake in what is going on in their 'community.' Yet, the kind of cultural capital I
have been discussing, in tenns of education and codeswitehing, is aimed at encouraging
the young people to strive for the goals of the larger society and to be able to breach the
barriers of cultural capila! and ultimalely, to leave.
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Endnotes to Chapter Seven
, During the interview J had to stop him 10 explain what he meant by 'stunnedlstunneder ' He explained
that it was a Newfoundland expression which meant ~Iess intelligent." A\X:ording to the Dic/ior1(Jry of
Ne-..joundfand English (1999), the term can also refer to being "naive" (543)
2 Foran examplc of the complexities of the linguistic diversity of the Avalon Peninsula. as well as the
'standard' of SI. John's English versus the outpon areas, see Seary et aJ (J968). For a discussion of
'gendered'languagesec King(I99I).
1 For a cross-cultural example. Richard Lee (1985) recounts a similar experience he had during his
fieldwork with a group of middle-aged IKung women, though it is not clear whether this was in jest or
somewhat serious advances. My sense from his work was that he was unsure as well.
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ChaptcrEight
Summary and Conclusions
This thesis has probed the role that the Froude Avenue Community plays in the
practice of community in the Froude Avenue housing project. I have retained Halperin's
(1998) concerns with the practice of community to include consideration not only of the
micro-events as they unfold in daily life, but also thc influenccs and constraints of the
larger forces of the political economy and history. I have approached each of the key
analytical themes of 'community,' 'empowerment,' 'ownership,' and 'cultural capital'
with a focus on the contradictions and tensions between the residents and the staff (and
among the staff at times) as they carried out their jobs and implemented the Centre's
mission statement. I have trealed these themes as both mobilizing metaphors and as
practices to highlight the disparities between the way metaphors are uscd to promote a
political agenda and how they are rcflected as practices in terms of the nunnces of daily
life. lbroughout the discussion of these themes, I have also kept an eye on the larger
forees of the political economy and history in terms of how these factors impinge Oil the
Centre's activities, the goals of the staff and the programs, and the lives of the residents. I
will now summarize and conclude this thesis with a bricf reitcration of my findings.
8.1 - Conflicts and Contradictions
The key tensions and struggles between thc statf and the residents in terms of thc
Centre lie in the dilTering ways in which ownership and empowerment arc conceptualized
and practiced and cultural capital is developed. 'Ownership,' in the view of thc staff and
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the Newfoundland and Labrador Housing COT]Xlration, suggests the overt display of a
sense of responsibility by the residents for their homes, the area in general, the Centre
itself. 'Ownership,' in my interpretation of the practices of some of the residents.
involved their approaches to claiming ownership over the Centre and its resources which
did not, at times. match the conceptions of ownership promoted by the staff. For examplc,
the spray painting around the project was seen by the staff as simple vandalism, and
something that the local teen perpetrators should take 'ownership of in tenns of
admitting their culpability and rectifying their actions, which they did by painting it over.
My intention is not to defend these practices of creating graffiti, but to point out that
messages of ownership are being conveyed through these actions. To borrow the
language of Derrida (1991), the spray painted message of "The Blocks" can be seen as a
'sign,' but without one stable, centred meaning. For thc staff, the message was of
vandalism and of the teen's disregard for their community. Vandalism for 'kicks'
probably played a role, as well as a statement of the teen's rejection of authority, but the
message of ownership is unmistakable with the bold, blue words of "The Blocks"
scrawled across the basketball court which is shared with an adjacent private housing
area. Similarly, the numerous reference to rap artists in their graffiti can also be seen as a
message of ownership; in this case an expression of identity and an allegiance to a
medium which speaks to some of the issues which resonate in the teen's own lives -
housing projects, thwarted desires, poverty, violence, drugs and resistance to authority. I
also argue that the choice of signs was significant in teons of the appropriation of the
negative epithet of "Thc Blocks" as their preferred message of ownership. Again, my
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intention is not to condone property damage but to understand what is being
communicated by these p<lltemed actions.
Conflicts have also arisen between the staff and some of the residents over the
donations which came into the Centre. The way in which these donations were
redistributed struck the staff as 'dishonest' or 'manipulative.' However, following Stack
(1997) and Halperin (1998), networks of social and material support through 'swapping'
or 'bouseholding' are common practices which can be found among those who are living
under conditions of need in urban centres. The reciprocal aspects of these practices of
redistributing goods reinforces the social ties among local kin, friends and neighbours,
and strengthens the practice of community. This practice unfortunately entails that the
'best' goods are quickly claimed and that some residents of the project are being
excluded. This places the staff into an uncomfortable position of allowing the practice to
continue and maintain a good relationship with this network of residents, or to stop the
practice in the name of 'fairness' and thus alienate them. As of March of 2002, the
struggle over the ownership of these goods and of the space in which SPAN is located in
the basement of the Centre bad not been settled.
Contradictions and tensions also have arisen in regards to the Centre's language
policy and the discursive practices of some of the residents. The stairs attempts to
develop thc cultural capital of the children and the youths of the area though the
censoring of 'negative' language and the inculcation of codeswltching abilities can also
be seen 10 clash with the 'positive' aspects of the linguistic practices of the residents in
terms of promoting inclusion and communal intimacy. My intention is not to argue that
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the .staff should discontinue these activities, as I fully support the practice of providing
the educational and social skills, in short the cultural capital, for these children and youth
so they may be successful in their future educational and employment endeavours. My
intention is to point out that these local practices, whether discursive among neighbours
or in tenns of dlild rearing in people's homes, are cultural fonns which need to be
understood in their own contexts, as are the staff's views of the cultural capital necessary
for economic mobility.
8.2 Metaphors and Practice
The concepts of 'community,' 'empowennent,' and 'ownership' were articulated
during the course of my research by some of the residents, the statT and representatives
from the NLHC. The metaphorical aspects of community are partly rooted in the fact that
the teon is a "common, ordinary word" (Halperin 1998: xii). So common that its meaning
often remains unquestioned and its existence is assumed. As a 'mobilizing metaphor,' the
discourse of community has been appropriated by govemmental policy makers and
advisors in order to justify the downloading of costs and responsibilities of social
programs from the state, to the province, to the municipalities, and to the 'community.'
The danger therein is that urban communities, as sociological entities, may not match the
metaphor or social ideal. Kenneth Scherzer (1992) has pointed out that the communal
functions of urban neighbourhoods are assumed to operate, more than they do in practice.
However, the staff of the Centre at Froude and the residents of the local tenants
association often invoked metaphors such as 'community' or 'empowennent,' in such
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contexts as Board meetings, as a way in which to press for their own demands, as these
metaphors arc not always used in a 'top-down' manner.
However, community is more than just a metaphor; elements of community do
exist in practice, though often in a more attenuated form than that in which it is projected
in the media or for political purposes by governments or activist citizens. Community as
a practice can be seen in the networks of material and social support that cluster around
the Centre as a node or local "knot" (Cubin 1973: 68) of dense social ties. Community as
a practice can also be seen in the intimate space of the project due to its design, or with
the mobilization by some members of the NEA to challenge the stereotypes of the area. 1
think it is important to highlight the difference between community as a metaphor and a
practice not only to expose underlying agendas, but also to draw attention to the concrete
efforts being made by the Centre and the residents to practice community.
As a metaphor, 'empowerment' rings somewhat hollow when one considers that
there are very real structural limits to the kinds of power the tenants may wield and the
decisions they may make. Ironically, social housing tenants may be convinced to become
'empowered' through taking on, without remuneration, the duties of managing their
housing area, as Hyatt (1997) has shown in Britain. I saw nothing to indicate that the
NLHC were moving towards this model, bUI it serves as a warning about the dangers that
may underlie seemingly innocuous discourses. Empowerment also secms less than
convincing considering that a small, intimatc clique seemcd to hold most of the important
tenant positions in the NEA, the Centre, the Board of Directors and various rclated
courses and conferences. Empowerment is usually invoked in tandem with 'community,'
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but in this case it appears that it is a specific social network of residents that are
'empowered,' which concurs with my views that urban communities are composed of
networks rather than as a cohesive 'whole.'
Another interpretation of the above scenario is that this network or clique are the
core of a developing local leadership and represent the general interests of the area at
these Board meetings or conferences. Following Gaventa, (1982), I came to realize that
even though I did not see any concrete decisions being made at the Board meetings I
attended, the tenants' participation itself in these meetings are what was significant, as
Gavcnta posits that it is participation which leads to political consciousness and
overcoming powerlessness. The tenants' participation in these meetings and conferences
are important for the residents in tenns of gaining familiarity and fluency with the fonnal
structures of power and self-confidence in doing so. In short, they are developing the
cultural capital needed to take on advocacy roles for themselves.
The notion of ownership appears in its most metaphorical guise in the struggle
over the definition of the buildings of the project as being either 'homes' or 'units.' There
is no question in my mind that it is against the NLHC's best interest to continue to refer
to these buildings as 'units.' John pointed out that it is often that which is perceived as
belonging to Housing that suffers the greatest vandalism. This may also be what was
behind the vandalism of social housing projects noted in the Urban Task Force (1969)
report. However, there are limits to the extent to which the tenants' homes are 'owned.' J
do not think that the residents are under any delusions that the buildings belong to the
NLHC and not to themselves no matter what they are called. The same holds for the
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Centre, which is staffed and managed by outsiders and funded primarily by the NLHC.
The message of 'non-ownership' is reinforced every time a prospectivc tenant goes
through the placement process, has their income or activities monitored, someone in the
area is threatened with eviction, or calls are placed to maintenance. It appears that these
buildings are practically and conceptually both 'homes' and 'units.' Many of the
residents do feel strongly that these buildings are their homes, and it is in the struggle by
these residents to have them defined and recognized as such where the true aspects of
ownership may be found.
8.3 - History and the Political Economy
The Centre and the stafT havc to deal with a number of these tensions and
contradictions on a daily basis while they are trying to realize the Centre's goals and to
help the residents, but not all ofthcse contradictions are of their own making. The Froude
project was created at a time when collectivist philosophies in the Canadian government
were in ascendancy. The Second World War had just ended, the North American
economics were doing well and Keynesian economic principles were followed. The
cornerstones of the Canadian social welfare state were being built upon and strengthened.
Newfoundland had just entered the Canadian Confederation in 1949 and federal
infrastructure funds were flowing into the province. The Fronde project, known as
Westmounl FP 1/50, was completed in 1951 as one result of these shifts. The central
slums of SI. John's were cleared and it was thought that the residents of this new project
would only be temporary tenants. Through a 'filtering-down' process (Godfrey 1985) it
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was presumed that the tenants would move out once they could afford the down payment
for a home, so a social support infrastructure for the residents was not deemed to be
necessary, despite warnings from some members of the SJHC in the 1940s of the
problems which would arise from concentrations of the poor.
The 1970s had witnessed soaring energy prices, and along with the elimination of
the gold standard for currencies, the older economic order was changing and the received
paradigms were being even more rigorously challenged. The inflation of the 1980s led 10
further rethinking of the Canadian social welfare state, as neo-liberal interests began
increased calls for cuts to spending, the elimination of deficits and the reduction of the
debt. The NLHC, after having formed in 1967 and amalgamating with the SJHC in 1981,
took the criticisms of large social housing projects seriously. Spending on improving the
social conditions of these estates in the early and mid 1980s was made a priority, even
though the social welfare state in Canada was coming under increasing scrutiny by
hostile and vested interests.
'Ibe Centre was opened in 1985, primarily as a meeting place and as a recreation
centre. After John bccanle the manager in late 1986, the scope and role of the Centre
began 10 broaden and expand, even though support for social housing was soon to be on
the decline. The recession in the early 1990s marked Ihe firm ascendancy of nco-liberal
influences upon government social and fiscal policies. Everything from the federal
Canada Assistance Plan, to provincial and municipal programs were slashed and
do\'vtlsized. The construction of new housing estates ceased, soon to be followed by
smaller infill units and eventually all land development itsclfin 1998 (NLHC 1998: I).
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In many ways, the NLHC's approach to the Centre and the area has been
somewhat contradictory. The mandate of transitional housing is still maintained and
asserted, even though some families in the area have lived there for three generations.
There arc subtle, and sometimes explicit, pressures on the residents to leave. Rent is
geared to income, so once incomes increase they will reach a point where continued
residency in the area makes little sense, even though jobs may be tenuous in tenns of
security. This also means Ihat the pools of resources needed for a family to make a down
payment are often eroded over time, lengthening the time it takes to make the transition
to private housing. Strategies by some of the residents to cope under these difficult
conditions arc derided as 'dishonest,' even though in more powerful sectors of society
'dishonest manipulation' is praised as good business sense. I faifto see why an increase
in a tenant's income could not be siphoned orr and put into a trust fund and invested by
the NLHC so the tenants oould save for a down payment, if such a oourse is desired.
When I raised the issue of almost 'forced dependency' with a TRO I could see that the
issue was not open for debate and I was reminded of the NLHC's mandate of transitional
housing.
Yet, if transitional housing is the mandate, and the official desire is that residents
do not put down roots, then the discourses of community, empowennent and ownership
secm even more contradictory. Local organizations, such as the Centre and the NEA, are
supported by the NLHC and tenants are exhorted to get involved in their housing areas;
yet, to actually strengthen community and to take ownership on the part of the residents
runs counter to the mandate of transitional housing. That being said, eliminating support
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for the Centre would not be a wisc course of action, considering the problems and stigma
faced by the area in the years before its existence, and how far the area has come.
The continued support of the staff and the Centre to develop the social capital of
the young people of the area, through the provision of social, educational, vocational and
recreational activities, would appear to be the best way to maintain the goal of
transitional housing as well as to enhance the area for those who stay and for new
arrivaJs. John said to me several times, perhaps alluding to these contradictions inherent
in the Centre, that "Housing created a monster and didn't know what to feed it." I
assumed that he was speaking of its early days, as this does not seem to be the case today.
This thesis, as I reminded John throughout my research, was intended to contribute more
to an anthropological understanding of the complex issues of urban communities,
particularly housing projects, rather than an explicit assessment of the Centre in tenns of
a policy recommendation. John understood, as he pointed out that any input from
objC\:tive outsiders would be uscful. However, he caught me off guard during our last
interview when he challenged me directly to take a stand, opposed to my usual academic
warning. The following is from my notes on the interview.
After dealing with some of these issues, I was going over
what I felt to be the positive aspects of the Centre in early
September with John, when he cut me off and asked, "Is it
worth __ dollars a year?" I was taken otT guard by the
question and said, "I think so. " "Ok," John replied, "that's
what we need to know, because that's what its going to take
to nul the building every year. And I need to know if those
pats on the back for _ and dealing with _ or having
{Nancy] come over here and discipline other parents. I need
to know if it's worth my _ dollars a year I'm asking for.
I know you do, but somebody needs to say that. Because
this is what we do."
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I am not certain what John, the staff or any of the residents will make of this thesis and
for my 0\'Itl views of scholarly integrity I have tried to avoid taking a position on the
Centre in those tenns. I have also tried to be as honest and balanced as I -could, making
some sense of the messiness and contradictions ofsocio-culturallife as I encountered it at
the Centre during my four months of fieldwork. But as a student of anthropology, and as
a private citizen, I would have to answer 'yes' to John's question.
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Appendix A
Mission Statement
To enhance the quality of life of the
residents oftheFroude Avenue
Community through the provision of
educational, recreational, social, health
and vocational programs
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Appendix B
Area Statistics·
Asof2001:
Comparison by percentage between 2001 and 1984:J
Other Data for2001:
Female Male Average Average Average Average
Singles Siuglcs Occupancy Income per IDcomeper Rent per
in Years Individual Household Household
per Annum per Annum per Month
50 12 $7980.96 $9789.12 $287.54
, Sources: 2001 data provided by the NLJ-IC TRO for the area and ,..,trieved from NLHC databanks. 1984
data from (Handrigan 1984)
1 Urban Renewal and Low Income Iiousing (1972) reports a total of 140 units and my own hand count from
the map (Appendix C) notes 140 units. Two NLI IC sources oowever report alotalofl37unils.1 am
uncertain as to the causeoflhe discrepancy.
lThedatafrom 1984 only surveyed 109 households .
• "Income Support" here collapses welfare, employment insurnnce benefits, and senior and disability
pensions.
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Appendix C
Froude Avenue Housing Project*
*The Froude Avenue Community Centre is coloured yellow, lower right of map.
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Appendix D
Table of the F.A.C.C.'s Income Sourcess
2B%
• Donations
• Fundraising
OG.I.C
oCOSJ
.HCS
CHRE
.Job Creation
oUteracyDev.
• NLHC
.SCP
o Program Fees
COtho<
'Some notes on the acronyms: GI.C. me-orne are the di ... idends the Centre recel"~s from 1Il"esunents 01'1 a
lump sum from the Kayal progrnm COS} IS the City of Sl. John's.. HRE IS Human Resources and
Employment (Newfoundland and Labrador). SCP is !he Summer Can:cr Placement program for !he hlnng
of summer counsellors {Canadal
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Appendix [6
Date: October 09, 1998
To: Joan Marie Aylward M.H.A., S1. John's Centre
From: Neighbourhood Enhancemcnt Association & Women's Club?
Tenants Maintenance Concerns
I. Mailboxes/Dcadbolt - When people leave their houses tor shopping etc., access can be
gain through the mailbox slot. Not a safe environment to live.
2. Installations of showers and vents in washrooms. Showers are energy saving and
convenient for some of the older tenants in the community. Vents will stop the fire
detectors from going off all the time. Taps that have the same handles confuse older and
younger tenants.
3. Windows - Majority of all aluminium windows install approximately 15 years ago
have been leaking for 15 years, Damage to gyproc, wallpaper, paint and some furniture
have all been reported with no immediate attention.
4. Kitchens Cupboards/Range Hoods - Doors need to be install on cupboards, and some
sort of ventilation for stcam such as range hoods would be an asset. No vcntilation has
cause mildew on an windows and contribute to leaks.
5. Roofs - Flat top roofs in the community have been lcaking for years. Maintenance on
these roofs is started but the damage to units has to be repair also (painting & plastering).
6. Garbage Collection - Due to inappropriate storage space for garbage we need a new
system to address this concern....
... Pride and respect for our housing units and community cannot be achieved to the fullest
until these important issues are dealt with by NLHC.
6 This letler is areprodlK:tion which I typed, as thc original was in too poor ofa condition to photocopy or
scan. Wording is exaclly as it appcared in the original.
7 I heard no reference to the Women's Club during my fieldwork, in any written sources or verbally. The
Chairperson of the we who signed this document is also a core NEA member.
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Appendix F
This picture was drawn by a local young teen. He had included his name pointing to the
head of the figure as well as a tattoo on the arm, which J blanked out. It may be difficult
to make out, but the main figured is labelled "Gangster," and the victim "Punk." He told
me, when I asked, that coming out of the victim's mouth is blood and teeth. Aeross the
aggressor's abdomen is "Thug."
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